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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study was prompted by the concern that little systematic information 
-.; " has been compiled as to interactions between judicia.;!. system and cl-3trectional 

system officials. It was stimulated, as well, by a recognition of the interde
pendence of these two criminal justice organizations. The focus of the study is 
the courts and how the judicial system ~anages or fails to manage its intersec
tion with correctional organizatiolls. The examination had several phases and 
has resulted in three reports. 

1. Courts and Corrections: Literature Review 

An examination was conducted of reports of more recent national study com
missions, state statutes and administrative rules, federal court decisions re
lated to corr;ectional adm~nistrtion, and legal periodicals and justice system 
journals. ' 

While commission reports did not center on the extensive interdependency be
tween courts and corrections, a number of recommendations supported the need for 
a close working relationship between these two t.ypes of organizations and the 
provision of reports to judges concerning offender populations and rehabilita
tion effectiveness. Further, while the, employment of court administrators, at 
state and local levels, was urged, job descriptions for these officials did not 
clearly delineate task responsibilities at the court intersection with correc
tions. 

Statutes frequently specify the transmission of court orders and presentence 
investigation reports to correctional institutions and sometimes provide for in
terorganizational collaboration related to criminal justice system planning or 
service delivery. State court system rules may require judicial visits to cor
rectional facilities. 

An array of federal court decisions has analyzed the constitutionality, or 
unconstitutionality, of a wide range of state prison and local jail conditions 
and practices. Numerous findings of Bill of Rights' violations compel a conclu
sion that correctional agencies cannot solve these problems by themselves. 

Despite the extensive professional journal articles focusing on either 
judicial system or correctional system developments, innovations, and research 
assessments ",few presentations address directly the issues which surround the 
courts relati'onship with corrections. Certain literature does assess the impact 
of federal court decisions on correctional administration or describes the need 
for closer court and correctional collaboration. 

2. Courts and Corrections: I~terrelationships in Eight State~ 

Data are reported and analyzed from seventy-three telephone interviews con
ducted with state and local judicial and correctional system officials in eight 
states. Four states, Arizona, Florida, Maryland, and Rhode Island, had experi
enced federal court decisions which had fou)ld tpeir prisons or prison systems 
unconstitutionally overcrowded. Four states, Idaho, Minnesota, North Carolina

r 
and South Dakota, had not. experienced such deoisions. Local jails in certain 
communities in some states were also subject to court orders. Findings include: 
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Prison population data are rarely transmitted to state court administrators 
or trial court off~cials, but two-thirds of trial court officials regularly re
ceive jail population data. Court officials,. in general, review information 
provided them by correctional agencies. Correctional officials seek more infor
mation from the courts. Considerable informal communication occurs across sys
tems at the local level, but not at the state level. Trial court offici~ls do 
visit local correctional agencies: state court administrators are less familiar 
with state correctional agencies. 

Officials in both "overcrowded" and "non-overcrowded" states tend to view 
their prisons as overcrowded, but perceptions of local jail overcrowding are re
lated to whether a court has found the jail overcrowded. Thirty-nine percent of 
respondents agree that judges impose lesser sentences due to prison overcrowd
ing; 44 percent agree that: judges impose lesser sentences due to jail over
crowding. If one agreed there was overcrowding, a respondent was more likely to 
agree that judg~s imposed lesser sentences due to overcrowding and that there 
were too few alternatives. 

Seventy-eight percent of respondents agreed that incarceration facilities 
lacked adequate rehabilitation programs. Court officials were more critical of 
prison and jail rehabilitation programs than correctional officials. The view 
that these programs were inadequate applied whether or not a respondent believed 
a prison or jail was overcrowded. 

Trial court judges were more often seen as having responsibility for helping 
solve state correctional problems than state or trial court administrators. The 
judges' responsibility for helping solve local correctional problems was seen 
very prominently. The state court administrator's visibility was particularly 
low. Only two of nine state court administrators acknowledged responsibility 
for helping solve state correctional problems. None of the thirteen upper trial 
court judges agreed that state court administrators held this responsibility, but 
seven of eight state correctional officials agreed. A wide range of trial court 
administrator activity within the correctional relationship was reported. Cor
rectional officials accord all court officials more responsibility in helping 
solve these problems than court officials accept. 

Correctional officials tend to initiate more joint meetings than courts do, 
and express more problems wit.h communication than court officials acknowledge 
and more problems with reports from the courts than judges or administrators 
noted with correctional information. They asked for closer working relations 
with the judicial system. They also saw more value and fewer problems associ
ated with correctional administration than court officials accepted. 

A number of officials, termed "responsibilitarians", generally accorded all 
COUZ"t officials as having responsibility for helping solve correctional prob
lems. Another group, the "abstentionists"" generally disagreed with responsi
bility for any court official. One significant exception to this typology oc
curred with the latter group. In disagreeing that the state court administrtor 
had responsibility for solving state ~orrectional problems, respondents nonethe
less agreed that trial court judges held responsibility for local correctional 
problems. 

Ninety percent of court officials t.hought training programs dealing with al
ternatives to institutionalization and with basic issues in the courts- correc
tions interface would be useful. Seventy-five percent of these officials would 
be interested in attending a workshop involving teams of state and local court 
and correctional personnel addressing the joint problems of courts and correc-

tions • 
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3. Courts and Corrections: An Agenda for Cooperation 
ii 

Thi,s monograph defines court administratIon as encompassing functions pe~i
formed bot:h by judges and court administrators. A proactive court administdl
tion is seen as enhancing the judicial system I s maintenance of, i'\:s fundamen~lal 
processes and the management of its increasing workload. Accordingly, court I: 

management req~ires leadership and an active stance in administering the coujrt 
and in obtaining coooperation and assistance from related organizations, sucb as 
correctional agencies. 

Drawing on data derived from the study and logical expansions of this ill,for-
·mation, the monograph describes and prescribes activities that can usefully be 
undertaken by judges and court administrators both in the broader correctional 
context and at the different case processing stages. These materials relate to 
court policies and procedures, information system development and exchanges" ju
dicial awareness of corr~dtional issues, liaison with and oversight of correc
tional services, advocacy for criminal justice system improvements, and partici
pation on judicial and interagency commissions. 

Recommendations are made: 

• To expand trial court administration activity in regard to pretrial 
jailing and its alternatives 1 criminal caseflowi sentencing practices 
and sentencing alternatives1 formal and informal working re~ationships 
with corrections; and to obtain a greater acceptance of responsibility 
for working to help solve correctional problems on the part of the 
state court administrator. 

To expand the curriculum of institutions providing t.raining to judges 
and court administrators to offer course content related to judicial 
system responsibilities in relation to corrections, skills development 
in working with the intersection of courts and corrections, and to 
provide increased information as to correctional administration and 
alternatives to incarceration. Seminars with state and local 
correctional personnel are eupported as a method for facilitating a 
combined address to correctional problems. 

• Further research is encouraged to evaluate formally structured inter~ 
organizational councils, a more extensive inquiry into state and trial 
court administration functions in regard to corrections, and for a more 
expansive assessment of data ex'changes between courts and corrections. 
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Introduction It 

Courts and corrections along with law enforcement form the three m,!jor seg-
,', 

ments of the criminal justice system. Between them they process and i~itervene 
" 

with individuals accused of ~ommitti'ng crimes from apprehension throucj!~ trial 

and punishment to return to society. The actions taken by one of these segments 

may well have an impact on the operations of another component. For example, 

when a court adheres to a more stringent pretrial release policy (set'l1ing high 

bail due to concern about reoffenses prior to trial or disposition), l,?cal jail 
\ 
" 

population will increase. The judicial imposition of more severe sentences will 

also have i~s effects on correctional institutions. While these three compo-

nents do comprise a system in terms of proceosing many of the same people, they 

often operate more like three separate systems. Using the term "system" to de-

scribe the workings of the police, courts t and corrections might be misleading. 

"A system implies unity of purpose and suggests an organized interrelationship 

among components, and no such relationship exists with police, courts, and cor-

rections. On the contrary, there is only a continuum through which an accused 

1 offender may pass" Lack of coordination of effort is Cited as early as 1931 

in the report of the Wickersham commission
2 

and has been repeated many times 

since then. It is not that there should be a unitary purpose among these three 

types of organizations, but rather that there must be effective cooperation be-

tween them. 

The larger study, of which this literature review is one part, examined ju-

dicial system relationships with correctional agencies at both state and local 

levels and explored avenues that might improve these relation~hips. The liter-

ature review was conducted to locate written materials which addressed this in-

terchange. Four primary sources of materials were investigated: 

• Recommendations of national commissions or task forces; 

• State statutes and administrative rules 

• Court decisions; and 

• Legal periodicals and justice system journals. 
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Th,ese sets of materials were selected because it was believed ~hey would be 

o reflective of current and proposed policies ani practices and because they were 

~, rea sonably ~ccessible. Reports of national dommissions are prescriptive an-a ,,' 

represent a ",good government view" of what norms and goals should be like. Com

mission recommendations often lack an empirical base but capture what commission 

( ''',' l,") ) 
, I 

c 

reporters and" members accept as the cutting edge of developments. They tend to 

draw on statutes, court decisions, and the professional literatur~ which is 

prominent and which tends to support commission directions. Statutes often re-

flect informal practices which a:l:'e deemed useful a:hd therefore codified; while 

certain laws might fall into disuse or be implemented only partially, they are 

viewed as influential by the governmental systems impacted by them. Court deci

sions, largely in federal courts, have revi~wed statecand local correctional 

programs anct have weighed correctional practices against constit~tional stan-

dards.' The decisions reflect the tension between the boundaries of judicial 

oversight and the autonomy of correctional administration. To some degree, the 

decisions respond to intergovernmental deficiencies in achieving an effect~ 

correctional administration. The professional literature offers a broad range 

of opinion and the reporting of interested and disinterested observers. Se-

lected writings may offer insights useful to understal?-¢ling and furthering a 

framework for conSidering the areas addressed by the study. 

Reviewing these sources should give an indication of the importance this re

lationship may have among practitioners and commentators. In addition to arti-

cles in which court and/or corrections practitioners discuss how they relate or 

should relate to each other, particular intersecting areas were searched, such 

as: how pretrial release decisions affect jail populations; how a change in 

sentencing policy (e.g., determinate senten~ing~ affects prisons; the degree to 

which sharing of information across systems occurs (e.g., individual offender 

records, aggregate data); the degree of cooperation in policy planning; the im-

portance attached to learni;ng the purposes and problems of the other components; 

and,how corrections has been affected by recent court decisions. 
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It was decided, in order to give some closure to this review, to confine the 

search generally to materials published since 1970.'l 

I. RECOMMENDATIONS OF COMMISSIONS 
3 

Since the Wickersham Commission report and the 1976 report of the Pres i-

, f ,4 1 
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admnistrat~on 0 Just~ce , severa 

other organizations have recommended changes in the criminal justice system. 

Standing prominently among these are the National Advisory Commission on Criminal 

Justice standa::l[tds and GoalS5 (hereinafter referred to as NA.C), which entered 
..r <'I 

.. 0 

its report iri'1973 , and the American Bar Association (hereinafter referred to as 
"'6 

ABA) Project on Standards for Criminal Justice which began approving draft 

recommendations and final reports in the late 1960s and published revised stan-

dards in 1980. An ABA. commission on Standards of Judicial Administration pub

lished approved standards rela'ting to court organization 
7 

in 1974 and to trial 

courts8 in 1976. These commissions did not focus extensively on the need for 

greater communication and joint planning between the courts and correctional sys

tems, but their products make recommendations wh~ch show an awareness of the need 

for closer working relati\~nships between these two components. 

Considering that the members of the NAC represented a range of diverse jus-

tice system interests and professions, it is not surprising that the ,recommenda-

tions strongly favor cooperation and comprehensive planning on both state and 

local levels of government. One recommendation highlighted in an NAC summary 

publication9 is "that all major pities and counties establish criminal justice 

coordinating councils under the leadership of local chief executives II. These 

councils (CJCCs) would include representation from the vaiious components of the 

justice system. They would function as local planning boards addressing prob

lems that affected each segment of the system. As evidence that CJCCs can ef-

fectively act in the manner proposed, the report cites the New York City CJCC 

which, faced wi~h a jail overcrowding situation, devised a relatively comprehen-

sive strategy which considered a range of alternatives: a new facility, new 
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pretrial release projects, increased diversion programs, and speeded up CQurt 

case pr.ocessing. Elsewhere, the NAC makes an additional recommendation for 
,l'i 
\~ (" 

court-centered coordinating councils, at state and local levels, to be formed by 

the chief justice or presiding judge, and to include judicial and criminal jus-

tice system officials along, with mernbers of the public. These councils should 

10 
address ongoing court ~dministration and coordination problems. No recom-

mendation is made to create a vehicle for judicial input into correctional pro-

gramming or planning. Mention is made, howeve!.'i~ that "The appropriateness of 

the sentence imposed by the court will determine in large measure the effective-

ness of the correctional program'~J and that. "The essential ingredient in the in-

tegration of court~ and corrections into a compatible system of criminal justice 

is the free flow of information,}'egarding sentencing and its effect on individ-

11 ual offenders." 

Both the NAC and the ABA address the iss'.le of pretrial release. The NAC 

notes the importance of the judiciary's maximizing alternatives to pretrial de-
;~-~j/ 
1/' 

tention a~~ means of reducing jail populations and outlin'es procedures to fa-

'I' 'l 1 12 c~ ~tate pretr~a re ease The ABA also encourages p~;etrial l:e,;I.ease. This 

position recognizes that an individual is presumed innocent until proven guilty, 

and acknowledges tmat "the maintenance of jailed defendants and their families 

13 
represents a major public eiXpense". The ABA recommended that monetary bail 

be utilized "only in cases ,in which no other conditions will reasonably 'ensure 
rl 

the def endant 's appearanCce IQ. 14 

The more x:now1edge a practitioner has of the workings of" the other compo-

nents of the ~:riminal justice system the better his decisions should be, in gen-
~ I ~/, 

eral, and in l:elat~on to the other components. Such is the, premise behind the 

idea of educa~:ing criminal justice profeEisional$f:::~s to all aspects of the sys-

tern. The NAC and ABA both address this concern in relation to educating judges, 

but"not in terms of other court prof~'a-$ionals. The NAC recommends ,that new 
J) 

o judges attend both local and national orientation programs and a national judi-
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cial education program within three years of appointment or election to the 

bench. Part of the in-state program should include v:t~its to all institutions 

and facilities to which an offender may be sentenced. "A judge should be fully 

informed. as' to the kinds of programs and conq~tions to which he is sentencing 
.~ 

15 ~ offenders". The NAC also urged that judges a~tendsentencing institutes 

16 
that, preferably, are held in a state penal institution. Correctional per-

sonnel are encouraged to participate in judicial sentencing institutes in order 

to enhance their communication with the judiciary. i
. 17. The ABA prov s~on ~n-

cludes an orientation for new judges, and regular visitation of facilities. The 

" ABA also emphasizes that in instances where the judge commits an offender to the 

state correctional department and not to ar , specific institution, the judge should 

familiarize himself with the correctional classification system. 

The NAC and the ABA encourage judicial system ~mployment of state and trial 

court administrators. NAC urges the appointment of a state court administrator 

in each state. Except for a broadscale standard that this official should main-

tain liaison with governmental and private organizations, both the standard and 

commentary are silent as to this official's functions in relationship with cor

rectional agencies. 18 ~~milarlYI a standard redbmmends the empIOym~~t of a 

trial court administrator in all courts with five or more jud~es, but this offi-

cial's functions do not include even the liaison responsibility with correctional 

agencies. 19 ABA recommendationO for these officials generally parallel the 

NAC, but though they tend to be more specific in itemizing the different func-

tions of these offices, they tend to ignore the courts-corrections relationship. 

A general liaison role with other agencies is supported and, at the trial court 

level, this official is granted responsibility for"the overall administration of 

judicial branch el\lPloyees including probation officers and mental hea,lth person-

. 20 
nel performing diagnostic and consultative funct~ons. 

The NAC, in seeking to upgrade the qualificatiofu; of present and prospective 

correctional employees, supports their enrollment in a criminal justice curricu-
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lum that unifies "knowledge in criminology, social control, law, and the admin-

. . d ." 21 istration of Just~ce an correct~ons • 

The ABA goes further than the NAC in trying to keep the judge well informed 

of offenders in the local jail and to provide feedback on those they have al-

ready sentenced. It recommends that "The trial judge should periodically make 

careful inquiry (l:oncerning persons held in jail awaiting formal charges, trial, 

or sentence. The judge should take appropriate corrective action whe~ re

quired. ,,22 A recommendation in the original set of ABA standards was aimed at \ 

providing judges with a feedback mechanism on their own decisions and advising 

them as to the success or failure of va:t;:ious correctional programs. It stated, 

"In order that judges may be in a position to appraise the effects of their sen-

tencing practices, they should be regularly informed of the status of offenders 

whom they have sentenced, as well as provided with broad statistical information 

concerning all offenders sentenced in the state. 1I23 In the second edition 

this standard was revised to recommend research be conducted, possibly by a sen-

tencing guideline agency, to evaluate different dispositions and offenders' suc-

, 24 
cess rates, and conduct empirical research on sentencing reforms. While 

the ABA embraced the benefits gained from informing judges of what happens to 

those they have sentenced, there is no companion recommendation to inform cor-

rectional officials or paroling authorities of why the judge imposed the sen

tence he did. The ABA does recommend providing corrections with information in 

the probation agency's report that might be useful to prison authorities. This 

information is of value in developing institutional program classifications, for 

maintaining family ties, clearing mail, and, ultimately', for the parole decision 

. 25 
~nd to aid the parole agent funct~on. 

These recommendations I then, focus on the,' intersystem coordination of acti-

vities and planning, on informing the judiciaru Qf the pretrial status of offen

ders and the effects of their sentencing practices, tend to ignore co~rt,ad.min-
() . 

istrators' roles in assisting the judiciary with interorganizat~onal coordina-
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tion and ~btaining correctional information, but support further education of 
( 

the jUdiciary ana correctional officials in becoming more knowledged of the 

,r: 
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New York law requires " • o_A copy of the presentence report, a copy of any pre-

sentence memorandum filed by the defendant, and a copy of medical, psychiatric or 

broader criminal justice system. ,\ social agency report submitted to the court or the probation department in connec-j 
( 

" : ;F~~ tion with the question of sentence must be delivered to the person in charge of 

II. STATE STATUTES 

/
~r\'lthe correctional facility to which the defendant is committed ...... 28 This in-

., . j ormation can be useful at both ends of a person' s sentence: correctional clas-

~/~ ~~" ~ification and parole decisionmaking and supervision. 

State statutes were researched to discover what, if any, mandate~; were 
" 

placed on the criminal justice agencies that have relevance to the courts-

corrections relationship. Because of time constraints, it was decided to ,~ Some statutes require that the sentencing judge be notified and afforded an 

sample, in the main, several states' statutes in order to obtain in indica-. ,pportunity to submit comments on an of ,fender being considered for parole release. 

tion of the types of provisions utilized. 

United States Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) funding had 

required that states develop a statewide criminal justice planning council to 

allocate these funds. 
i These councils wer.~ to have representatives from the 

range of criminal justice agencies. Every state established such a council, 

often by statute. Court officials became engaged with law enforcement and cor

rectional officials in approving state and local plans for improving the crimi-

nal justice system, in determining funding priorities, and in allocating monies. 

Periodic feedback from local correctional facilities to the courts is man-

dated, in terms of the jail population, in at least 24 states, according to the 

ABA. For example, the Delaware statute reads, "the board or officer having con-

trol of any prison shall deliver to the Superior Court on the first day of each 

, 26 
term, a list of all prisoners therein with the cause of each comm~tment". 

However, "Whether or not such a statute exists, the court has inherent powers 

to require similar reports for all perso~s held awaiting trial or confined upon 

court-issued process. Such reporting tends to insure against unauthorized or 

, 27 
protracted conf~nement.n 

Another type of statute provides for the transfer of at least the court com

mi tment papers to the correctionalfacili ty to which al'l offender i§=Eentenced. 
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Others provide for immediate transmission of information brought out at the trial 

and sentencing hearing to correctional agencies. Also in New York, the clerk of 

the court shall upon the reguest of the par,ole board supply such information to 

29 
the board that the clerk may have in its control. 

Many states have laws re~uiring both the courts and correctional departments 

to make annual reports detailing their activities. Typically these publications 

are made to the legislature and are not required to be shared with other systems 

or agencies. The California Judicial Council, by constitutional provision, must 

file an annual report with the governor and the legislature which includes recom-

• , f' t' 30 mendations to improve the admin~strat~on 0 JUS ~ce. 

Few states, however, require personnel of the courts and of correctional agen-

cies to meet on a regular basis to report their activities or confer on improve-

ments to the criminal justice system. Some attempt is made in New York to encour-

age development of probation policy Which takes into account judicial needs. The 

New York Probation Commision, which is to assist ~he director in fulfilling his 

responsibil±~ies, is mandated to have four administrative directors of courts as 

.' 31 . 
part of the nine-member commission. More. recently, a Georgia statute has 

" 
created an Advisory Council on Probation composed of ten superior court judges to 

make non-binding recommendations to the executive branch Department of Offender 

i " 32 Rehabilitation to improve probation serv ces • 
. ~) 
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New York law requires" •• .. A copy of the presentence report, a copy of any pre

sentence memorandum filed by the defendant, and a copy of medical, psybhiatric or 

social agency report submitted to the court or the probation department in connec-

tion with the question of sentence must be delivered to the person in charge of 

the correctional facility to which the defendant is committed •••• ,,28 This in-

formation can be useful at both ends of a person's sentence: correctional clas-

sif.ication and parole decisionmaking and supervision. 

Some statutes require that the sentencing judge be notified and afforded an 

opportunity to submit comments on an offender being considered for parole release. 

Others provide for immediate transmission of information brought out at the trial 

and sentencing hearing to correctional agencies. Also in New York, the clerk of 

the court shall upon the request of the parole board supply such information to 

29 
the board that the clerk may have in its control. 

Many states have laws requiring both the courts and correctional departments 

to make annual reports detailing their activities. Typically these publications 

are made to the legislature and are not required to be shared with other systems 

or agencies. The California Judicial Council, by constitutional provision, must 

file an annual report with the governor and the legislature which includes recom

mendations to improve the administration of justice.
3D 

Few states, however, require personnel of the courts and of correctional agen-

cies to meet on a regular basis to report their activities or ccfnfer on improve-

ments to the criminal justice system. Some attempt is made in New York to encour-

age development of probation policy which takes into account judicial needs. The 

New York Probation Commision, which is to assist the director in fulfilling his 

responsibilities, is mandated to have four admi,~istrative directors of courts as 
\' 

part of the nine-member commission. 31 More.recently, a Georgia st~tute has 

created an Advisory Council on Probation composed of ten superior court judges to 

make non-binGing recommendations to the executive branch Department of Offender 

Rehabilitation to improve probation services.
32 

While New York statutes do not 

~~""'T~~~-i:'--:-':'~~~~"""'-'''-~-~------~'-' " 

~ I .~ 

It. 

r. 

(
~~\ 

, i 

() 

" 
« 

require judges to acquaint themselves with correctional facilities, the court 

rules adopted by the Office of Court Administration do have such a requirement. 

Within six months of taking office a judge must':;;isit at least one state-run 

prison, local prison, local jail, and a facility operated by the Drug Abuse Con-

t 1 C ' , 33 ro omm~ss~on. 

As will be outlined ina later section, court.s have entered many orders re

quiring substantial changes in the administration of correctional facilities; 

cases have upheld a court's right to intervene. However, in Virginia, statutes 

expressly permit such judicial intervention. The la'w provides that the circuit 

or corporatiori court shall appoint someone to ~nspect the jail and if the jail 

is found to be "insecure or out of repa~r, or." t'- ' , ff" ... . 0 uerw~se ~nsu l.cl.ent, it shall 

be the duty of such court to award a rule __ in the name and behalf of the Common-
~-"'<:.> 

~ 

wealth against the governing body of the county ••• commanding them to erect a 

jail for the county or city, or to caase the jail of such county or city to be 

made secure or put in good repair. ,,34 
When the local jail is utilized by 

" 
more than one locality, any repairs required are to be funded by the localities 

Q. 

in proportion to their utilization of the J·aJ.'l. OJ.' t " h . spu es arJ.s~ng on t e costs 

assigned to each locality shall .be resol)red by 

, '1' 1 35 .JaJ. . J.S ocated. 

the court having jurisdiction in 

the 7.pcality in which the 

These statutes, then, recognize the intersystem dependence upon the presen

tence investigation report, require the transmission of these reports as well as 

court orders to correctional agencies, encourage certain interagency collabor~

tion at the policy planlilng and ·implementation stages, provide for certain pri

soner status information to the judiciary, andindieate certain judiCial roles 

beyond factfinding and sentencing. These statutes are relatively consonant with 

national commission directions although commission-produced standards go beyond 

many of the reported statutes. 

- 9 -
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III. COURT CASES 

Federal court decisions ordering substantive changes with a wide range of 

prison and jail conditions have become commonplace in the last ten to fifteen 

years. At times a court finds that incarceration practices or provisions vio-

late the constitutional rig~ts of inmates and require the administration to de-

vise a plan to correct the situation. In other cases courts have been more pro-

active in ordering specific remedies, sometimes necessitating large expenditures 

of public funds. 

There are few, if any, a.;.pects of prison or jail administr'!'l.tion that have 

not been the subject of a court order to bring the situation up to what a court 

deems constitutionally required. By no means a comprehensive listing of such 

cases, the following decisions are mentioned to illustrate the range of issues 

covered and remedies ordered. The stretch of these decisions is from basic san-

itation and nutritional needs of inmates to rehabilitation deficiencies and 
" 

overcrowded conditions. The decisions, of course, represent both:.' a commentary 

on the quality of care government provides to offenders and a call for improved 

collaboration between the three branches of government. 

unsanitary conditions in the form of inadequate t~ilet facilities, showers, 
36 

and sinks, as well as poor plumbing have been the basis for il,COUr.;:t action. 

Remeqies in these cases have required increasing the number of toilets to a 

specified ratio, compliance with state sanitary codes, and instituting rodent 

control programs. 

Inadeq)Jate medical personnel or services and improper medical procedures 

37 have been subject to court orders. Common remedies ordered in these cases 

have been the hiring of additional personnel who have appropriate credentials 

and restrictions on the use of inmates as to ex,perimental medical procedures. " 

Courts have held the food served to be inadequate and ordered changes, in 

one case ordering the prison to provide special diets for individuals with par-

38 
ticularized health or religious needs. 

Classification procedures have been the subject of several court cases where 

- ,10 -
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it was alleged a system was either nonexlo'stent d f" , or e locloent lon separating. out 

individua~s requiring ~aximum security. The courts have held certain classifi-

cation systems inadequate. In an Al b h a ama case, t e court directed the correc-

tional agency to employ staff from the Department of Correctional Psychology, 

University of Alabama, to assist in the development of a classification system. 

The Delaware Correctional Center was ordered to establish a classification sys

tem able to separate violent inmates from the rest of the population, even 

though it was known this would lower th ' t't t' , 39 e lons lo u loon S capacity. 

Rehabilitation program deficiencies have also been subject to court orders. 

In the case which held the entire Arkansas prison system to be in violation of 

the z;:ighth Amendment's pr/!>hibition against cruel and unusual punislament, the 

lack of rehabilitative program 'tl' s was promlonen y oloted •. While priso~s were under 

no constitutional mandate to improve the rehabilitation potential of their in-

\ 
mateo, the lack of training and rehabilitative programs ,actually worked to mit-

igat~ against any impr,0vement. Inmates had the right to be protected from this 

t f · 40 ype 0 env~ronment. 

OVercrowding is perhaps the most frequent condition to come under judicial 

review. Lawsuits involving overcrowding usually argue that such conditions con

stitute cruel and unusual punishment, thereby violating the Eighth Amendment. 

One federal court held that overcrowding at th~ Maryland Penitentiary and 
\ 

the Maryland Reception, Diagnostic, and Classification Center violated the fed-

eral constitution. The court left it to the correctional administration to de-

, 1 t' 41 vlose a so u loon. Other courts have found similar constitutional v.iolations 

but have taken more directive stands. They have ordered these prisons to house 

inmates in at least sixty square feet, the American Correctional Association 

recommended standard. 42 

Courts, in other overcrowding cases, exercised a still ~ore active role '~n 

ordering specific remedies to reduce overcrowded conditions. Most double cell

ing in the Oklahoma prison system was abolished and a reduction in overall popu-

43 
lation was mandated. One court ordered the prison population to be reduced 
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by eight to ten percent less than design capacity, thereby p~.rmitting the flexi-

• ' , 44 h bility needed to. move ~nmates within a fac~l~ty when necessary. In t ese 

cases, the courts did not specifically direct how such reductions were to occur. 

Early parole, decreasing the number of individuals sentenced to prison, con-

struction of new facilities or additions to existing facilities, and transfer of 

inmates to facilities not covered under a court order are some of the strategies 

to achieve compliance with the,se court orders. It should be kept in mind that 

only the transfer of inmates and, in some states, early paro'le are actions with-

in the control of the correctional administration. Legislative bodies approve 
\;. 
<~ \~,unds for construction and parole release is often determined by a paroling au-

':1 
thority independent of the correctional administration. Further, the courts 

'~" 
"' .. ~ "-.' 

essentially determ,ine who is imprisoned. 

One of the most far reaching cases involving judicial intervention into 

the administration of prisons limited the prison population to its designed ca-

pacity. To reach that level, the court ordered that no admissions be accepteo 

I 'l 45 beyond capacity wi:th the exception of escapees or paro e v~o ators. 

The above-mentioned overcrowding cases involved state facilities for sen-

tenced offenders. The federal courts have also been confronted with substandard 

conditions and overcrowding in local correctional facilities where a large per-

centage of inmates are pretrial detainees. Courts have held that pretrial de-

tainees may not be subjected to conditions beyond those required to insure jail 

, . 46 k ' th security or detainees appearance ~n court. In a New Yor c~ty case, e 

court found that treatment of detainees at the Manhattan House of Detention was 

worse than that accorded to sent·enced offenders ,~erving terms in state facili-

, 47 
t~es. 

These factors have often resulted in courts ordering substantial changes in 

local correctional practices. Double ceIling of detainees in a 40 square foot 

f 14 16 h d '1 h been h'b't d' 48 area or - ours a~ y as pro ~ ~ e • However, the u.s. Supreme 

Court decided that double ceIling of state prison inmates was not Eer ~ un con-
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stitutional.',The court decided that when the totality of the circumstances was 
" 

viewed, this p~actice at this particular prison did not amount to cruel and un-

usual punishment. 49 

In cases invol.ving the local J' ails in Dallas and Little Rock, courts have 

found conditions viqlative of detainees' constitutional rights and ordered the 

facilities renovated as well as new construction. 50 
A federal district court 

on July 11, 1974 ordered the Manhattan House of Detention (the "Tombs) closed by 

August 10, 1974 due to a variety of constitutional violations, most notably 

overcrowded conditions. Subse u tl th f q en y, e ederal circuit court ruled that the 

district court was acting with'in its author~ty. 51 f • A ederal district court 

also ordered fifty-four remedies to improve the d' t' ' con ~ ~ons of the Orleans Parish 

Prison including construction of a new infirmary and hosp~tal, • the hi~ing of ad-

ditional medical, kitchen, and custodial staff, as well as the establishment of 

a City Department of Detention and Corrections. 52 

Court orders requiring a large expenditure of s~ate or local funds to cor

rect deficiencies may result in questions as to whether th e court may have over-

stepped its authority. The authorization for. expenditure of public funds, it is 

contended, is the responsibility of the legislative and executive branches. 

This view was argued by the City of New York wher'e a federal circuit coVrt con-

cluded that the trial court could not order the city to expend any funds even to 

J alleviate corlstitutional vita~~~~s; however, it could require the release of 

individu,als from facilities ~ere such v~olat~ons ' ... ... ex~sted when con,~:litions were 

not correct~d within a reasonable c time. 53 

Prison and jail suit litigation is costly in many ways and continues at a 

significant pace. In seeking some resolution of the tensions that arise in 

these settings t these decisions promote adq~tiqnal t ' b ... ens~ons etween the courts 

and correctional agencies and the public as well. 
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IV. LITERATURE 

The general sense that arises from a review of legal and criminal justice 

journals is how few articles have appeared since 1970 which have directly ad

dressed the issues surrounding the court,s-corr~c~~ons relationship. In' their 

articles, criminal justice practitioners, specifically judges and prison offi

cials as well as commentators on the justice system, have devoted very little 

attention to either describing examples of productive working relations between 

courts and corrections personnel or analyzing how various practices interact be-

tween these subsystems. 

There have been many general articles on criminal justice from which it 

" 
could be concluded that a particular practice has an impact on more than one 

" t The followipg presentation, however, considers segment of the Just~ce sys em. 

only those materials which highlight the importance or relevance of specific 

practices that affect both courts and corrections. 

minate sentencing illustrates this consideration. 

The movement towards deter-
~-/ 

Generally, these prop6~~ls or 

descriptions are discussed within the context of court practices or project the 

effect of such sentences on offenders. While it is obvious that adoption of a 

determinate sentencing scheme will affect the nature and size of the correc

tional system, relatively few articles have described such effects other than in 

passing comments. 

An example of a source which does consider this relationship is a pamphlet 

prepared for the National Institute of Corrections. Attention to determinate 

sentencing schemes is discussed in terms of the failure or at least the unreal

istic expectations of the medical model and indeterminate sentencing practices. 

The determinate sentencing statutes adopted in Maine, California, Illinois, and 

Indiana are presented along with research f~ndillgs on the impact of these sen-

, I t' The pamphlet ends with an outline of tencing revisions on pr~son popu a ~ons. 

other correctional considerations related to determinate sentencing such as: 

good time credits, resentencing of previously sentenced offenders, prison staff-

, , 54 
ing, and correctional programm~ng. 

(
,-, 

, ) 

. ('\ 
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Another example co~cerns non-monetary alternatives to bail. Such projects 

as the Vera Manhattan Bail Project have received a great deal of coverage. The 

focus, however, is usually on the impact of pretrial services on the courts or 

individual defendants. Less frequently is major attention directed to the cor-

rectional impact. Only when an article specifically considers how bail prac-

tices will effect local or state correctional facilities is it considered to 

shed light on the courts-corrections relationship. 

Using the above criteria, the majority of relevant articles can be placed 

into two categories. The first group of articles considers the effects court 

decisions and orders have had on the administration of correctional facilities. 

The second category includes articles describing efforts at courts-corrections 

coll~boration or in outlining problems whose solutions may lie in closer rela-

tions between the judiciary and correctional agencies. 

A. The Literature on Judicial Intervention 

Judicial intervention into conditions at correctional facilities is not a 

case of a collaborative effort between courts and corrections agencies but a 

matter of courts imposing their decisions upon c~rrectional systems. Correc-

tional administrators have written critically of court intrusion into correc-

tional administration. The director of the Texas Department of Correction,s has 

55 
suggested that court orders such as in the Alabama case.of Pugh v. Locke 

which mandate massive changes in an entire prison system have gone beyond the 

legitimate realm of judicial authority. Such decisions usurp the executive and 

legislative powers since they "write laws and approIl,riate monies without any ac'" 

56 
countability to the electorate". 

Correctional administrators may resist com~liance with court orders. Organ~ 

izations which view such orders as constituting improper outside influence adapt 

their practices in such a way as to maintain the status quo. Prison administra-

tors faced with such court orders may engage in a reinterpretation rather than 

an outright rejection of the directives. 'The basic reason for noncompliance is 
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that corrections personnel do not feel that inmates deserve due process rights 
= 

since they themselves lack such guarantees in tha positions they hold within the 

. 57 prJ.son. 
\\ 

Another opinion focuses on the thj.n line to be drawn between: issues which 

are solely matters of penal administration and those which should be reviewable 

by the courts. Prison administratQrs have responded to court orders in one of 

three ways: 1) provocative--outri~ght defiance of the order1 2) defensive-- min

imal compliance with the order; o:xf 3) posi ti ve--using the order as a guide to 

future progress in prison adminis~:ration. The most common response has been to 

tak .. e the, middle ground of minimal,pompliance. The article suggests that a posi-

tive approach be adopted by correc'\::ional agencies. Instead of viewing the 

courts as ,an adversary, correctionl~l adr:.1inil\1trators should work with the courts 
, , 

in assuring that prisons effectuat~; their purposes within constitutional stan-

58 
dards. 

Most of the articles on judici~l intervention into prison or jail conditions 
,I 

argue the pros and cons of court in:volvement in general, or as this relatestb a 

\1 

specific facility. One author exam,lned how specific court orders have affected 

prison conditions. The reaction to~ourt orders varies from officials who feel 

judges are compelling unrealistic s~;andards to others who view the court order 

as a beneficial outside force and a~,ly. Benjamin Malcolm, former commissioner 

of the New York City Department of dorrections, is cited as welcoming the in-

volvement of the courts. "If there ;;is going to be change I think the federal 
1 

11 

courts are going to have to force c~~ies and states to spend money on their pri-

sons. •• I look on the courts as a friend. ,,59 The correctional response to 

court orders involving the prison systems of Rhode Island, ~labama, and Missis

sippi is described. All three states arranged increased funding for the ~~nova

tion of old buildings or new construction and other requirements. Mississippi 

closed eight camps and built six new facilities following the court holding that 

the entire prison system was unconstitutional. Mississippi's prison system 
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budget jumped from $3 milli~,n in 1972 to $13.5 million in 1977. In the case of 
(~ 

Alabama, compliance with the order to ~educe overcrowding created some unfore-
--:::" 

seen and unfortunate conditions. -Sentenced offenders, unable to be received 

in state prisons, remained in local jails, often in'conditions worse than 

existed at state institutions. As of September 1977, ~,800 convicted off~nders 

awaited transfer to an Alabama state facility" some for as long as three years. 

A number of the prison administrators who were involved with such court orders 

were opposed to the forced changes but did acknowledge ,~hat certain positive re

sults had followed the decisions. 60 

The debate over judicial intervention includes the question of what is sub-

ject to review and what is reserved solely for prison admini'!:ftrator deternf~na-

tion. "By dictating precise standards down to the length of the urinal trough 

required for each dormitory--and by appointing officials to see that they are 
II 

met, federal judges have cort\e precariously close to taking over state pri-

61 
sons,. II One author argues that above all else courts must remain independent 

and neutral arbiters of disputes. They should not be engaged i.n prison lawsuits 
I.' 

on the basis that the courts are ultimately responsible for the individuals they 

have sentenced to pr~~ons. Only in the area of judicial administration should 
~ 

judges consider it is within their authority to vigorously pursue more efficient 

or just practices. The quality of judicial administration affects their ability 

to function. Similar issues in correctional administration do not have the same 

impact on the court's ability to function. 62 However, another writer consi-

ders that judges are general overseers of the criminal justice system including 

the prisons. courts have a duty to become involved in the administrative as-

. 63 
pects of correctional facilities. 

In Fr&rtce, the judiciary is very much involved in correctional administra-

tion. Sentencing judges decide ~hen inmates serving sentences of less than 

three years shall be paroled. They are also active participants in deciding 
.. ~ -. 

what treatment plans will be utilized with speci~ic individuals.
64 
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While the role, purpose, and propriety of federal court oversight into cor-

rectional administration is still being dabated, it is clear that the applica-

tion of constitutional protections does not stop at the prison gate or jailhouse 

door. Judicial activism may be resisted by correctional administrtors but cer-

tain benefits have resulted from this intervention. The controversy shows no 

sign of abatement but supports the need for state and local court and correc

tional ~ystem cooperation aimed at, among other objectives, r~~u~ing the need 

for this litigation. 

B. The Literature on the Interrelationship of Judicial and Correctional 
Practices 

Certain criminal justice practices affecting both courts and correctional 

agencies have been the subject of articJ..es or books. Bail practices, pretrial 
:/"( 1 'D ,~! 

release programs, the content of presenience reports, and cross-systt:~m-planning 

and information sharing are four SUC;:,l areas. 

Pretrial release practices impact inmate populations in local jails. As set 

out earlier, the National Advisory Commission recognized this relationship and 

urged the expansion of programs to 'increase pretrial release through alterna-

tives to commercial bail. Many pretrial release programs have been initiated. 

0ne work describes the rise of such programs particularly in the context of 10-
'-' 

cal jail overcrowding. The santa Clara County Pretrial Release Program (FTRP) 

is reported as a program which began in response to jail overcrowding and a de-

sire on the judges' part to have better information on which to base decisions 

regarding pretrial release. The primary impact of the program has been a reduc-

tion in jail population. Successful implementation of the PTRP was due in part 

to the involvement of the judiciary in the policymaking for the program. Pre-

,trial release programs in New Orleans and New York City are mentioned as pro-

, , l' 65 grams with similar goals of reduct~on of Jail popu at~ons. 

In ~ study of bail decisionmaking and its effect on the justice sys~em, a 

researcher found that pretrial release or local jail status does not affect the 

outcome of the court process in terms of after-filing dismissals or acquittals 
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at trial. It is correlated, however, w,~th diversion decisions. Further, for 

those who are convicted, pretrial status .is related to sentence severity. Those 
'~J 

held in detention during court proceedings are far more likely to be incarcer-

66 , ated. Judges, of course, influence who is detained by the bail amounts they 

set and the criteria they use with pretrial release. 

The presentence investigation report's primary functiuon is to assist the 

court in sentence determination. Several articles have recognized the impor-

tance of this report for correctional agencies. Presentence reports are also 

utilized by probation officers in determining supervision intensity, for the 

initial classification of incarcerated ,inmates, and in supplying certain of the 

basic information on which parole decisions are made. Several articles discuss 

the importance of the report to correctional administrtion. The trend toward 

the use of parole guidelines involves a shift away from subjective information 

concerning an inmate's attitudes or readiness to return to society and a greater 

reliance on objective information related to an inmate's criminal activities 

prior to incarceration. Presentence investigation reports contain criminal his-

tory records. One author points out that the accuracy and content of the pre-
o 

sentence report will increase in importance as parole guidelines are further in-

t ' t' l' d 67 s ~tu ~ona ~ze • This would apply, as well, to the growing use of judicial 

sentencing ~aidelines. 

A major recommendation of the National Advisory Commission, and a focus of 

the within study, involves the need for planning and communication between court 

systems and correctional agencies concerning their respective practices and mu" 

tual problems. Some art:icles have been written which either ,argue "for such 

planning or draw atte~tion to such efforts that have been established. Soon 

after the release of the NAC standards an editorial in a judicial system journal 

endorsed the Commission's stand on comprehensive criminal justice planning with 

a central role to be played by the judiciary.68 The National Council on Crime 

d "1 ' i l' 69 and Delinquency endorse a s~~~ ar pos~t on one year ear ~er. The potential 
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for coordi~ation between components of the justice system varies. The history 

of a relatively close working relationship between police and prosecution makes 

their cooperation relatively easy when compared w~th the possibility for more 

intensive cooperation between courts and corrections. According to one author, 

the strict adherence to the separate responsibilities of the ,ju~ciary and 

correctional agencies will make cooperation on mutual problems quite difficult, 

70 though not impossible. Another writer agrees that such linkages will be 

difficult and that their success will largely depend upon the work of policy 

planners in each agency. They will have to develop guidelines for structuring 

discretion which take into account the needs of other agencies within the jus-

71 
tice systeln. 

The sharing of information concerning offenders among criminal justice agen-

cies is one form of cooperation which has increased. A number of cities re-

ceived LEAA funds to establish a computerized information system. This system 

would contain data on criminal offenders collected from each criminal justice 

agency and permit easy retrieval of this information. Developing a uniform sys-

tem of reporting which nonetheless contains the information needed to fulfill 

the diverse requirements of all agencies utilizing the system is one of the most 

72 difficult problems to solve. Seemingly, jointly developed information sys-

tems appear to benefit all organizations within the criminal justice system. 

Jails can retrieve a next action court date for all detainees; courts can mea-

sure case delay; whether a charged defendant is awaiting trial on a prior charge 

or is currently on probation status can be ascertained. 

In additi,on to cooperation in sharing inforUlation, there has been a sharing 

of ideas in considering improvements amc:mg criminal justice agencies. It ap-

pears that the relevant agenci~s in quite a few communities have established a 

formal group to discuss problems of mutual concern. Informal collaboration oc-

curs also. A court research ~nd planning unit in Los Angeles was initially 

funded by federal monies to be an independent unit providing the courts with 
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analysis of their problems and possible solutions, taki~9 into account the needs 

of other justice agencies. The hope was that this unit would help end the 

court's isolation from the rest of the criminal j~~s~tice system. The unit was 

instrumental in bringing together court, corrections, and alcohol abuse agency 

representatives to discuss the problem of the alcoholic.' The result was a de

toxification center to handle these individuals. 73 

Court involvement in developing detoxification centers and other "nonjudi-

cial" acti--,Ti ties is a sign that judges do expand their roles beyond the strict 

judicial deci.sionmaking function. Judges in Santa Clara County, California un-

dertook a major effort to defihe their proper responsibilities. A survey of 

public attitudes toward the judiciary disclosed that judges were, unconcerned 

with corrections, were inaccessible to other officials, and had an insufficient 

concern with fiscal constraints. 
. \\ 

The judges sought to change this situation by 

adopting a~tatement" of principles that accepted the premise that judges have a 

responsibility to improve the entire criminal justice system. While some judges 

initially considered that jail overcrowding and the quality of probation super-

vision were not proper matters for judicial invo~vement, they subsequently 

agreed to a statement of principle~~.Jiargi\rg the judiCial role. The statement 

called on the judges to set policies for non-monetary alternatives to bail pro-

jects, visit the jails regularly, meet with jail officials, ,and retain jurisdic~ 

74 
tion over offenders whom they sentenced to non-state programs. 

Judicial system efforts to reduce the processing time required with criminal 

ca~es has intensified recently. One dimension of a comprehensive approach seen 

~s necessary for speeding up caseflow is the regular convening of a coordinating 

council of principal actors in the criminal justice system. This was effectu-

ated in Multnomah County, Oregon and replicated in other metropolitan courts by 

the Whittier Justice Center team. The court shares with major criminal justice 

decisionmakers the<l.egal events and current and proposed timeframes between 

these events. 
';(;~;~i:;'" 

Steps that needtb be taken by all agencies to reach model time 
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standardE are considered. Data are provided at monthly meetings for group exam-

i Task forces are assigned to ada;~ss prob-ination of case process~ng progress. 

lems requiring more intensive review by two or more agencies that are relevant 
)) )1 ' 

to these issues. Professional staff ass'ist the council and task ;f.Q~;ces. Part i-

cipating corrections officials may include jailers and pretr:ial relElaseagency 

and probation directors. 

75 

Th~ principle of court control of the cou:t't' s calendar 
\~I 

was invoked. 

An evaluation of four metropolitan courts engaged in criminal c~se delay re-

duction programs found that success was related to the degree to whi.ch judges 

perceived their judicial autonomy was seriously threatened by a more: activist 

court role. Further, it was noted that criminal justice coordinating councils 

periodically fell into disuse but provided an important forum for interagency 

. d f 1 d h They constituted vehi-communication during critical per~o sop anne c ange. 

cles for information sharing, interagency input, program legitimation, and im-

't' 76 Attentlo'on to and accommodation of perceived judicial proved communl.ca loons. 

autonomy would seem to be a still more necessary accompaniment to any applica-

tion of a coordinating council strategy to address prison or jail overcrowding. 

Finally, an exhaustive study of correctional facilities completed by Abt As

sociates found that most states had a prison inmate population which exceedeo. 

the bed capacity of the system. In general, the study recommends more systema-

tic state policies as to the use of prisons. Specifically, legia~~tion 

be enacted defining minimum living space requirements. \?~commendaJ~ons 
should 

are made 

for improved procedures with prisoner classification, with intake and release 

decisions, and for the filing of regular reports on prisofi capacity and popula

tion with sentencing judges. It is believed that such inf?rmation will encour

age judges to'consider current prison space availability when entering discre-

. 77 
tionary sentencing aecisl.ons • 

Thus, many aspects of courts and corrections are interdependent and this 
i\ 

t ' ' zatlo' ons Innovations and im-needs to be recognized by these respec love organlo • 
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provement efforts with both court procedures and correctional programs should . 

involve their joint participation where such changes require altere~practices 

by or affect the operations of the contingent agency. The values derived from 

cooperation need not intrude upon judicial or correctional autonomy. 

V. SUMMARY 

The criminal justice system is composed of separate agencies which are ad-

ministered independently. While these agencies share an interest in the reduc ... 
o 

tion and impact of crime, each has its own specific needs and goals. That these 

goals are not always identical, and in fact are at times contradictory, leads 

many to call this a "non-system". There have been increasing calls in the last 

ten or more years to better organize the overall system and to encourage cooper-

ation among the various agencies which frequently deal with the same offenders. 

The court's increasing activism (called by some intrusion) into the adrninistra-

tion of correctional services has focused attention on the need for greater co-

operation. The following types of recommendations for improving the system can 

be discerned from the several ,national commissions and the literature. 

J) 

1. Education of judges and other court officials as to correctional pro
grams, issues, and the effects of court practices on correctional ad
ministrationr 

2. Visits by judges to prisons and jails; 

3. ~ Interagency coordinating councils comprised of court, correctional, anq 
related criminal justice officials to consider joint planning and prob
lem solving; 

4. Regular communication between court and correctional officials regard
ing joint problems and issues at the top and middle management levels; 

5. Regular flow of ·information on offenders' jail and case status between 
correcj,ltional facilities and courts; 

6. Development of uniform reporting procedures for use by all criminal 
justice agencies to permit the sharing of information across agenciesf 

7. Reporting of prison and jail capacity and population"to sentencing 
judges; 

8. Judicial involvement in bail reform, alternatives to bail, alternatives 
to incarceration, rehabilitation programs, and reduction in pretrial 
detention time efforts. 
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Introduction 

That the courts perform a pivotal role in the criminal justice system and 

that they have numerous problems with the administration of the judicial system 

are well known features of American society today. That the correctional 

agencies which house or otherwise intervene with persons charged with or found 
\ 

f central crl.' mina]~, J'ustice system role and tha~ these guilty of crimes per orm a 

, 1 1 th J'al.'ls and prisons, are beset with ... myr~ad problems in agencies, partl.cu ar y e 

seeking to execute their functions are also well known. That these two types of 

organizations, in performing their own respective functions, impact upon the 

" f h th h s been documented in operations as well as the responsibill.tl.es 0 eac 0 er a 

recent years by national commissions that have entered prescriptions to improve 

each of these systems, in statutory provisions, by court decisions that have 

proscribed certain correctional practices which themselves have been impacted by 

judicial activities or inactivities, and by a swelling literature. 

A thesis of this study is that while each system has much to do to put its 

own house in order, and while many improvements can be observed, the interacting 

nature of these two systems compels substantially more cooperation between them 

than has thus far been evidenced. While it may seem natural for each system to 

prefe~ to mal.'ntal.'n accountability only for its assert its own autonomy and to ~ 

own more direct functions, the parameters of the interdependence are profound 

and appear to call for a strengthened commitment by officials of each system to 

inform, communicate with, and collaborate with officials of the other system. 

Although the law enforcement fun~tion is recognized as the third major system 

(or sub-system) that with courts and corrections comprise the criminal justice 

system, and wnile the administration of law enforcement is interdependent with 

and impacts upon the courts and upon correctional administration particularly 

at the local level, police practices are not considered in this evaluation. 
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The call to extend cooperation between the courts and corrections has re-

ceived certain emphasis over the past fifteen years or so*, The j;5'rescription to 

improve working relationships between these tw6 types of organizations has been 

as simple as suggesting that judges visit their local jails or state prisbn~ to 

gain at least a limited understanding of the nature of the facility in which 

persons charged with offenses that may undergo or have undergone judicial review 

are housed. The recommendation may extend to the creation of a formal intersys-

tern council where r1epresentatives of these organizations share information, col-

labor ate in the design and execution of planned improvements to their practices, 

and tri~n evaluate and refine these approaches based upon the assessment of fU/ 
_::7' 

ther data, of experience, and of more informed opinions. 

o Forever, there have been informal oral and probably, to a lesser degree, 

written communication ~~.Fe~r court and correctional officials. Structured, 

formal interorganizational efforts to address both individual and mutual prob-

lems are more recent occttrrences. While information sharing and collaboration 

attempts may not reach maximum potential benefits and while they sometimes en-

gender both disagreements and disappointments, such efforts more broadly inform, 

tend to reduce paranoia, and ma~ well 'prove beneficial. Today's electronic 

world has actualized the far more rapid and extensive aggregation of data than 

has been possible in the past. Both court and qorrectional agencies have become 

heavily dependent upon computerized management information systems and we can 

anticipate that more information will be shared between these organizations. 

" The literatu:r;;e search conducted in conjunction with this stUqy, and sepa-

rately reported,revealed quite strong support for information sharing, communi~ 

cation, and cqllaboration across systems as well as certain problems tha~ may 
'I' 

follow the failure to. achieve a useful interchange. Largely un~ljiswered by the 
I) 

review, however, were description( of the natur7'<i~ present c~urt and correc-

tions communication, how these officials view widely publicized correctional 

problems, and how they perceive the responsibilities of different government 

officials to help solve correctional problems. 
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To obtain, this information, a series of parallel interviews was structured 

and administered by telephone to court andcorrectiorla'l officials in eight 

states. The judicial system officials included state cou~t administrators, 

upper and lower trial court jUdges, and upper and lower trial court administra-

tors. Correctional officials questioned were functioning at both state and 10-
i,) 

cal levels. The eight states selected for this examination, as shown below, in-

cluded four states whose state prisons had been found by federal courts to be 'so 

overcrowded as to represent cruel and unusual punishment and were currently sub-

ject to ongoing federal court monitoring. The oth~~ four states had not exper-

ienced such holdings. Two of the "overcrowded li states and two of the "non-over-

crowded" states were among the twenty-five most populous states, according to 

the 1980 census. Two "overcrowded" and two. "non-overcrowded" states were among 

the twenty-five least populous states. 

Overcrowded states Non-Overcrowded States 

Florida Minnesota 
Large states 

Maryland North Carolina 

Arizona Idaho 
Small States 

Rhode Island South Dakota 

Seventy-three court and correctional officials were interviewed in these 

states, the frequency varying from eight to eleven officials per state. The 

sta~e court administrator, a deputy administrator, or another official in this 

office comprised the state court administrator inter~iews. The director of a 

state department of corrections, the deputy director, or other assistant consti-

tuted the correctional interviews. The judges included chief trial court judges, 

chief criminal division judges, and other judges handling criminal cases. Trial 

court adntinistrators were most likely to have been" the chief executive officer. 

Local correctional officials interviewed included sheriffs and directors of local 

correctional departments or their lead deputies (see Apperid!x A-1 for a listing 

of the number of officials by type of position). 
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Also, on-site interviews were conducted with judicial and correctional offi-

cials in order to supplement the information derived from the overall literature 

I: 

f. 

search and telephone interviews. The states utilized for en-site exam~nation 

were Arizona, an overcrowded state, and Minnesota, a non-overcrowded state (-see 

Appendix A-2 for a listing of officials interviewed du.ring the site vjrsits). 

The enriched materials obtained in these two states are more amply set forth in 

the third publication of the study, a monograph directed toward developipg a 

framework for collaboration betwe,en courts and corrections. 

It should be said that this has been an exploratory study designed to pro-

vide a clearer picture of present practices and attitudes and of what might or 

should be taking place. It has rtot been a hypothesis testing ef-fort and should 

not be viewed as definitive. It is a beginning rather than an end. 

The presentation that follows reports on the tabulated results of the struc-

tured telephone interviews. Its first section considers the information and 

communication presently occurring across these systems, offers these officials' 

opinions as to correctional'problems in their states, and discusses how the "per-

ception as to prison or jail overcrowding influe~ces other beliefs as to prac-

tices and problems that may occur. The next sectiQn isolates how different of-

ficials assign responsibility for helping solve state and J,pcal correctional 

problems. A third portion of this paper examines correctional officials' view-

points of these two systems and their interactions. Next, other data findings 

are reported that further extend the presentations regarding information and 

communication and of attitudes toward problems and responsibility for problem 

solutions. Finally i a sutlunary of the data analysis suggests '4~rtain aspects of 

this interrela.tionshipwhicnappear to merit further attention .and addresses 

concepts that will receive greater elaboration in the monograph. 

I. INFORMATION EXCHANGES AND VIEWPOINTS 

This section reviews a variety of informational exchanges between courts and 

corrections and several dimensions of their organizational interdependence. It 
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reports on how these 'Officials view overcrowding and related aspects of the 

criminal justice system. An underlying premise is that there is value to great-

er rather than lesser familiarity with the corollary system. 

A. communication Between Systems 

National standards commissions, certain statutes, and a number of journal 

articles suggest the value of sharing information between the court and correc-

tional systems. Further, a federal court decision concerning overcrowded condi-

tionsmay compel a state correctional department to provide daily inmate popula-

tion statistics for menitering by tile court, the atterneys engaged in the suit, 

and ether efficials. The previsien of similar information to trial court judges 

whose sentencing purview encompasses state prisons, whether overcrowded or not, 

has been urged by one recent study ef America's prisons and jails.' While it 

is difficult to justify judicial sentences to prisons when space is available 

and to. reject such a sentence when there is no space, one can embrace the value 

of sharing this infermatien fer use with joint planning efferts and in determin

ing what types of effense and prior offense combinations most likely merit a 

commitment to the scarce resource ef a prisen. With evercrowding, accommodatien 

methods are used at beth state and lecal levels. For example, an Arizona cer-

rectienal efficial indicated that several hundred state prisoners had been re-

leased administratively prier to. their parele release date and were being super-

vised by parele agents pending fermal assignment to pa!ole status. Similarly, 
;, 

in Pima Ceurfty (Tucson), Arizona, whese local jail ~Jfs been held to. be unconsti-
'I 

tutienally evercrowded, a county corrections OffiC~rl provided' information that 

he meets with pretrial release agency and probatio~ officials when jail capaci~y 
is approached to determine which inmates should be re90mmended to the chief 

judge for speedy release. certain crit~ria are used in the determination of 

early releases: a predictable and shortly to be arrived at official release at 

the state level; lesser offenders and those who have been detained a longer time 

at the local level • 'Further, information that a prison or jail 'is at, beyond, 
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or approaching capacity may alter judicial sentencing decisions. The safety 

valve of early release may compromise judicial intent and correctional adminis-

tration objectives; its use illustrates the need for ongoing cooperation by the 

three branches of government to deal planfully with correctional policy aHd 

practice. 

There was a very real difference among court official responses as to whe

ther they were regularly informed of the number ef inmates in a) state prisens 

and b) lecal jails. Few such efficials reported they received prisen population 

data. Hewever, about twe-thirds ef the trial ceurt efficials reported the re

ceipt of local jail data (see Appendix A-3 and Appendix A-4). That this infer-

mation is mere frequently shared at the lecal level reflects the closer werking 

relatienships that occur there as well as the still-te-be-fermulated need fer 

and use of this information at the state level. Respondents receiving state or 

local level inmate population data indicated that generally this was not man-

dated by law. 

Court system officials reported that little information of other types, such 

as reports of inmate disturbances, offender progress, or rehabilitation re-

search, was received by them from state or local correctional officials. A few 

state correctional annual reports were transmitted to the courts and at the 10-

cal level prisoner complaints and certain program information were received by 

several judges. From the other direction, of interest is the report that Rhode 

Island ,court officials routinely advise state co.;-rectional officials as to the 

number of pendin9 felony sentencing hearings so that the latter can to some de-

gree predict and anticipate the case flow to their overc~owded correctional 

facilities. There appeared to he, in general, "less use of aggregate cross-

system data than would seem desirable for planp,ing purposes by both courts ~nd 

corrections. In addition, court offj.cials are required, of course, to send cop

ies of incarceration'brd$rs to state or local correctional officials. Courts 

inform work release program ad~inistrators of persons whose sentence includes 
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work release and sometimes advise correctional administrators when an offender 

appears to need a particular form of care or treat.ment. Where adult probation 

services are administered by the judiciary, presentence investigation reports 

and psychiatric or other evaluative studies are forwarded following commitment. 

Probation departments, however administered, may receive copies of daily sen

tencing calendars. Courts may also provide information of new procedures or 

laws that are relevant to corrections as well as court system newsletters. 

Although relatively scant information was provided court officials, particu

larly state court administrators, by correctional officials, interview data sug~ 

gest that when this information is provided, it is in fact reviewed by court of-

ficials. State court administrators review state agency materials and other 

staff members of this office review them as well. They reported seeking to cor

relate prison admission data with court sentenqing statistics. They review 

other materials for "better understanding", and for "casual reading". One ad

ministrator, interested in obtaining speedier presentence investigation reports 

for the judiciary, noted that his request for correctional agency time frame 

data was all that was necessary to secure more swiftly completed reports. 

Three upper trial court judges reported that they review state corrections 

materials along with the chief judge of the courtr while the other eight judges 

sampled review these materials themselves. Judges reported us:ing this informa

tion to better comprehend correctional problems, to explain to a defendant , ... hat 

awaits him in prison, to consider incarceration alternatives where there is pri-

son overcrowding, or to decide whether to advise the parole board concerning a 

person being considered for parole. Upper trial court administrators also exam~ 

ine state corrections materials ?y themselves, or with the chief judge or staff 

members; in two setting's the review fUnction is delega,ted more exclusively to 

office staff meIl'.bers. Wnis office reported using' correctional data with case 

scheduling, passed relevant informat~ion onto judges for use, use it for their 

own educational, purposes, or file i't for potential reference. 

- 7 -
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Similar high figures are recorded for judicial system review of local cor-

rectional department communicat~ons. H th • ere, e use of this information by 

judges becomes very specific. "I rev' h' ~ew w 0 ~s awaiting trial to see if they 

are held on excessive bail"; "to insure .no one i~lin jail without a current 
I' 

court date"; "to decide if a person can be released"; "to decide if a person 

·should go on work furlough"; "to decide, from psych~atr~c . . ... ....information, if com-

mitment procedures should be instituted"; "to discuss with judges at bench nl'eet-

ings how we are affecting jail populations". Lower trial court administrators 

also use this information: t . o rev~ew anyone held thirty days without trial.for 

excessive bailor to try to get a disposition on the case; to set up meetings 

with people involved in the solution of the problem; to handle the complaint 

that court orders were not legible by assigning ju.st one staff member to do all 

the typing; to make sure fines are posted,- to maJ"e sur'" t ~ ~ an a torney interviews 

persons held more than thirty days; to insure cases are mO'\1ed along. Reported 

judicial system attention to correctional reports woul.d seem to be a hopeful 

sign supporting the interc~ange of additional relevant information. Also, cor-

rectiona, ",1 officials e .... pressed . t r t' b . 
A ~n e es ~n 0 ta~ning more information from and 

about tne courts. Th e caveat of one Arizona local correctional official needs 

to be k~~t in mind, however. He doubted whether he would have time to review 

additiqnal court statistical data and he was unsure whether additionalinforma

tion p~ovided would prove useful. 

It .is not difficult to emr)'.siOri how information can be shared usefully to 

facilitate both court and correctional objectives. Information derived from the 

study revealed that, at the community le~el, judicial polici.es and case deci

sions benefit from a working knowl~dge of the nature of jail space use, inmate 

classification methods, program offerings" ~ork furlough admini:;tration, whether 

good time is authorized and if so how it is calculated, permissible Visitations; 

medical and psychiatric evaluation provisions, speed ef transfer to state facil

ities following sentence, data on population, and other information. 
() 
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court judges also need to understand the nature, eligibility criteria, and pro-

gram services offered by existing pretrial release and diversion agencies. 

o other pertinent information at the community level may include bail bond proce-

dures, bail schedules, and police citation practices. Court caseflow data and 

processing time experience can be used beneficially by the judiciary in consi-

dering opportunities for improving collaboration with corrections. 

\\ 
Correctional officials are very dependent upon both the decisions rendered 

daily by trial courts and court policies. Judicial system approval of pretrial 

release services means that fewer offenders will be detained on a pretrial ba-

sis. A longer period of time rather than a shorter period of time between ad-

judication and sentencing means that more detained offenders will take up jail 

space until the court acts. The existence.of more extended probation and com-

munity rehabilitation agency services should mean that fewer defendants are sen-

tenced to incarceration. 

( 
The reverse dimensions of this are pertinent to the courts. An overcrowded 

jail may handicap appropriate judicial sentencing of female misdemeanants to a 

. C· 

secure facility when the small women1s section has been preempted by an excess 

of male prisoners. Or a court that invokes weekend sentencing for driving while 

under the influence offenders may find these offenders turned away because there 

is no room in the jail. An inadequate jail information system may result in a 

failure to bring inmates to court for scheduled he~rings. It seems apparent 

that these two systems cannot function effectively in isolation, and that more 

than rudimentary individual case information is necessary if corrections is to 

seriously address its responsibilities to the public and its clients and if 

.. 2 I 
courts are to move forward with such problems as case delay , effective judi-

cial scheduling3 , and an informed judicial ~retrial and posttrial decisionmak-

.. J 
Both py~tems need to make the mos't expedi tiotls use of their staff re-ing. 

-~. , 

sources. Joint information systems utilized by l.,aw enforcement, courts, and 
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corrections, are now underway in a growing number of communities and offer prom-

ise of better-coordinated and be'cter-targetedefforts. The field visins con-

ducted in conjunction with this study revealed that when officials of different 

agencies got together to d~velop such a joint information system or other plan

ning f;'iffort which often involved the need to develop information, considerable 

informal communication subsequently flowed between these 0 0fficials as other 

problems arose that crossed systems. Information is a source 6f understanding 

and understanding needs factual and useful data and experience to obtain accu-

rate perceptions of processes and problems. The field visits revealed that new 

judges or judges newly assigned to criminal case responsibilities often receive 

" 
an orientation experience that acquaints them with probation procedures and ser-

vices, existing work furlough programs, and local jails. 

In response to the telephone interview question as to whether a judicial 

system official or someone on his or her staff visits prisons or jails, trial 

court judges and administrators generally answered affirmatively. However, 

state court administrative staff were substantially less inclined to make such 

visits (see Appendix A-5). Though they may be involved in arranging prison vi

sits for judges, these officials are less interested in going inside the gates. 

In some states, judge visits are mandated by statute or court rule. The field 

visits also revealed that some correctional agencies encourage judges to have 

their monthly judges' meeting at the local jailor workhouse so that a tour 

might be tacked on to the meeting. Questionnaire data revealed that while most 

such officials had visited prison or jail (ifaci1--ities, visits were infrequent and 

irregular. 

Officials were questioned as to their views on prison or jail overcrowding, 
,. 

the adequacy ofalt.ernatives to incarceration and of training and rehabilitation 

Programs provided during incarcerat.ion, and other matters "bearing on the inter-

section between courts and corrections. This was done to gain knowledge of 

~ similarities and \lifferences among judicial and correctio!);al official view-
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points, and of the degree an opinion on one issue correlates with opinions on 

other issues. 

B. Perceptions of Overcrowding and Other Criminal Justice System Issues 

The perception of whether a prison or jail facility is overcrowded may in-

fluence other related perceptions. Initially, state-level officials were asked 

whether they considered their prisons were overcrowded and local-level officials 

were questioned ~s to their views of jail overcrowding. It should be remembered 

that state prisons in four states had been found by federal courts to be uncon-

stitutionallyovercrowded: further, six local jails in these same states (and 

where local officials were questioned), had also been held unconstitutionally 

overcrowded (Dade county and Broward County, Florida1 Baltimore City and Prince 

George's County, Maryland: Maricopa County and "ima County, Arizona). Where 

local officials were queried in the non-overcrowded states, two local jails had 

been found overcrowded (Pennington County, South Dakota; Mecklenb~rg County, 

North Carolina)" As shown by Table 1, and as expected, there was far more 

agreement than disagreement as to overcrowded prison status among officials in 

the eight states. 

TABLE 1 

State-level O!f.icials' Perceptions of Prison Overcrowding 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Disagree 
Di'sagree Strongly 
No.t Sure/Not Applicable 

Frequency 

Totals 

7 
23 

7 
3 
3 

43 

Percentage 

16.3 
53.5 
16.3 
7.0 
7.0 

100% 

QUESTION: To what ,elttent. do you ~'lgree that the prisons are overcrowded:' 

When these data are further ,analyzed by type of state, certain unanticipated 

findings occur as shown by Table 2. 
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~tate-level Officials' Perceptions of Prison Overcrowding by Status of Prison 

Overcrowded State 
Frequency Percentage 

Non-Overcrowded State 
Category Frequency Percentage 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Disagree 
Disagree S.trongly 
Not Sure/Not Applicable 

Totals 

5 
9 
3 
1 
1 

19 

26.3 
47.4 
15.8 
5.3 
5.3 

100% 

2 
14 
4 
2 
2 

24 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that the prisons are overcrowded? 

8.3 
58.3 
16.7 
8.3 
8.3 

100% 

Officials in states whose prisons have not been held overcrowded believe 

that th~ir prisons are overcrowded almost to the extent of officials in 

overcrowded states. A court decision of overcrowding, then, is no prerequisi\~e 

to such a viewpoint. 
J ' " 

Further, it is of interest that two state correcti9nal 

officials an, . ..:I,. two upper tr~al court J' d' d d ,~ ...;~ u ges ~n overcrow estates disagr2ed (one 
'\ 

of the former disagreed strongly) as to whether there was prison overcrowdihg. 

Local-level officials also responded with their views regarding local j,ail 

overcrowding, as shown by Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

Local Officials' Perceptions of Jail Overcrowding 

Category 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Disiigree 
Disagree Strongly 
Not Sure/Not Applicable 

Total 

Frequenc,.t 

10 
12 

3 
2 
3 

30 

Percentage 

33.3 
40.0 
10.0 
6.7 

10.0 
100% 

QUESTION: To, what extent do you agree that the jails are overcrowded? 

Howe'Ver, these responses tallied rather closely with whether one's local 

jails had been declared unconstitutionally overc;;o;a-;e:: All ten who strongly·' 

agreed and nine of twelve who a9reed worked with officially designated over-
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crowded jails. Four of five disagreeing as to overcrowded jail status worked in 

jurisdictions where their jails had not been declared overcrowded. 

The same two sets of officials were asked variously whether judges sometimes 

imposed lesser sentences, rather than prison (or jail) terms, because of prison 

(or jail) overcrowding. The answer to this question involves factual informa-

tion. It also may incorporate subjective opinions related to sentencing philo-

sophy; respondents may believe that more incarceration than they believe occurs 

is deserved. The question also involves a possibly grave public policy issue: 

whether the public may be inadequately protected against a risk of reoffenses 

due to insufficient incarceration facilities. A response may also relate to the 

adequacy of the present community correctional resources and the other non-in-

carcerative sentencing alternatives that are utilized. Where alternative sen-

tencing resoarces are more or less adequate, a respondent may believe that 

judges do not impose lesser sentences because of facility overcrowding and that 

the sentences are just because the alternative utilized is suitable. Conceiv-

ably, even if judges sometimes impose such lesser sentences, they might prefer 

not to own up to this. As set forth earlier, certain systemic flexibility 

exists which permits a judge to order incarceration even in overcrowded facili-

ties. Other defendants or convicted offenders may be released early or persons 

sentenced to an overcrowded prison may be retained at the local jail level until 

prison space becomes available. 

As expected. there was a fall-off from the higher percentage of those who 

agreed (a) there was prison or jail overcrowding and (b) those who believed that 

due to overcrowding judges imposed lesser senten<::es than incarceratigu. Thirty-

nine percent (14/36) of respondipg officials accepted the lesser sentefices con-

tention as to state sentencing practices. Agreement was stronger in overcrowded 

stat~~s as opp.osed to non-overcrowded states. Further, forty-four percen'c (121 
/f~1 

:11) 

27) of responging officials accepted this contention as to local sentencing hi 
('/' 
.) 

pracltices. It is of interest that four responding upper trial court judge!; and 
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five lower court judges indicated that such lesser sentences were imposed (see 
o 

Appendix A-6). 

When the overcrowding and lesser sentences responses 'were placed together, 

fifty-six percent (25/45) of those who agreed there was overcrowding also agreed 

judges imposed lesser sentenc~ps. Only seven percent (1/14I)of those who dis-

agreed as to overcrowding agr·eed that judges impose such lt~sser sentences. Sta-

tistical measures found significance with these variations (see Appendix A-7). 

If one agreed there was overmrowding one was also more likely to agree judges 

imposed lesser sentences. If one disagreed as to overcrowding, one also dis-

agreed as to lesser sentences. A more exhaustive research effort into this is-

sue woula seem to be valuable to state criminal justice systems for planning and 

for publio information purposes. 

Further, in recent years there has been a trend to expand community correc-

tional alternatives and to provide a wide!' array of judicial sentencing reme-

d ' 4 loes. Such a direc'cion might be called a movement and was spurred by severe 

problems, including overcl~owding, that confronted prison and jail administration 

and inmates I anticipated cost economies, perceptions of community responsibil-" 

ity, a reint~gration philosophy, and a humanitarian thrust. In fact, the Board 

of Trustees of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency called for a halt 

to the construction of all prisons and jails until a maximum utilization of cor

rectional alternatives had been obta~ned.5 Residential halfway houses, victim 

an.d community service rei~titutJ.on, drug and alcohol abuse treatment and mental 

health services, and vocational training programs are am?ll9:,thEf alternative pro-
, .0 

grams that have belen instituted, often stimulated by funding from the Law En-

forcement Assistance Administration. Still., stat,es and communities ,'tary marked-

ly in the extent of such services tht!t are in place. The directiol1 tc.,ward com-

munity cor~ectional alternatives, also, has had to compete with severe public, 

legislative, and pr9bably judicial concerns regaJ:'ding crime and the need for 

more punitive judicial sanctions. 
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Perhaps, then, it is nnt surprising that just fifty-two percent (36/69) of 

respondents agreed there were too few alternatives to incarceration available to 

judges. State correctional officials were more likely than local correctional 

officials, and upper trial court judges were somewhat more likely than lower 

trial court judges to agree there were too few alternatives. This is under-

standable since the agreeing officials were more likely to be involved with a 

court decision regarding prison overcrowding. 

Further, depending on whether one agreed or disagreed that prison or jail 

overcrowding existed, a respondent was similarly more inclined to agree or dis-

agree there were too few alternatives to incarceration (see Appendix A-B). 

These data suggest that advocates of co\nmunity corrections still have far to go 

to convince officials, particularly where jail overcrowding does not exist, of 

the merits of this cause. 

That corredtional reformers, aided and abetted by prison suit litigation, 

ha'i7e made their case that prisons and jails lack adequate training and rehabili-

tat ion programs was borne out by the data. Seventy-eight percent (47/60) of re-

spondents indicated this was the case with their prison or jail. This belief is 

more strongly shared by court officials, eighty-four percent (37/44) of them 

finding inadequate incarceration programs. While eighty-six percent (36/42) of 

those who agreed that their prisons or jails were overcrowded also agreed that 

prisons or jails lacked adequate training and rehabilitation programs, sixty 

percent (9/15) of those who did not find overcrowding did agree that the facil-

ities lacked adequate programs (see Appendix A-9). 

How one perceived prison or jail overcrQwding also correlated with the fre-

quency with which one believed that prisons or jails were the source of many 

suits against governmental entities and that prist:m or jail staffs had difficul-

ty maintaining prisoner safety and their own safety (see Appendices A-10, A- 11, 

and A-12). 
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Respondents, then, acknowledged substantial problems with prison or jail 

overcrowding and administration and the existence of too few correctional alter-

natives. The next section of this report describes respondent beliefs as to who 

should be responsible for helping solve state and local correctional deficien-
1,\' 

cies. 

II. RESPONSIBILITY FOR SOLV;NG CORRECTIONAL PROBLEMS 

Despite the long-held d~sire for a panacea answer to stubborn crime and cor-

rectional problems, simple solutions remain elusive and the problems appear to 

expand. We tend to turn to government officials: legislators, judges, and cor-

rectional officials, both to do something about this and to be held responsible 

for what they now do.;c=In some communities where tJie officials' actions have not 

""ff~ 
r~ s,!~ary: co;E~~ople have turned to watch 'their neighborhood o~~mprison them-

j!:selves in their homes and apartment houses. Some have exercised self help. 
/! 
'.JIG 

The courts, and more particularly trial court judges, are in the center of 

this maelstrom of discontent. Highly visible because of the primacy of their 

sentencing decisions, they nonetheless function between the somewhat narrow pa-

Fameters of legislation which affects their discretionary sentencing practices 

and currently available sentencing alternatives. They are also constrained by 

such factors as plea bargaining practices, speedy trial rules, the media, and 

public norms and expectations. Most judges are also aware that they need to 1,1 

stand for reelection or retell1;,ion. /) 

Standards commissions and justice system literature tend to reject the 

"judge as victim" concept, urge an expanded community change agent role for 

judges, and. (~te examples of the, contributioJ1, of the jUdiciary to improving. the 

court's machinery, facilitating improvements in pretrial release systems, and 

among other areas, working with or leading others to a more coherent, better 

prj,oritized criminal justice system. Of course, the motto that "the judge's job 

is to judge and it is the correctional officials' function to correct" is still 
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heard. Such a belief may be hewed to on ph~losophical grounds, for political 

reasons, or due to indifference. The concept of judicial autonomy; or judicial 

inde~endence has validity in its foundation. The American judicial system does 

not accept a judge in the prosecutor role no+ grant a judge the jail administra-

tion function. Few, however, would disagree. tht a judge should be an independent 

and impartial decisionmaker. But even in the hearing of trials, subjective opin-

ions and influences constantly bombard the 'judicial thinking which results in 

official rulings. 

?bssibly, judicial autonomy and judicial independence are different but.re-

lated concepts. The judiciary controls court procedures. Judges, and judges 

only, are accorded autonomy for entering any number of types of judicial deci-

sions. The autonomy concept supports the recently developed court management 

precept that the courts, not the attorneysr control court calendars. Concerns 

over judicial autonomy may influence judicial opposition to certain legislative 

preemption of broadly-based judicial se:Tltencing discretion which results in a 

narrowing of such boundaries or, for example, in enacting mandatory sentencing 

laws. Judicial independence suggests a grand dimension to the judging role: 

that judicial decisions should be bound in only.by the facts, law, and the Con-

stitution and not by an angered public or a vested interest. The view set forth 

here is that nei tll'lP-iii judicial autonomy nor judicial independence need be compro

mised if judges go forth to visit the facilities which house persons or service 

persons who are within their jurisdiction, if judges assemble or participate in 

an assembly of cross-system officials and citizens who decide to embark on a plan 

to develop pretrial or posttrial sentenci?g alternatives, or if judges review 

court schedulinq practices to better accommodate, correctional agency staff de-

ployment. Criminal court judges obviously fun~tion in a wider environment than 

just the judge and defendant. It is an environment in which both judicial lead-

ership and certain judicial accommodati~n to other agencies and agents is a nec-

essary reality. 
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Questionnaire data support a strongly responsible role for trial court. judges 

in helping solve correctional problems. As shown by Table 4, trial court judge s 

are accorded far more responsibility by the various respondents for helping solve 

state correctional problems than are either state court administrators ,or trial 

court administrators. While few agree strongly as to any judicial system's 

official's responsibility, fewer disagree strongly as to the trial court judge's 

role. 

TABLE 4 

Responsibility of Court Officials for Solving State Correctional Problems 

State Court Admin. Trial Court Admin. 
category 

Trial Cqurt Judges 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Agree·Strong1y 
Agree 
Disagree \ 
Disagree Strongly! 
Not Sure/Not I 

AppliC'able 
TOTALS: 

3 
15 
16 

5 

7.0 
34.9 
37.2 
11.6 

1 
12 
2l. 

8 

1 
43 

( ,) 2.3 
27.9 
48.8 
18.6 

2.3 
IO"c)'% 

1 
7 

24 
10 

1 
43 

2..3 
16.2 
55.8 
23.3 

2.3 
100% 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that trial court judges, state court 
administrative staff, and trial. court administrators are responsible 
for solving state correctional problems? 

Trial court judges are granted the primary judicial system role in helping 

solve local correctional problems, as shown by Table s. While few respondents 

agreed strongly or disagreed strongly as to any court system official's respon-

sibility, as appears appropriate, agreement as to the trial court judge is note-

worthy. 

TABLE 5 

Re~ponsibility of Court Officials for Solving Local Correctional Problems 
(:~'"'I 

category 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Disagree 

_ Trial Court Judges 
Frequency Percentage 

State Court Admin. 
Frequency Percentage 

1 
l3' 

Trial Court Admin. 
Frequency Percentage 

Disagree strongly 
Not Sure/Not 

4 
43 
14 

2 

5.5 
58.9 
19.2 

2.7 
41" 

7 

1.4 
17.8 
56.2 
9.5 

1 
26 
35 

3 

1.4 
35.6 
47.9 
4.1 

11.0 
IPO% (~' Applicable 

... ) TOTALS: 

QUESTION: 

.. 

10 
73 

13.7 
100% 

11 
73 

15.1 
100% 

8 
73 

To what extent do you agree that trial court judges, state court 
administrative staff, and trial court administrators are responSi~ 
forsoly;Jng local correctional problems? 
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Though state court administrators are granted greater responsibity than 

trial court administrators in helping solve state correctional problems, the re
I) 

verse is true at the local level. But overall, the trial court administrator's 

visibility is somewhat low, the state court administrator's lower. Further, it 

is particula~ly revealing that responding correctional officials view all court 

officials as more responsible for correctional ~roblem solving than court offi-

cials do themselves, as shoWn by further analysisl(of these data in Table 6. 

TABLE 6 

Responsibility of Court Officials for Solving Correctional Problems 

State Correctional Problems 

Trial Court Judge 
Agree 
Disagree 
Not Sure 

State court Administrator 
Agree 
Disagree 
Not Sure 

Trial Court Administrator 
Agree 
Disagree 
Not Sure 

Trial Court Judge 
Agree 
Disagree 

il Not Sure f' 
,\! 

Sta~\?---.' Court Administrator 
'I Agree I ~\ 
" Disagree 'I" G""',;::/ 

Not Sure .1 
1101) 

Tr;iial Court Administrator 
--:1 Agree 

Disagree 
Not Sure 

Judicial System 
Respondents 

11 
40 

3 

6 
28 

1 

4 
30 

1 

Correctional Official 
Respondents 

7 
1 

7 
1 
o 

4 
4 
o 

Local Correctional Problems 
Judicial System Correctional Official 

Respondents Respondents 

31 16 
13 3 

5 0 

6 8 
39 9 

4 2 

18 9 
29 9 

2 '\ 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that trial cOurt judges r state 
court administrative staff, and trial court administr~tors are respon
sible for solvin,'fI' state and local correctional problems? 
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Trial court judges accepted responsibility for local correctional problems 

(16/23) and local trial court administrators are a9%'eeable to this role (10/15), 

(~:) though correctional representatives are mo;re impressed here with what judges 

rather than court administrators can achieve. 

Despite the responsibility that state correctional officials~assignthe 

state court administrator, it is noteworthy that among the state court adminis-

trators interviewed in the eigb!t states, only one ,Rhode Island, reported re-

ceiving regular information as to state prison population$. Als'o, the Rhode 

Island state correctional agency administers the central pretrial jail facility 

in that state and the c'ourt administrator uses these data to monitor compliance 

with speedy trial rule requirements 11S to detained prisoners. 

Interview respondents, however, assigned the heaviest responsibility for 

solving state correctional problems to state legislatures and state cox;rectional 

agencies. Further, they heavily accorded this responsibility at the local level 

to county commi.ssioners, local correctional agencies, and statfi! legislatures 

(see Appendix A-13). 

Yet to consider the strong role granted trial court judges in helping solve 

correctional probelms, particularly at the local le~el, it is pertinent to 

understand how trial court administrators might enhance trial court judges' po-

tentials' in this regard. Court administrators are relatively new additions to 

the staffs of metropolitan courts and their numbers are growing in suburban 

6 
court~ as well as in more rural settings. While the companion monograph to 

this study reports i~'greater detai,l trial court administrator activities that 
(! 

relate to courts-corrections interchanges and to enhancing the judicial contri-

bution to this relationship, considerable actiyity was experienced in their re-

sponses to interview questionnaires. 
f, 

Trial court administrators cited a number of actions they had taken or as-

sisted \<lith which were aimed at f"pilit,ating the local correctional enterprise. 

These actions often grew out of meetings or other informational. exchanges with 

correctional officials. These activities can be categorized as fC/llows: 
:"'"1." ' , 



1. 

2. 

c 

3. 

4. 

5. 

c 

'I' 

Altering court procedures to better accommodate corrections population 
concerns and management needs. 

.. Bail policies and schedules were revised and updated. 

• Judicial hearings were initiated to review the pretrial status of 
inmates unable to make bail. 

• Case processing was a,ccelerated. 

• The scheduling of judicial sentencing hearings was altered to make 
it easier for sheriffs' deputies to transport prisoners and cover 
all hearings. 

• A plan was developed for closed circuit televising of court arraiWl
ments, eliminating the need to transport prisoners from jail to 
court for this purpose. 

• The flow of court commitment orders to correctional facilities was 
expedited. 

• Weekender sentencing was expanded to reduce general overcrowding. 

Facilitating or supporting improved or expanded community-level ser
vices to assist both jails and the courts~ 

• Judicial-branch pretrial release services w~re expanded to furnish 
supervision to certain releasees and reduce jail populations~ 

• Support was provided to increase the number of probation officers 
and to develop work release programs. 

• Assistance was provided in implementing additional rehabilitation 
programs. 

Steps taken to improve the quality of care to correctional inmates or 
the particularized uee of certain county correctional facilitea. 

• Suggestions were made to improve jail food storage and obtain smoke 
detectors and improved lighting. 

• Resolutions were prepared for judicial approval and forwarding to 
county commissioners concerning prograrns and proced~es at correc-
tional institutions. 

" 

Steps taken to improve or better utilize a court or jail management in
formation system. 

~:' Uniform records were developed for locally sentenced offenders. 

~' Court statistics were developed to provide improved information for 
addressing correctional problems. 

Legislative strategies to improve court procedures which affect correc
tional concerns. 

• Proposed procedural changes were lobbied through the legislature 
to enable judges to better cope with caseloads .. 
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One can envision additional roles they mi~t perform: to procure and assess 

'" 
management information from all correctional and court-related agencies; to 

assist with the design of related agencies' information systems that will yield 

the information the courts need to understand and monitor what is happening·and 

not happening1 to review the nature and even the quality of the program services 

offered court clientele, to review unmet community service needs and bring these 

to judicial attention; to directly oversee program services, such as probation 

and pretrial services, where these services are judicial branch functions; to 

structure and review criminal case processing time fra~e experience, assess 

processing bottlenecks, and propose revised procedures by courts, correctional, 

and collaborative agencies to eliminate obstructive practices; to furnish court 

data that are relevant to correctional and related agencies. They can facilitate 

agenda preparation, supply data for consideration, and help implement changes in 

order to enhance the judicial function in formal and informal meetings with other 

agencies. They can encourage and facilitate judicial visits to correctional 

agencies and arrange meetings with correctional off-icials for the judiciary. 

They can assist judicial attendance at correctional donferences and arrange for 
-' .. ::) 

'-' 
~udicial attendance at national and in-state seminars where correctional matters 

are considered. On-site visits conducted in the present study reyealed that 

trial court administrators have both hands-on and hands-off attitudes toward 

executing the above described roles. 

It has been shown above that correctional officials do grant a stronger role 

to the courts in helping solve state and local correctional problems than court 

officials acknowledge. The following section presents and analyzes other correc-

tional agency perceptions. 

I 
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III. THE VIEWS OF CORRECTIONAL OFFICIALS 

The literature review had indicated that while correctional officials may 

pre~er to have unfettered control in managing their facilities and programs, 

many need to accommodate to federal court interventioh. Constantly, all cor

rectional officials adapt to another form of court intervention, namely the in

take of persons who await court processing or who have been sentenced by judges 

to their facilities and programs. Studies of organizations indicate their in

terest in shaping intake criteria in order to permit early classifiction to be 

synchronized with the way subsequent services are organized and staff are de

plOyed. 7 Correctional agencies cannpt control their intake to the degree that 

other organizations such as universities or banks do. Yet correctional ,agen-

cies need not be totally passive and simply await who is brought to their doors 

by law enforcement or judicial agencies. They can encourage judicial modifica

tiqn of bail schedules including release on recognizance mechanisms in order to 

impact their intake flow. They can encourage courts to speed up case p~ocessing 

so that jailed defendants might be. more readily released to community status or 

transferred to prison settings. Jails can facilitate the implementation of work 

release programs to help restore an at least partial normal life experience for 

theil~ inmates. Prison administrators can seek legislation that might funnel 

more serious and repetitive rather than less serious and less chronic offenders 

to their gates. They can influence judicial sentencing decisions by acquainting 

judges with what they can and cannot furnish offenders., Despite the certain 

resentment which correctional officials may have with federal court intervention 

on their terrain, questionnaire data evid~nces that these officials are very in

terested in expanded communication and collaboration with the judiciary. 

Based on these data, correctional officials, more than judicial system 

officials, appear to initiate more meetings with the other system. The former 

group expressed more concerns that problems exist in communicating with other 

system officials than did the judiciary, more often citing that relevant people 
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were too busy or indifferent. They also reported more problems with the infor-

mation they receive from the judiciary than the judiciary reported as to co+rec-

tional information. Quite dependent on judicial decisionmaking, these officials 

seem to be asking for enhanced working relationships with the judicial'system. 

It is interesting, however, that correctional officials saw more value and 

fewer problems associated with the management of their facilities than did the 

judiciary. While this may reflect a greater pride in their accomplishments than" 

the judicial system acknowledges or a defensiveness that may not be useful, this 

does indicate the need for efforts leading to a more commonly shared assessment 

of correctional effectiveness. Among those expressing viewpoints, 84 percent 

(37/44) of court officials believed that prisons and jails lacked resources 

necessary to provide adequate training and· rehabilitative programs while 63 per-

cent (10/16) of correctional officials accepted that contention (see Appendix 

A-14). Local correctional officials were more critical of local jail services 

than state correctional officials of state prison services. The courts more 

often'>than correctional officials contended that prison and jail staffs had a 

difficult time insuring inmate ~afety as well as the staff's own safety (see 

Appendices A-15 and A-16). Also, court system officials were somewhat more 

likely to agree than correctional officials that judges had too few sentencing 

alternatives to incarceration (see Append:i.x A-17). 

As set forth earlier f correctional officials seem to want better court in-

formation and communication, and a closer working relationship. They acknow-

ledge that trial court judges have a strong responsibility and role to assist in 

solving both state and local correctional problems, indicate that the state 

court administrator can be helpful with state-level problems particularly, and 

see ,some potential for assista.nce from trial c~ur~ administrators. The \jcourt 

officials ~ndicated that they were attentive to reports they receive from cor

rectional agencies a.nd correctional officials. During the study's site visits, 
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correctional officials indicated that they encoura.ge judicial system visitations 

to their agencies and respond quickly to judicial system requests for informa-

tion. Improved judicial system familiarity with correctional resources and 

greater collaboration with these officials in helping solve problems that affect 

their mutual interests may be of value in helping resolve certain correctional 

problems and in having a more commonly shared p~rception as to the values of 

correctional programs as well as of their deficiencies. 

Other data obtained in this study offer further insights pertinent to the 

observations that have been described. 

IV. OTHER FINDINGS 

Certain additional information obtained from questionnaire interviews merits 

presentation. While some statutes exist that mandate the transmission of jail 

population information to local judges and while generally ~rison and jails 

found overcrowded need to transmit population data to federal judges, just twen-

ty-six percent of judicial system officials receiving this information reported 

that its transmission was mandated by law. These data support the notion that . 

informal communication systettts are often 'worked out, particularly at local lev-

else Some trial court administrators use this information to advise judges whe-

ther jail space is likely to be available for weekend sentencing, to monitor 

compliance with speedy trial rules, to structure court reviews of misdemeanants 

detained because they are unable to meet bail requirements, and for other pur-

poses. Trial court judges use this information to keep an eye on jail capaC:li ty 

versus jail population. This informational use at the local level raises the 

issue as to a transmission and review of state prison data by the chief justice, 

state court administrator, and upper trial court judges and administrators, only 

five of the three latter sets of officials having indicated that they receive 

such information presently. 
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Earlier in this report, data were presented which correlated officials' per

ce1ttions as to prison or jail overcrowding with whether there were too few in

ca:~ceration alternatives, whether jud'ges sometimes impose lesser sentences than 

incarceration due to facility overcrowding, whether prisons and jails lack ade

quate training and rehabilitative programs, and other related beliefs. It WiSS 

suggested that the information on which the first of these perceptions was con

cluded, or even the lack of information, influenced opinions regarding corollary 

questions. other statistically significant correlations found that those agree

ing that judges did impose lesser sentences than incarceration because of insti

tutional overcrowding alsqi:&greed that prisons or jails lack adequate training 

rehabilitative programs, that institutional staffs sxperience difficulty main

taining inmate safety, and that there are too few incarceration alternatives. 

Statistically significant correlations also were found which sho~ed consis

tency in how officials viewed the responsibilities of upper trial court judges, 

state court administrators, and upper trial court administrators in helping re

solve correctional problems. A number of off' i 1 'ht b . ~c a s m~g e termed "responsi-

bilitarians". If they agree that a particular judicia~ system official should 

be responsible for helping solve such problems, they ,also perceive that another 

judicial official is responsible'for help~ng with t' 1 • correc 10na problems. An-

other group might be termed the "abstentionists". If th di ey sa greed that a par-

ticular judicial official held some form of responsibility ~ this regard, they 
l..~ ~\ 

also disagreed as to whether another judicial official also sho~-be held re-

sponsible. 

For example, if one agr'eed that upper court trial judges had such a respon

sibility with state correctional problems, one also agreed ('67 percent) that 

state court .administrators were also responsible. If one disagreed regarding 

~he upper trial court judge responsibility, one also disagreed (95 percent) that 

the state court administrator held-such a responsibility and also disagreed $95 

percent) that a trial court administ~ator held such a responsibility (see Appen

qices A-18 and A-19). 
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If onf}agreed that trial court judges were responsible for helping solve 10-
1 ••• ·' 

cal oorrectional problems, one agreed (60 percent) that the trial oourt adminis-

trator was alJ;lo respons e. ibl If one disagreed concerning a trial court judge 

responsibility II one als~o disagreed (100 percent) that the tri,al court admin:l.s

trator was res~onsible (see Appendix A-20). 

There were similar agreements (or disagreements) as to the state court ad

ministrator's responsibility for helping solve state correctional problems, with 

the state court administrator's responsibility for helping solve state as well 

bl and with the state court administrator's and as 19cal correctional pro ems, 

, reQ Pons1.'b1.'lity for h.elping solve local correctional trial court administrator s _ 

problems. 

One statistically significant correlation, however, avoided this typology 

and this difference underscores how the trial court judge is acc:orded the high-

among the court officials whose responsibility was assessed. est responsibility 

the state court administrator had responsibility for helping If one agree,:! that 

solve state correctional problems, one also agreed (100 percent) that the trial 

court judge had such a responsibility in helping solve local correctional prob

lems. But even if one disagreed as to the state court administrator's state-

d (72 percent) that the trial court judge held level responsibility, one agree 

, h 1 I correctl.'onal problems (see Appendix A-21). such a responsibility Wl.t oca 

In another area, that only two of nine state court administrators and~none 

of the thirteen upper trial court judges accepted the state court administra

tor's responsibility for solving state correctional problems suggests both that 

this official declines responsibility in this area and that the invisibility of 

Yet, seven of his activity in this arena leads judges to deny him such a role. 

eight state correctional officials accorded him such responsibility_ That two 

state court administrators in states whose prisons have been held unconstitu

, I denl.'ed them~.elves a function in helping solve such tionally ove;):'crowded st1.l .. 

problems tha1[: bear significantly on the judicial function points to a need for 
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state cou:r.t administrat(';lrs to reassess who they are a1~d what they do. (It 

should also be noted that no state court administrator ina non-overc~owded 

state accepted responsibility for solving state correctional problems.) With 

other responses, state court administrators typically rell,back on a separation 

of powers ideology, dontending the courts had no active function in helping with 

state correctional problems , or acknow),edged a reactive interest in responding 

to calls for help from state correctional departments. Several did suggest 

there was merit 'to the concept of regularly scheduled joint' meeti'ngs. It j,s 

known that state court administrators enter their position from different pro-

·fessional experiential amd educational backgrounds. Some, but far from all, 

have completed a graduate degree in judicial administration or been certified as 

a Fellow of the Institute for Court Management. 'They, less often than any other 

judicial system official questioned, responded affirmatively to whether they or 

someone from their staff ';,isited prisons or jails. While forty- four of the 

fiftY'-six judicial system officials queried responded aff'irmatively to this 

question, just four of nine state court administrators answered affirmatively. 

Correctional administrators, not court administrators, manage correctional 

systems, facilities, and services. Correctional administration impacts upon and 
n' 

is impacted by judicial decision making. " ' State court administrators, in manag-

ing state court systems and facilitating the judicial enterprise, need to re

examine~their roles to ascertain and obtain the types of correctional informa-

tion and cooperation that are beneficial to judicial performance. 

Pertinent questions also include: Whether the education of court adminis-

trators has any concentration on correctional developments and problems? Whe-

ther their education encourages ~heir fulfilling any roles in the court-correc

tions relationship? Whether their supreme courts assign them such responsibil

ities? Whether they request their supreme courts to assign them such responsi-

bilities? 
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Inquiries directed to universities and centers that train court administra

tors revealed that in general they provid~ only a modest orientation to the 

world of corrections, to court administrator roles that might be developed in 

this relationsllip, or skill training that might strengthen as well as activate 

court administrator fupctions in this regard. 
\\ 

Court administrators as well as trial court judges were.questioned in this 

study as to whether they would be ir.terested in experiencing training programs 

that focused on corrections and the court-corrections relationship. Ninety per

cent of such officials answered that subject mat.ter covering "Alternatives to 

Institutionalization" and "Basic Issues in the Courts-Corrections Interface" 

would be useful (see Appendix A-22). They were also questioned as to whether 

they would be interested in attending an educational program involving teams of 

state and local court and corrections personnel to address the joint problems of 

courts and corrections. Seventy-five percent of officials responded affirma-

tively (see Appendix A-23). 

That judicial system officials indicated extremely positive responses to in

creasing their knowledge of correctional matters pertinent to the courts and to 

convening with corrections personnel to work on interrelating problems supports 

a stronger educational initiative in this arena. 

v. SUMMARY 

Correctional administration is viewed as having serious problems even in 

non-overcrowded states. Solutions to these p~oblems need to be obtained i:rom a 

number of sources. Improved and expanded, information sharing, communicati,on, 

and collaboration between the courts and correct.;'onal agencies ap'pear to bE~ a 

desired strategy. 

Correctional officials allocate a stronger responsibility to the judici:~l. 

system for assisting with their problems than the judicial system accords i:~self, 

and perceive more deficiencies in present in.·f.ormation sharing and communica'/:ion 
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than the judicial system acknowledges. Correctional officials appeari' to ~\ ask-

ing additional jUdicial system assistance with these proble~s. 

State legislatures an~ state correctional agencies receive the most agree-

ment as t.o a responsibility in helping solve state correctional problems and 
., 

county commissioners and local correctional agencies and state legislatures in 

having this responsibility to help solve local correctional problems. Expanded 

judicial system assis·tance to legislative bodies in helping solve these problems 

would also be in order. 

The trial court judge is granted a prJl;~ent role.,in helping reso:),.ve local. 

and, to a lesser degree, state correctional problems. This opportunity can be 

maximized through enhancing thl;! skills, (~~jderstanding," and involvement of trial 

court administra.tors. 

State court administrators least often acknowledge responsibility for help-

ing solve state correctional problems. Pre-position and post-position educa-

tional efforts with state and local court administrators, to assist their 

achievement of an increased comprehension of correctional issues and the court 

administrator's function in the ~ourts-corrections relationship, may well be a 

use~ul undertaking. There was strong support for further educational experi'. 

ences with both court adm~nistrators and jud~es. 

Heightened judicial system official familiarity with correctional issuesl 
,. 

facilities, and programs would seem to offer numerous benefits, one of them be-

ing a more mutually-held assessment with correctional officials as to the qual-
'1 JC\ 

/ i ity of correctional administration. There is more that correctional officials ~ 

can do to facilitate judicial system awareness of correctional developments and 

to further communication with judicial system officials. ~rther descriptions 

of court and correctional relationships an~ ap~roaches for improving this inter-

change are set forth in the study monograph, Courts and Correctiona: An Agenda 

for Coo~eration • 
c:--;/ 
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APF;ENDIX A-I 

Interview Respondents by category and Number 

Category 

State Court Administrator 
State Correctional Administrator 
Upp~,r Tr ial Court Judge 
Upper Trial . Court Administrator 
LoWer Trial Court Judge 
Lo\\Ter Trial Court Administrator 

, Local Correctional Adminis,trator 

TOTAL 

Number 

9 
8 

13 
13 
12 

5 
13 

73 
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APPENDIX 0 A-2 

Site Visit Interviews 

Arizona - August 26-27,1981 

1. E. J. Aitken, Correctional Administratbr, state Department of Corrections 

2. Gordon Allison, Administrator, Superior Court, Maricopa County 

3. Todd Barton, Administrator, Tucson City Court 

4. Noel Dessaint, State Court Administrator 

5. Dennis Douglas, Administrative Services Bureau, Sheriff's Office, Pima:' County 

6. William Druke, Presiding Judge, Superior Court, Pima County 

7. Clarence Dupnik, Sheriff, Pima County 

g. Jeff Erskine, Administrator, Superior Court, Pima County 

9. Sal Fiore, Administrative Assistant, Probation Department (Adult), Superior 
Court, Maricopa County 

10. Gary Graham, Director, Investigations and Special Services, Probation De
partment (Adult), Superior Court, Maricopa County 

11. Robert Long, Chief Probation Officer (Adult), Superior Court, pima County 

12. John Tremaine, Director, Field Supervision, Probation Department (Adult), 
Superior Court, Maricopa County 

Minnesota - September 1-3, 1981 

1. Eugene Burns, Director, Community Corrections, Ramsey County 

2. Dale Good, Director, Management Information System, office of the State 
Court 'Administrator 

3. Gordon Griller, Administrator, District Court, Ramsey County 

4. Richard Kantorowicz, Judge, District Court, Hennepin County 

5. 

6 • 

Bruce McManus, Assistant Director, Community Corrections, State Department 
of Corrections 

Allen Oleisky, Judge, District Court, Hennepin County 

(Continued on next page) 
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Minnesota - September 1-3, 1981 (Cont'd.) 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Dale Parenti' Director, Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission 

Jack Provo, Administrator, District Court, Hennepin County 

orville Fung, Assistant Director, Institutions and Reformatories, State 
Department of Corrections 

10. Judith Rehak, Deputy State Court Administrator 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Harold Schultz, Chief Judge, District Court, Ramsey County 

Rita Stellick, Administrator, Municipal Cdurt, Hennepin County 

Ken Young, Director, Department of Court Services District pin County , Court, Henne-
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APPENDIX A-3 

Prison population Data Furnished to Various Court Officials 

state Court Upper Trial Court Upper Trial Court 

Administra tor Judge Administrator 

Category Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency ,grrcenta'g'e 

Furnished i 11.1 3 23.1 1 7.7 

Not 
Fu:rmished 8 88.9 10 76.9 12 92.3 

TOTALS 9 100% 13 100% 13 100% 
);" 

QUESTION: Is your office regularly informed of the number of inmates in the 
prisons across your state? 
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APPENDIX A-4 

Jail Inmate Data Furnished to Various Court Officials 

Upper Trial Court Upper Trial Court Lower Trial Court Lower Trial Court Judge Administrator Judge Administrator category Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 
Furnished 81 61.5 9 69.2 7 58.3 3 60.0 
Not Furnished 4 30.8 3 23.1 5 41.7 2 40.0 
Not Sure 1 7.7 1 7.7 

T"OTALS 13 100% 13 100% 12 100% 5 100% " 

QUESTION: Is your office regularly informed of the number of inmates in the prisons across your state? 
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APPENDIX A-5 

state Court Upper Trial Upper Trial Lower 
Administrator Court Judge Court Administrator Court 

Category Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. 

Yes 4 44.4 12 92.3 10 76.9 10 

No 5 55.6 1 7.7 3 23.1 2 

TOTALS 9 100% 13 100% 13 100% 12 

QUESTION: Do you or does someone else on your staff visit the prisons or jails? 
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Trial Lower Trial 
Judge Court Administrator 

% Freq. % 

83.3 4 80.0 I 
16.7 1 20.0 

100% 5 100% 
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APPENDIX A-6 

The Imposition of Lesser Sentences Due to OVercrowded Prisons 

state Court State Correctional Upper Trial Court Upper Trial 
Administrator Official Judge Court Administrator 

Category Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Agree Strongly 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Agree 2 22.2 2 25.0 4 30.8 6 46.2 
Disagree 5 55.6 2 25.0 7 53.8 6 46.2 
Disa.gree Strongly 0 0.0 2 25.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Not Sure/Not 

Applicable. 2 22.2 ... 25.0 2 15.4 1 7.7 ~ 

TOTALS 9 100% 8 100% 13 100% 13 100% 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that judges sometimes impose lesser sentences, rather than prison terms, 
because of prison ()vercrowding? 

The Imposition of Lesser Sentences Due to OVercrowded Jails 

Local Correctional Lower Trial Court Lower Trial 
Official . -Judge Court Administrator 

category ~quency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Agree Strongly 1 7.7 2 16.7 0 0.0 
Agree 4 30.8 3 25.0 2 40.0 
Disagree 6 46.2 4 33.3 1 20.0 
Disagree Strongly 1 7.7 2 16.7 1 20.0 
Not Sure/Not Applicable 1 7.7 1 8.3 1 20.0 

TOTALS 13 100% 12 100% 5 100% 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that judges sometimes impose lesser sentences, rather than jail terms, 
because of jail overcrowding? 
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APPENDIX A-7 

(/ 
Association between Vi.ews on whether There is Prison or Jail OVercrowding 

and whether Judges I,mpose Lesser Sentences Due to OVercrowding 
'-

Degree of Agreement that Judges Impose Lesser Sentences Due to OVercrowding 

-
Not Sure/ 

Agree Not Disagree 

strongly Agree Applicable Disagree Strongly TOTALS 

" 
"'. 

Agree 
2 9 2 4 0 17 

strongly 
,. 

".lI"gree 1 13 5 15 1 35 
, 

Not SUre/Not 0 0 1 2 0 3 

Applicable 

Disagree 0 0 1 6 3 10 

. 

Disagree 0 1 0 2 2 5 

strongly 
., 

'" 

TOTALS 3 23 9 29 6 70 
'. " ' 

Tau b = .453 GamIlla = .642 Big. Level = .001 

If one agreed there was overcrowding, a respondent was also more likely to agree that 
judges imposed lesser sentences due to overcro'Wding. 4[f one disagreed that prisons 
or jails were overcrowded, a respondent was extremely J,ikely to disagree that judges 
imposed such lesser $entences. 
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APPENDIX A-8 

Degree of Association Between Views on Whether There is prison or Jail 
OVercrowding and Whether There Are Too Few Alternatives to Incarceration 

" '<'\ 
Degree of Agreement that There are Too Few Alternatives to Incarceration 

Not Sure/ . 
Agree Not Disagree 

strongly Agree Applicable Disagree Strong:by TOTALS 

\, 

Agree 
Strongly 4 7 0 5 1 17 

o::,.~, 

.' 

'~gree 4 15 3 12 1 35 
.I 

Not SUre/Not 
Applicable 0 1 0 2 0 3 

Disagree 1 1 0 7 1 10 

Disagree 2 0 0 2 1 5 

strongly 

TOTALS 11 24 3 28 4 70 

Tau-b;:: .188 Gamma;:: .27 Sig. Level = .033 

If one agreed as to overcrowding, a respondent was more likely to indicate there were 
too few alternatives. If, one disagreed as to overcro'Wding, a respondent was a1sqlmore 
l:i))kely to disagree that there were too few alternatives. 
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APPENDIX A-9 

.,.' f . t' between VJ.' ews on Whether There is Prison or Jail OV'ercrowding Desrree o.AssocJ.a J.on , 
and Whether Prisons or Jails Lack Adequate Training or Rehabilitation Programs 

'. 

Agree 
Strongly 

Degree of Association that prisons or Jails Lack Adequate Training and 
Rehabilitation Programs -

Not Sure/ 
Agree Not Disagree 

Strongly Agree Applicable Disagree Strongly TOTALS 

. 

9 6 0 0 0 15 

-" 

[I) 

/-.Agree 4 17 4 6 0 31 

~ 
[I) 

g 
[I) 

'1"1 
I-l 
PI 

.j.l 
ro 
:B 
'El 
Q) 

5 
Q) 
Q) 

$ 
11-1 
0 
Q) 
Q) 

l-! 
tf\ 
Q) 

Q 

-
r";. 

Not SUre/Not 0 1 1 1 0 3 
Applicable 

!,', 

Disagree 0 6 0 4 0 10 

, 
'.' , ' " 

'. 
Disagree 0 3 0 1 1 5 

Strongly 
.~-, 

, ' 

'12 TOTALS 13 33 5 1 ., 64 

I (( 

,-, . --
'fral:1}.b . = .44 Gamma = ~635 Sig. Level = .001 

(~f one agreed as to cvercrowd:l.ng; a respondent was very likely to ihhicate that tr~in
ing and rehabilitation progr~swere inadequate. If one d~sagreed as to overcrbwdJ.ng, 
a respondent nonetheless was more likely to agree such programs were inadequate. 
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APPENDIX A-IO 

Degree of Association between Views on WhetQ~~) There is Prison or Jail 
~ercrowding and Whether Prisons or Jails are the Source of Many Suits 

Degree of Agr~ement that Prisons or Jails are the Source of Many Suits 

- " 
" 

Not Sure/ 
Agree Not Disagree 

Strongly Agree Applicable Disagree Strongly TOTALS 

6 7 2 2 0 17 
<--

, t, 
" "3 14 4 13 1 35 

(. 

Not sure/No~ 
0 2 Applicable 0 1 0 3' 

(~ 
'( 

Disagree 
1 1 1 7 0 10 

, 
i"'l) 

Disagree ;j ') 

2 f' 
Strongly 0 0 (~ 1 5 

" 
.;.:;:: 

.-, 

" -'r-
TOTALS 

" ,. 10 26 7 2~ ') 2 70 

Tau b =.356 Ganuna = .506 Sig. Level = .001 

If one t.~ea as to overcrowding, a ~es1?Ondent ~as more,. likely to agree prisons or 
jails wfH::e the 7~urce ~f'~T:lany s)fitsiagainst; go:vernmen::al entities ,', If one di:a~reed 
as to <!Nercrowchng, "a res'pondent ~.us more 1J.kely to ,dJ.sagree that l?risons or JaJ.ls 

(~:rere the $ource of "many suits. 
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c. APPENDIX A-ll. 

Degree of Association between Views on whether There is Prison or Jail OVercrowding and 
whether Prison or Jail Staff Have a Difficult Time Insuring the Safety of Inmates 

Degree of Agreement Staff Have Difficulty Insuring Inmate Safety -
Not Sure/ 

Agree Not Disagree 

strongly Agree Applicable Disagree strongly TOTALS 
I'd 
a> 

" i 
0 
l-I 

Agree 
strongly 4 9 2 2 a 17 

t) 
l-I 
a> 
6 
OJ 
1-1 
It! " 

";gree 
., 3 15 6 10 a 34 .~ 

It! 
t-.J 

M 
Not sure/Not 
ApplicabJ,e a 0 3 a a 3 III 

t:: 
0 
III 

0"; 

kl 
Disagree 

a 5 1 3 1 10 +J 
It! 

.c:: 
+J 

Disagree a a a 4 1 5 -g 
a> 
F-

strongly a> 
a> 

or"" ..... 
-.I . J.I 

~ 
TOTALS 

\\ 7 u 29 12 19 2 69 
. 

4-l 
0 

a> 
a> 
I-l 
tl" 
OJ 
0 Tau b = .319 Gamma = .444 Sig. Level = .001 

\) 

c If one agre~~, as to overcrowding, a respondent was more li;kely to agre:: prison or jail 
staff had dH'.ficulty insuring the safety of inmates. If one disagreed as to overcrowd

liing; a respondent was more likely to disagree that staff e~perienced such difficulty .• 
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~ 

APPENDIX A-12 

Degree of Associat.ion beti\1een Views on whether there is prison or Jail OVercrowdins 

\\ 

Degree of Agreement Staff ;Hav.e Difficulty Insuring Their OWn Safety. 

~ 

Not Sure/ 
Agree Not Disagree 

Strongly Agree Applicable Disagree Strongly TOTALS 

~ 
I-l c//" ). 
t) ~ 

1-1 Agree jl a> 

6 strongly 2 8 2 5 a 17 

a> <:~ 
l-I 
It! J 

III 
...-I .Z1gree 'ro! 1 8 11 14. a 34 

) 
, 

I-l 
,. 

0 
~ 

III Not SUre/Not s:: a a 3 a 0 3 
0 
I/) Applicable 

0"; 

!l .,...~ 

~ Disagree 0 2 2 5 1 10 
.c:: 
+J I 

II 

+J 

ai 
/ 

m Disagree a a a 3 2 5 
OJ 
1-1 Strongly 
~ 

c· 

0 TOTALS 3 18 18 27 3 69 
a> 
a> ~ 

~ 
ljI 
a> 

Tau b = .298 Gamma = .413 Sig. Level-= .002 

Ii If one agreed as to overcrowding, a respondent wa.S more likely to agree prj.son or 
jail staff had difficulty insuring their own safety. If one disagreed as to over

.~,cl:'owding r a respondent was more likely to disagree that staff experienced such dif-

C ~l:.icul t y • (_ , 
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APPENDIX A-13 

Responsibility for Solving State Correctional Probl~ns -!c\ 

State Correctional Agency State Legislature 

Category Frequency percentage Frequency ~rcentage 

Agree strongly 21 72.1 31 72.1 

Agree 10 23.3 11 25.6 

Disagree l' 2.3 0 0.0 

Disagree 
,strongly 0 0.0 0 0.0 

Not Surel 
Not Applicable 1 2.3 1 2.3 

TOTALS: 43 100% 43 100% 

QUESTIONS: To what extent do you agree that the state correctional agency 
and state legislators are responsible for solving state correc-
tional, problems? 

-----------~-----------------------------------------------------------.-------------------

(, Responsibility for solving Local Correctional problelns 

Local Correctional 
County Commissioners Officials (hi- Stalte Legislature 

-" 
Category Frequency Percentage Frequency Percent'age Freq\~~ncy Percentage 

Agree Strongly 41 56.2 37 51.4 2~~, 32.9 

Agree 21 28.8 23 32.0 3j\ 45.2 

Disagree 2 2.7 6 8.3 i' 9.6 

Disagree 
strongly 0 0.0 0 0.0 ~, 1.4 

~':) 

~ 
Not Surel 
Not Applicable 9 12.3 6 8.3 8 12.9 --

TOTALS: 73 100% 72 100% 73 \1 100% 
" 

" 

QUESTIONS: To what extent do you agree that county commissioners, local correctional 
officials, and state legislators a,re responsible for solvinsr local correc-

tional problems? 
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APPENDIX A-14 

The Provision of Adequate Training and Rehabilitation program~ 

Judicial System Correctional 
Officials s~stem Officials 

Category Frequency percentage Frequency Perc'.enta9:e 

Agree Strongly 9 17.3% 4 19.0% 

Agree 28 53.8% 6 28.6% 

Disagree 6 11.5% 6 28.6% 

Disagree 
Strongly 1 1.9% 0 0.0% 

Not surel 
Not Applicable 8 15.4% 5 23.8% 

TOTALS: 52 100% 21 100% 

«,/ .. / 

QUESTION: To what ex~ent do you agree that the prisons or jails lack 
the resources to provid.e adequate/t.:;:~ning andrehabilita-
tion for' inmates? "-.--" " 
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APPENDIX A-15 

Prison or Jail Staff Difficulty Insuring Safety of Inmates 

category 

Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 

Not Sure/ 
Not Applicable 

TOTALS: 

Judicial System 
Officials 

Frequency percentage 

6 11.5% 

22 42.3% 

10 19.2% 

1 1.9% 
\.,.~ 

13 25.0% 

52 100% 

-

Correctional 
System Officials 

Frequency Percentage 

2 9.5% 

33.3% 

9 42.9% 

2 9.5% 

1 4.8% 

21 100% 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that the prison or jail staff 
has a difficult time insuring the safety of inmates? 
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APPENDIX A-16 

Prison or ,J'ail Staff Difficulty Maintaining Its OWn Safety 

category 

Agree Strongly 

Agree I' 

Disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 

Not Sure/ 
Not Applicable 

TOTALS: 

Judicial System 
Officials 

;JJ'requency Percentage 

16 30.0% 
Ii' 

1 1.9% 

19 36.5% 

52 100% 

Correctional 
System Officials 

Frequency Percentage 

1 4.8% 

5 23.8% 

11 52.4% 

3 14.3% 

1 4.8% 

21 100% 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that the prison or jail staff 
has a difficult time maintaining its own safety? 
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APPENDIX A-17 

Too Few Alternatives to Incarceration Available to Judges 

Judicial System Correctio1')al 
Officials System Officials 

category Frequency Percentage .' Frequency Percentage 

Agree Strongly 5 9.6% 6 28.6% 

Agree 22 42.3% 3 14.3% 

Disagree 20 38.5% 9 42.9% 

Disagree 
strongly 2 3.8% 2 9.5% 

Not Sure/ 
Not Applicable 3 5.8% 1 4.8% 

TOTALS: 52 100% 21 100% 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that there are too few alter
natives available to incarceration available to judges? 
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APPENDIX A-1S 

C' Degree of Association as to whether T:d.al Court Judges and state Court Administrators 
Have Responsibility 'for Solving State Correctional Problems 
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State Court Administrators Have a Responsibility 

" Not Sure/ 
Agree Not Disagree 

Strongly Agree Applicable Disagree Stx'ongly TOTALS 
~': .. 

c 

Agree y 
Strongly 1 0 0 2 0 :3 

I( 

I 
Agree 0 11 0 /I 4 0 15 

Not SUre/Not 0 0 1 2 0 3 
Applicable " 

r-'--", 
r--.,\ C,--, 

, ... isagJ;'ee 0 1 0 11 4 16 
0 

-, 

Disagree 0 0 0 1 4 5 
Str·ongly 0 

TOTALS (I 1 12 1 20 8 42 

<l 

Tau B ~ .642 Gamma = .824 Sig. Level = .001 

If one agreell that trial court judges have a responsibility for solving state cor
rectional pr~:;blems, a respondent was also more likely to agree that state court 
administrato~,rs have a responsibility. If one disagreed as to the trial court judge 
responsibilit:y, a respondent was extremely likely to disagree that state court ad
ministrators have a responsibility. 
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APPENDIX A-l9 

Degree of Association as to whether Trial Court Judges and Trial Court Administrators 
Have Responsibility for solving state Correctional Problems 

Trial Court Administrators Have a Responsibility 

Not Sure/ 
Agree Not Di~ac;J,ree 

Strongly Agree Applicable Disagree Strotlgly TOTALS 

Agree 
Strongly 1 0 0 2 0 3 

• 

-, 
Agree 

0 6 1 8 0 15 

Not Sure/Not 
Applicable 0 0 0 3 0 3 

'~" 

isagree 
Q) •• , 0 1 0 10 5 16 
tn 
't1 

.:5 
+l 

~ 
0 
U 

rO 
r-! 

t! 

Disagree 
Strongly 0 0 0 0 5 5 

TOTALS 1 7 1 23 10 42 

I 

Tau b = .616 Gamma = .864 Sig. Level = .001 

If one agreed that trial court judges have a responsibility for solving state cor
rectional problems, a respondent was also more inclined to agree that trial court 
administrators have a responsibility. If one disagreed as to the trial court judge 
responsibility, a respondent was extremely likely to disagree that trial court ad
ministrators have a responsibility • 

.. -

APPENDIX A-20 

Degree of Association as to whether Trial Court Judges and Trial Court, 
Administrators have a Responsipility for Solving Local Correctional Problenls 

Trial Court Administrators Have a Responsibility 

Not Sure/ 
Agree Not. Disagree 

Strongly Agree Applicable Disagree Strongly TOTALS 

Agree 1 1 0 2 0 4 
Strongly 

"-
Agree 0 25 2 16 0 43 

Not Sure/Not 
Applicable 

0 0 1 4 0 5 

)isagree 0 0 0 12 2 14 

Disagree 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Strongly 

TOTALS 1 26 3 35 3 68 

Tau b = .526 Gamma :::: .823 Sig. Level = .001 

If one agreed that trial court judges have a responsibility for solving local cor
rectional problems, a respondent was also more likely to agree that trial court 
administrators have a responsibility. If one disagreed as to the trial court 
judge responsibility, a respondent also disagreed as to the trial court adminis
trator's responsibility. 
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APPENDIX A-21 

Degree of Association as' to whether state Court Administrators Have a 
Responsibility for Solving State Correctional Problems and whether 

Trial Court Judges Have a Responsibility for Solving Local Correctional Problems 
'\ 

Trial Court Judges Have q, Responsibility 

Not Sure/ 
Agree Not Disagree 

Strongly Agree Applicable Disagree Stl::ongly TOTALS 

-
Agree 
Strongly 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-
Agree 

0 11 0 0 0 11 

-
Not SUre/Not 
Applicable 0 0 1 0 0 1 

)isagree 
1 14 l 4 0 20 

Disagree 
Strongly 1 2 l' 2 1, . 7 

TOTALS 2 27 3 6 1 39 

I 

'i"au b = .269 Gamma = .436 Sig. Level = .033 

If one agreed that state court administrators have a responsibility forusolving state 
correctional problems, a respondent also agreed that trial court judges have a respon
sibility for solving local correctional problems. But if one disagreed as to the 
state court adnlinistrator's responsibility, a respondent nonetheless was likely to 
agree as to the trial co.~t judge's responsibility. 
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APPENDIX A-22 

Interest in Training Programs (Specific Correctional Topics) 

upper 
) Lower 

Upper Trial Trial Court Lower Trial Trial Court state Court 

. Court Judges Administrators Court Judges Administrators Administrators 

YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES 1\(0 

A. Correctional Law 6 7 7 6 5 7 2 3 1 7 

B. Correctional Economics 6 7 9 4 5 7 4 1 4 4 

" 

C. Alternatives to Institutionali- 11 2 12 1 12 - 5 - 7 1 
zation 

D. How Correctional Facilities Are 8 5 8 5 7 5 3 2 4 4 

Run 

E. Basic Issues in the Courts- 11 2 12 1 
( 10 2 5 - 6 1 

Corrections Interface 

QUESTION: One aspect of this s·tudy is to find out yom:: thoughts regarding training programs for judges and court 
admini~trators. The following are possible court and correctional topics that educational institutions 
traini~g judges and court administrators might wish to incorporate into future training programs. Would 
you please indicate which of the following areas strike yoU as useful topics? 
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APPENDI.X A-23 

I.nterest in Joint Judicial-Corrections Team Seminars 

Ii 

Position 
I, 

YES Ii NO 

Upper Trial Court Judges 9 4 

Upper Trial Court Administrators 9 2 

Lower Trial C!purt Judges 10 2 

\\ Lower Trial C:ourt Administrators 5 
I, 

State Court Jfdmini s~,ra tor 
k --
'f 

3 4 

i I, 

QUESTI.ON: Would you be interested in attending an dducational program involv
ing teams of state and local. court and correctional personnel on 
the joint problems of courts and corrections? 
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COURTS AND CORRECTIONS 

AN AGENDA FOR COOVE~ATION 

By 

H. Ted Rubin 
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Introductio / 

'I 
The American,\criminal justice syst~ has been neatily divided into a three-

)1 

pronged structure. Law enforcement agencies are accorckr;;3 the responsibility for 

preventing crime and for apprehending persons believed to have committed crimi-
I' 

nal la~ violations. Their agents conduct investig~tions which form the basis 

for the initiation and prosecution of alleged violators. The judicial system 

administers and ove~,sees the case processing of criminal suspects from the bail 

" or pretrial release stage through adjudication and sentencing. Determinations 

of whether crimes were indeed committed and, if so, the application of sanctions 

to offenders are governed by the judiciary within the context ~nd constraint of 

the law and of cO~'stitutional strictures. The correctional systen~ is responsi-

ble for the housing of individuals who are subject to court ~anctio~s and for 

implementing intervention designed to effectuate punishments and achieve reha-

bilitative advancements. 

In, reality, the criminal justice sj»stem is far more complex than what has 

been simply sketched above. Many crimes go unreported and criminals 1mappr.e-

hended, law enforcement agencies selectively emphasize the enforcement of cer-

tain crimes as opposed to others, and judicial decisions impact upon the nature 

of police investigations. Court processing is frequently hinged upon prosecu-

tion and defense lawyer plea agreements accompanied by judicial ratification. 

Legislative policy restrains judicial. discretion at the sentencing stage. Cor-

rectional agencies are not only governmental entities; they are a potpourri of 

public and private organizations, custodial and non-custodial, community-based 

and state-level in nature. Nor do these separate systems operate in isolation 

from each other. 

The interdependence of two of these, courts and corrections, is the subject 

of this monograph. The monograph derives from a study conducted by the Insti-

tute for Court Management into the ways judicialsyst~ officials interact wdth 

correctional agency officials. The study was prompted by the recognition that 
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little wascknown about how these twq,critical sub-syst;ems do in fact intersect, 
;, 

and from a belief that however much these interactions did or did not occur, an 

examination of this area might lead to benefits to both organizations, their 

clientele, and the wider public. 

The study had several phases, beginning with a literature review that was 

conducted along four dimensions: recommendations of national commissions and 

task forces; state statutes and administrative rules, federal court decisions 

related to correctional institutions, and legal periodicals and justice system 

journals. In general, the review revealed many interdependencies between these 

systems and discovered a number of recommendations for increased information 

sharing, communication, collaboration, and education across these systems. 

Second, structured interviews were administered to seventy-three judicial 

and correctional system officials in eight states to document current courts

corrections interactions and to obtain practitioner viewpoints as tCi the nature 

of correctional problems in these states, the relationship of correctional ad

ministration problems ~~ judicial practices, views on what sets of officials are 

responsible for helping solve correctional problems, and the interest among ju

w.cial system officials in education~l experiences focused on correctional is

sues and the interrelationship between courts and corrections. The officials 
" 

interviewed i1.1Cluded state court administrators and correctional officials, 

upper and lower trial court judges, upper and lower trial court administrators, 

and local correctional officials. The interviews were conducted by telephone. 

They were accomplished in four states whose prisons had been held by federal 

courts to be unconstitutionally overcrowded: Arizona, Florida, Maryland, and 

Rhode Island, and in four states where such decisions had not occurred: Idaho, 

Minnesota, North Carolina, and South Dakota. 

\,' Third, supplementary ol'i-site interviews were conducted with state and local 

judicial and correctional officials in Arizona and Minnesota to gain more exten

sive information, experiences, and perspectives in order to enrich the study's 

directions, findings, and presentation. 
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This monograph is directed at the functions which judges and court administra-

tors perform or could perform in relation to the correctional enterprise. Activi
tl 

ties by correctional officials in relation to the courts receive commetl}t but are 

not the central focus. More extensive activity on their part than appears ~o oc-

cur at present is necessary, but the court's role receives emphasis in th~,s pre-

sentation. 

The monograph opens with a definition of court administration as used in ~his 

study. The concept incorporates functions that are performed by both judges and 

court managers. A perspective of the management function is set forth that is 

botr. broad and activist. Section II presents findings from the survey of seventy-

three court and correctional system officials. These officials allocate signifi-

cant responsibility to trial court judges ~or helping solve both state and local 

correctional problems. Section III reports the more particularized viewpoints of 

correctional officials in regard to court relationships and correctional prob-

lems. These officials call 'for more cooperation from the judicial system. Sec-

tions IV and V detail judicial system interactions with the correctional system at 

trial court and state levels. This account is extensive~~~re so at the trial 

court level. The monograph concludes with recommendations for aci'ions to be takel'). 

by court administration, for educational undertakings, and for further research. 

I. CONSIDERATIONS OF THE ROLE OF COURT ADMINISTRATION 

The concept of court administration, as used in this monograph, encompasses 

functions performed by both judges and court administrators. 

Until the recent era courts were administered, if at all, by judges and by 

clerks of court. The clerks, frequently, were "independent functionaries. • • 

1 beyond effective court control". Certaill adn.tinistrative functions of the 

court, sucb as budget preparation and fiscal administration, were performed for 

2 
the courts by legislative or executive-branch agencies. Civil service reforms 

that sought to r~move patronage considerations from governmental employrnt.ht re-
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~hlted in the administration of certain judicial personnel systems by executive 

~ranch merit system agencies. In ~ny jurisdictions, prosecutors set and con-

3 trolled judicial calendars, a function now seen as a cardinal prerogative of 

:: 4 
:court administration. 

!\ 
'.\ 
!,; Judicial systems did not begin to employ professional court administrators 

6ptil perhaps three decades ago. 5 Since then, the proliferation of court admin-
" 

ist+ators at state and local trial levels, espedially since 1970, has provided 

courts ,with an improved capability for managing their own affairs, administering a 

more self-contained organization, and furthering the independence of the judicial 

system as a more co-equal branch of government. In the context of this monograph, 

judges now have an administra~ive arm to help them achieve an effective collabora-

tion with correctional agencies, if, indeed, judges and court administrators be-

lieve they have a responsibility to establish effective linkages with correctional 

agencies. Where court clerks rather than court administrators perform judicial 

system management functions, the judiciary is more likely today to be assisted by 

officials who accept a broader responsibility for achieving effective court opera-

tions. 

Judges retain the ultimate responsibility for the administration of the 

6 ceurts. Generally, a chief justice or chief judge serves as the main liaison 

between the jurists and court administrator. It is not, however, that the judicial 

administration function is only to set policy and superintend policy administration 

by the court manager. Rather, justices and judges continue to perform a large num-

ber of functions that affect a court's ~urposes and business. A few examples of 

such activity, related to the present context, include superintendency of a court's 

probation arm, reviewing and testifying on pending legislation related to court 

procedures and sentencing discretion, or the establishment of an interagency com-

mittee aimed at reducing jail overcrowding through the institution of a pretrial 

service agency. The Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court's continuou,s 
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adv0c,acy for corre,ctional systa~m improvements is a prominent illustration of 

judicial acti vi ty that goes beyond the 'narrow parameters of managing a court '('s 
" 11,\ 

7 
workflow. 

" \!r 

Cburt administrators might assist judges in performing certain, of 'theset'unc-

tions. For example, they may help the probation department in the design and 

implementation of a data log to inform the judiciary of the average duration 

required to complete presentence investigation reports and to report on factors 

involved when a longer t1r::\e than average occurs. They may analyze and project 

the probable impact ~f proposed legislation on court fiscal, space, and personnel 

requirements. Also, they may coordinate planning for the pretrial service devel-

opment, aggregate relevant court data, draft release criteria, and design a mon-

itoring progr~m. 

qudges may be either interested in or indifferent to'" projects such as -these. 

When ~,nterested, they may invoke or choose not to invoke their court administra-

tor's assistance. And court administrators may actively engage in these efforts 

or prefer a more narrowly defined role that is bounded by internal court func-

tions. 

The ju~t, prompt, and economic determination of cases is a primary objective 

of court system~. A secondary objective is to maintain the courts~as "an inde
'~~. 

-l-

pendent and respected branch of government." ~ffective management of its work-

flow, personnel, and administrative processes facilitates a court's attainment of 

a 
its justice goal and its independence. 

Carl Baar has analyzed several models of trial courts according to measures 

of persistence (the judiciary's maintenance of its fundamental life processes) 

and significance (the judiciary's ability to manage its i~creasing workload). 

Only the change agent court protects its integrity through active leader~pip and 

collaboration with agencies that are part of the court's wider environment. It 

("i also insures that its own workload is well managed. This court is high in both 

persistence and Significance.
9 
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Geoff Gallas would .. replace the term change agent court with the label l2!~ 

tive court, considering that the latter term better describes the requisite 

admirtistrative and political leadership the ;\~diciary should exhibit iT! order to 
<-" 

I 't d i 1 competence ~rom thl.'s vantage point, the preserve its l.ntegrl. y an manager a • ~ 

change agent term appears more concerned with chang~ "primarily to maintain 
I ,,10 

power with respect to emerging economic, soci~l, and political realitl.es • 

A more proactive stance by the judicj,;,ary may occasion greater conflicts with 

more agencies. But a noteworthy managerial activism in the last decade or more 

is evident, particularly at the state supreme court level, in asserting court 

leadership to protect the judicial system turf, its reviewing processes, and its 

independence. Courts have taken major strides to gain administrative control 

over their workloads. These actions signify a more proactive court approach. 

A more proactive court system should not be seen as seeking to dominate 

other agencies or .intrude upon the integrity or responsibility of collaborative 

organizations or governmental branches. But it opposes the passive stance 

whereby others gain control of the "fundamental life processes" of the judicial 

~ s;ystem or dominate a court's control of its own workload. The proactive judi-
\ 

cial stance is supported by the prescriptions of national commissions. These 

standards support the role of the state and trial court administrator in facili

tating a court's significance. While these officials are not urged to take lead 

roles in intergovernmental liaison efforts except as directed by the judiciary, 

the administrators are seen as key agents of the judiciary in maintaining or en-

11 
hancing a court system's persistence in this context. This monograph takes 

<'~ 

the view that: a proactive court stance facilitates jud.:i.cial system objectives 

~~ ... and can provide important benefits to correctional agencies. 

~' I 

Another perspective relied upon here is the open system concept. General 

management and organization theory have for some time recognized that organiza-

tions function in wider environments, that they are not autonomous enti~ies, and 

that coordination and negotiation are necessary management dimensions with in-
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I t' A bureaucracy or closed system seeks certainty and terdependent organl.za l.ons. 

efriciency and utilizes control and authority over its personnel and those cli
I 

1(',/ 12 I 

ants dependent 'upon it. Because courts are hierarchical organizatl.ons, 

they ~4Y tend to rely more readily on a closed system rather than an open sy~tem 

approach. The court management literat1,lre is consci,ous of the natural tendency 

t "'losed ei'ystem approach that relies on author-of the judicial system 0 pursue a v 

, t bt i its desires, but some writers see shortcorrl'ings ity and legal orders 0 0 a n 

with such an o£ientation. Saari, for exam!l,;!.e, finds that "B~cause the court' s 

environment is exceedingly complex and variable, an open system approach is more 
13 

realistic than the tnward-looking appl;'oach of the bureaucratic model." 
I' 

Gallas calls on the courts to recognize the necessity "for managing not org'a~i-
I t 11 14 There is also recognltion that zations, but organizationa~ enVl.ronmen s • 

1 d rather t han one leader. that there are many the justice systeh'.\ has many ea ers ' 

interests being served which are often in conflict, at}~ that effective court 

caseflow must em~)hasize the coordination which ?eedS to be accomplished both 
15 

(if' wi thi~o the court hiez:archy and with, interrelated "outside" organizations. 
~y 

'. 

A third and /final judicial system perspective must be dealt with before pro-

ceeding, one that was frequently noted by persons who were interviewed during 

the course of::, the study. Its origins lie in tl'le separation of powers doctrine. 

The argument is that courts are independent agencies, as are executive branch 

correctional services. Accordingly, neither body should tell the Qther body how 

to handle its internal business. 

ibl for safeguardinI'Y scl:;stanti ve and procedural du~' True, courts are respons e ';:! 

process, but their protection of these purposes is heavily influenced by other/ 

agencies and factors. Externally related examples include a prosecutor unpr~~ 

pared to proceed to trial the day before the end date permitted b¥ a SBeedY:?~" 
trial rule, a probation officer who fails to ascertain a defendant's prior c~im-

d 1 d be of a Co'-rectional agen-·, inal record, and court hearings that are e aye cause ~ 

cy failure to obtain the requested psychiatric evaluation. 
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Nor is the correctional agency privy to total autonomy in the real worlq: 

the judge accepts a plea bargain and insists that a correctional halfway house 

accept a highly assaultive individual into its residence, a federal court orders 

a prison to spend additional funds for medical services and a law librarYi a 

state legislator "persuades u a parol~"a~~ncy administrator to employ an unquali-

fied political supporter. 

The real world, then, is an interdepen~ent one and the boundary lir'fys,be

tween organizations are neither rigid nor totally clear. This world is not a 

static one. policies and procedures cannot be set in concrete and will often 

require renegotiation and amendment. This monograph takes the position that 

organizational autonomy is not a fixed, isolating concept~ the purposes of in-

terdependent organizations are best achieved through collaboration which need 

not derogate their persistence. 

At the trial court level particularly, both telephone interviews and on-site 

visitations conducted in this study disclosed numerous examples of judges and 

court administrators interacting with correctional agents. Information was 

shax-ed, communication occurred, and in~some settings there was extensive collab-

oration. Such findings were not universCil. A number of judges and court admin-
:,;~: 

istrators took a largely "hands off" or reactive policY approach. Activity, or 

inactivity, related to how court officials perceived their responsibility for 

helping solve correctional problems. 
/~i 

II. PERCEPTIONS OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR SOLVING CORRECTIONAL PROBLEMS 

Questionnaire tabulations reflect a strongly responsible role for trial 

court judges in helping solve both state and local correctional problems. As 
t:.' , 

shown by Table 1, trial court judges are accorded far more responsibility by 

respondents for helping solve ~ correctional problems than either state or 

trial court administrators. While few a~ee strongly as to any judicial system 
~ 

official's responsibility, still fewer disagree strongly as to the trial court 

judge's role. 
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TABt.E 1 
II 
"1,', < 

Responsibility of Court Officials for Solving State Cor~ectional Problems 
(_. '\ 

Trial Court Judges 
Frequency Percentage 

State Court AOmin. Tr i,\l Court Admin. 

c 

-:::-:--------Category 

Agre'e Strong Iy 
Agree,\ 
Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Not Surel 
Not Applicable 

TOTALS 

3 
15 
16 

5 

4 
43 

7.0 
34.9 
37.2 
11.6 

Frequency Percentage 

1 
12 
21 
8 

1 
43 

2.3 
100% 

Frequency Percentage 

1 
7 

24 
10 " 

1 
43 

2.'3 
16.2 
55.8 
23.3 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that trial court judges, 
administrative staff, and trial court administrators 
for solving state correctional problems? 

state court 
are responsible 

Trial court judges, strikingly, are granted the strongest jUdicial system 

responsibility for helping solve local correctional problems, as shown by Table 

2. State court administrators are granted 'greater responsibility than trial 

court administrators in helping solve state correctional problems, but the 

reverse is true at the local level. Ove~all, the trial court administrator's 

visibili ty is some'what low and the state court administrator's even lower. 

Whi~; few respondents agree strongly or disagree strongly as to any court 

system official's responsibility, the agreement as to the trial court judge 

'is noteworthy. 

TABLE 2 

Responsibili~y of Court Officials for. Solving Local Correctional Problems 

State Court Admin. T.ria1 Court Admin. 
category 

Trial Court Judges 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage FreqUency ?~rcentage 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Not SUrel 
~ot A~p1icable 

TOTALS 

4 
43 
14 

2 

10 
73 

5.5 
.. 58.9 
19.2 

2.7 

13.7 
I06"i" \\ 

1 
13 

~ 41 
7 

11 
73 

1.4 
17.8 
56.2 

9.5 

15.1 
'i06"% 

1 
26 
35 

3 

8 
73 

1.4 
35.6 
47.9 
4.1 

11.0 
I'6'O% 

QUESTION: To ~hat eitent do you agree that trial court judges, $tate court 
administrative staff, and trial court administra'tors'are responsible 
for solving local correctional problems? 
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Whisn intervieW'rresponses are li!eparated, there is a stunning difference as to { ".,,' " 

perce1-~tions of respo~'lsibilitY". Correctional officials view all court officials 

as more responsible for helping so*ve state correctional problems than court of-. 
} ) 

ficials do, as shown by Table 3. This distinction represents a commentary on 

the difference between how judicial system offioials describe their roles and 

how other officials perceive the responsibilities of judges and C9urt adminis-

trators. 

TABLE 3 

ResEonsibility of Court Officials for Solving State Correctional Proble~ 

Trial Court 

State Court 

Trial Court 

Judicial System 
Res..E.ohdents 

Judge Res120nsible 
Agree 11 
Disagree 20 

(, 
Not Sure I.t 3 

Administrator Res120nsible 
Agree 6 
Disagree 28 
Not Sure 1 

Administrator Res120nsible 
Agree 4 
Disagree 30 
Not Sure 1 

Correctional Official 
ResEondents 

7 
1 
o 

7 
1 
o 

4 
4 
o 

QUESTION; To what extent do you agree that trial oourt judges, state court 
administrative staff l and trial court administrators are responsible 
for solving state oorrectional problems? 

A olear differenoe exists also with correotional official versus judicial 

system offioial perceptions of responsibility for helping solve local oorrec-

tional problems, as shown by Tabl@~4. 

TABLE 4 

ResEonsibility of Court Offioials for Solving Local Correotional Problems 

Trial Court Judge ResEonsible 
Agree 

. Disagree 
Not Sure 

Judioial Sys;tem 
ResEondents 

31 
13 

5 

- 10 -
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TABLE 4 <Cont'd.) 

State Court Administrator 
Agree 
Disagree 
Not Sure 

JUdioial System 
ResEondents 

ResEonsible 
6 

39 
4 

Trial Court Administrator ResEonsible 
Agree 18 
Disagree 29 
Not Sure 2 

Correotional Official 
ResEondents. 

8 
9 
2 

9 
9 
1 

QUESTION: To what extent do you agree that trial court judges, state court ad
ministrative staff, and trial oourt administrators are resp?nsible 
for solving local oorrectional problems? 

'i1 

Only two of nine state court administrators and none of the thirteen upper 

trial court judges agreed that the state court a,dministratorhad responsibility 

for solving state correctional problems. This suggests both that this official 

declines responsibility in this area and that the invisibility of his activity 

in this arena leads judges to deny him such a role. However, state correctional 

of~icials almost unanimously believe (7/8) that state court administrators 

shoul,d provide assistance with state corr~ctional problems. Correctional offi-

cials also suggested that state and trial oourt administrators can be more help-

ful with local correctional problems than judicial system officials contend. 

Trial court judges clearly aocepted responsibility at the local level (16/23) 

and local trial court administrators are more agreeable to this role (10/15), 

though correctional representatives are more impressed here with what judges 

rather than court administrators can achieve. 
\, 

Despite the.responsibility that state oorrectional officials assign the 

state court administrator, it is interesting that among the state cou~t adminis-

" trators interviewed in the eight states, only one, ~de Island, reported re-

ceiving regular information as to state PriSOn popu~ons~ Also, the Rhode 

Island state correctional agen~y administers the central 'pretrial jail facility 

r:' in that state and the couft administrator uses these'· data to monitor compliance 

with speedy trial rule requirements as to detained prisoners. 
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Interview respondents, however, assigned the heaviest responsibility for 

solving state correctional problems to state legislatures and state correctional 

agencies. They ranked this responsibility at the local level, ,from highest to 

lowest, with county commissioners, local correctional agencies, state legisla-

tures, trial court judges, state correctional agencies, trial courtadministra.-

tors, and state court administrators. The following section presents and ana-

lyzes other correctional agency perceptions. 

III. THE VIEWS OF CORRECTIONAL OFFICIALS 

The literature review had indicated that while correctional officials may 

prefer to have unfettered control in managing their facilities and programs, many 

need to accommodate to federal court intervention. Constantly, all correctional 

officials adapt to another form of court intervention, namely the intake of per

sons who await court processing or who have been sentenced by judges to their 

facilities and programs. studies of organizations indicate their interest in 

shaping intake criteria in order to permit early classification to be synchron-

16 
ized with the way subsequent services are organized and staff are deployed. 

Correctional agencies cannot control their intake to the degree that other 

organizations such as universities or banks do. Yet correctional agencies need 

not be totally passive and simply wait for individuals to be brought to their 

doors by law enforcement or judicial agencies. They can encourage judicial 

modification of bail schedules ,including release on recognizance mechanisms, in 

order to impact their intake flow. They can encourage courts to speed up case 

processing so that jailed defendants might be more readily released to community 

status or transferred to prison settings. Jails can facilitate the implementa-

tion of work release programs to help restore an at least partially normal life 

experience for their inmates. Prison administrators can seek legislation that 

might funnel more serious and repetitive rather than less serious and less 

., 
\\', 
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chronic offenders to their gates. .~ey can influence judicial sent~ncing deci-
~) . 

sions by acquainting judges with what they can and cannot furnish offenders". 

Despite the resentment which correctional officials ma~ have toward federal court 

intervention on their terrain, questionnaire data evidences that these officials 

are very interested in expanded communication and collaborat.ion with the judi
\~ 

Cciary. 
r) 

Based on these data, correctional officials, more than judicial system offi-

cials, appear to initiate meetings with the other system. The former group ex-

pressed more concerns that problems exist in commUnicating with other system 

officials ~han did the judiciary, more often citing that relevant people were too 

busy or indifferent. They also reported more problems with the information they 

receive from the judiciary than the juai:.~:iary reported as to correctional infor-

mation. Quite dependent on judicial decisionmaking, these officials seem to be 

asking for enhanced working relationships with the judicial system. 

It is interesting, however, that correctional off:i"cials saw more value and 

fewer problems associated with the management of their facilities than did the 

judiciarY. While this may reflect a greater pride in thei,r accomplishments than 

the judicial system acknowledges or ~ defensivenes~ that may not be useful, this 

does indicate the need for efforts leading to a more co~nly shared assessment 

of correctional effectiveness. Among those expressing viewpoints, eighty-four 
u 

percent (37/44) of court officials believe that prisons and jails lack the re-

sources necessary to provide adequate training and rehabilitative progr.ams while 

sixty-three percent (~O/16) of correctional officials accepted that contention. 

Local correctional officials were more critical bf local jail services than 

state correctional officials of state prison services. The courts more often 
<~'-

than correctional officials contended that prison and jail staffs had a diffi-

cult time insuring inmate safety as well as the staff's own safety. However, 
;'; ., 

correctional officials were somewhat more likely than court officials to agree 

that judges had too few sentencing alternatives to incarceration. 
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As noted earlier, correctional officials emphasized that trial court judges 

have a.strong responsibility to assist in solving both state and local correc

tional problems, indicated that the state court administrator can be helpful 

with state-level problems particularly, and see some potential for assistance 

from trial court administrator~. The fact that court officials indicated they 

were attentive to reports from correctional agencies provides support for the 

notion that courts are sensitive to correctional developments. During the 

study's site visits, correctional otficials indicated that they consciously 

encourage judicial syst~~ visitations to their agencies and respond quickly to 

judicial system requests for information. Increased judicial system familiarity 

with correctional resources and: greater intersystem collaboration should be use-

ful in helping resolve intersecting proble~s and in developing a more commonly 

shared perception as to the values and deficiencies of correctional programs. 

Further, the study found numerous examples of court collaboration with correc-

tional officials, particularly at the trial court level~ 

IV. THE FUNCTIONS OF TRIAL COURT ADMINISTRATION IN RELATION TO CORRECTIONS 

This section reports on the activities of upper and lower trial court judges 

and administrators in regard to correctional agencies. \\The .materials were ob-

tained from questionnaire interviews and on-site visits, and were augmented by 

the literature review. Certain additional functions are included which seem to 

be logical expansions of the court role, though they were not encountered 

directly in the study. The report, then, is both descriptive and prescriptive. 

The presentation considers the particular activities that may be performed in 

the broader correctional context as well as activities as they arise at differ-

ent stages of the criminal justice caseflqw. Each subsection begins with a 

checklist of particular functions to be performed by court system officials. 

This listing is then followed by examples drawn in the ma~n from the j~risdic

tions studied, which illustrate the application of these functions. 
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The scope of these functions, performed or performable r is impressive. This 

underscores the breadth of the courts-corrections interdependence as well as the 

need for achieving effective management of the boundaries between these two 

systems. 

A. The Functions of Trial Court Administration in the Broader Correctional 
Context 

The most prolific number ahd variety of cou:r.t administrative functions could 

be classified as occurring within the broader context of court and correctional 

relationships. The following considerations illustrate this extensive range of 

information sharing, communication, and collaboration. 

THE FUNCTIONS OF TRIAL COURT ADMINISTRATION IN THE BROADER CORRECTIONAL CONTEXT 

Category 

1. Court Policies and Procedures that Facilitate Cor 
rectional Administration 

2. 

• Design and promUlgate bail schedules and pretrial 
release criteria 

• Reduce case processing delay an~develop process,:" 
ing time standards 

~ Develop a court policy to limit continuances 
• Study potential value of video arraignments, ex 

tended arraignment hours, alternate arraignment 
settings, and telephone conferencing hearings 

• Develop procedures for review hearings of persons 
unable to make bail 

• Develop interagency procedures for releasing in
mates if jail capacity approaches 

• Provide efficient system for early appointment of 
defense counsel 

• Coordinate system for correctional services' de
livery of prisoners for court hearings 

• Arrange system for development and delivery of 
probation department presentence investigation 
reports 

• Develo~ a courtroom securi'ty program 
• Develop a system for fine .t;::ollection and adminis

tration 
• Develop a system for victim restitution payment 

collection and administration 
Information System Development an~ Exchanges 
• Develop and refine a judicial management infor

mation system 
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The Functions of Trial Court Administration in the Broader Correctional Context 

Court 
Judicial Administrator 

Category 

• Insure that correct,ional management information 
system provides information needed by the court 

• Develop an effective system for notifying offi
cials of court hearings, delivery of court 
orders, and delivery of related agency reports 

• Coordinate the procedure to obtain a daily or 
weekly jail list 

• Develop procedures for jailers to notify the 
court of weekender offenders who do not appear 

• Coordinate the procedure to obtain periodic 
prison population data 

• Provide judicial management information system 
reports to the state court administrator 

3. Judicial Awareness of Correctional Issues 
• Develop a structure for regular judicial consi

deration of sentencing practices and effects 
and of cQrrectional services availability 

• Provide a directory to judges as to available al
ternatives to pretrial and posttrial incarceration 

• Provide ongoing intormation to judges regarding 
correctional developments, problems, and rese~rch 

• Provide information to judges on correctional sys
tem calculation of good time and of furlough and 
work furlough practices 

• Facilitate judicial visits to and orientation by 
correctional agencies 

• Arrange informal communication linkages with pri
mary correctional officials 

4. Liaison with and Oversight of Correctional and 
Related Services 
• Designate judicial committees on probation and 

correctional services 
• Appoint judicial and administrative official lia

ison to particular correctional services 
• Appoint chief probation officer and top adminis

trators 6f court-administered probation and cor
rectional services 

G Oversee program and fiscal administration of court
administered probation and correctional services 

• Assist law enforcement in the developm~ilt of guide
lines for a citation/summons procedure 

• Oversee union negotiations regarding employees of 
court'-administered probation and correctional 
services 

• Investigate inmate complaints regarding jail 
treatment or non-treatment 

5. Advocacy for Criminal Justice System Improvements 

1 I 

• Insure presence of adequate'pretrial, diversion, 
probation, and community correctional services 

• Support funding requests of related correctional 
agencies 
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The Functions of Trial Court Administration in the Broader Correctional Context 

Court 
Judicial Administrator 

Category 

• Testify before legislative bodies regarding 
judicial system and correctional system needs 

• Facilitate the d~velopment of jail and prison 
standa~o.s 

".j 

6~ Participation on Judicial and Interagency Commissions 
• Develop an interagenoy committee on the courts

corrections interrelationship 
• Provide ongoing data to interagency courts

corrections committee 
e Participate on local community corrections advisory 

boards or. criminal justice planning councils 
• Serve on a task force considering new, expanded, 

or remodeled jail . 
• Participate on sentencing guidelines commissions 

and judicial committees related to correctional 
issues 

Role Role 

X X 

X X 

X x 

x 

X X 

X x 

x 

1. Court Policies and Procedures that Facilitate Correctional Administration 

Bail schedules are commonly in place and frequently administered by law en-

forcement and correctional personnel. For example, city court judges in Tucson 

approved release guidelines utilized by the pretrial services agency which is 

administered by the superior court and provides contract services to the city 

court. The bail and fines committee of the, municipal court judiciary in Minnea-

polis has also approved criteria to be used for release from jail on recognizance 

as well as a bail forfeiture fine system. 

Court projects to reduce case delay are increasingly evident, particularly in 

the general trial courts. Delay reduction projects often need to involve proba-

tion, jail, and other correctional officials. The pace of court processing, and 

any change of pace, have an effect upon local jail administration. Speeded up 

case processing, at least in its early stages, also may result" in an increased 

flow of convicted defendants to prisons and other correctional agencies. The 

superior court in Phoenix invoked the aid of its probation arm in reducing the 

time span from plea or trial to sentencing, agreeing to procedures which would 

help its probation arm cope with a speeded up time frame for completing presen-
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tence inv~tigation reports. The Dade County Circuit Court, in Miami, estab

iished time lapse guidelines between processing stages in order to achieve ear-

( lie,%' dispositions 1 court. administration staff played a strong role in gathering 

caserlow data for their own and judicial review. 
K1b· 

,Development or refinement of court p6licies related to continuances of sched-

uled hearings has also received considerable attention and usually forms part of 

a court system's effort to reduce delay. Judges set these policies; court admin

istrators may provide actual data as to continuanc~ls requested and granted for 

coux,t analysis of policy implementation. 

The county cort'ections department in Tucson inV',pked the assistance of the 

chief superior court judge in the design of a plan '~o develop a video system for 

the conduct of first appearance and ax'raignment healdngs. It was suggested that 

significant savings would result from elimina~ing tije need to transport defen

dants from the distant jail to the courthouse and from the reduced courtroom 

security staffing need. The plan includes a second video room ino~~he courthQuse 
\ 

where defense counsel, pretrial service agency staff members, and probation offi-

cers can communicate with their clients without the transportation need. The 

chief judge became the catalyst in coordinating a special committee of judges, 

correctional officials, members of the board of supervisors, and county executive 

officials in implementing this design. A similar scheme was implemented in 

Boise, Idaho, and by the court administrator in Prince George's County, Mary-

land. 

In Phoenix, the super:i.or cQlurt administrator was superintending a plan to 

develop a seven day a week arraignment program, to expand the judicial branch 

pretrial service agency functioln to a 24-hour staffing pattern, and to utilize 

lower court judges and superior court commissioners to achieve this. The Phoenix 

jail has been held unconstitutibnally overcrowded and the plan to reduce jailing 

was expected to reduce pretrial detention by 75 percent. 
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A number of courts have initiated experimentation with the use of telephone 

conferencing to conduct certain criminal court motion hearings, stimulated in 

larqe part by the American Bar Association Action Commission to Reduce Court 

" 
Costs and Delay and the Institute for Court Management. For a variety of rea-

sons, including cost savings and developments with telecommunications systems, it 

is likely this approach will proliferate. Eoth judges and court administration 

officials are being involved in such plans and implementation. 

The municipal court in Phoenix, among others, reported that systems were be-

ing used by the oourt administrator to trigger court review of previous bail de-

terminations in order t6 accelerate adjudicatory hearings £o~ jailed defendants. 

A related approach was reported by the deputy director of corrections in Tuc-

son. When capacity is approached at either the pretrial or the sentenced offen-

der facilities, this official meets with judicial branch pretrial release agency 

staff or probation staff to agree on those persons having the lowest need for 

confinement. Pretrial release and probation staff members then speak with the 

chief judge of the superior court, who, if his criteria are met, directs their 

release. The chief judge performs this function rather than the judge responsi-

ble for the particular offender. 

of 

The superior court admi1~strator 

attorney appointment for indigent 

in Phoenix reported his review of the system 

defendants and the search for a still ear-

lier appointment mechanism. Several communities reported that pretrial release 

agencies conduct eligibility screening of jailed defendants for appointment of 

counsel 1 this appears to contribute to earlie~' appointment and a reduction in 

fruitless court hearings occasioned by delays in counsel appointment. 

The timely delivery of particular defendants to particular courtr9oms at des-

ignated times is not always a smoothly coordinated process. It is necessary that 
'~ 

court administrators and clerks insure that jailers are informed as to persons 

scheduled for hearings, as well as when hearings are cancelled prior to the hear-
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ing date. A Rhode Island triab- oourt cl,aministra.tor observed that working out 

\ 

Presentenoe investigation ~eports prepared by probation offioers are 

problems 'with prisoner tranSl~rtation is one of his ongoing funotions. 

oritioal 
II ( 

to all felony o~urts and are ~sed in a growing number of lower oriminal oourts. 

A funotion of "oourt administration" it$ to insure that a system is in plaoe for 

immediate notifioation to the probation agenoy that an order to oonduot suoh an 

investigation has been entered, for the return of ~his report and its dis semina-

tion to jud~\tes and oounsel, and for,' the transmission of this report to partiou-

lar oorreoticmal agenoies followinlg sentenoe. 

Courtroom seourity is of particlular importanee to judges and involves the as-

sistanoe of the court administrator. The district court administrator in Minne-

apolis helped arrange a judicial directive, that fewer defendants be brought at 

any given time to 'first appearance hearings in order to reduce security prob-

lems. 

Sentences of money fines are an everyday ingredient of lower courts, espe-
:i 

cially. Court administrato.l:'s a:nd clerks seem particularly suited to the admin
/) 

istration' of fine oollections a;nd the design of procedures to be systematically 

invoked upon default. In some jurisdictions, probation officials also reoeive 

fine payments. Orders requiri:ng defendants to reimburse victims are now more 

common, may be ordered to be p,aid to clerks or probation officials, and require 

a repayment plan that is monit;ored and refined from time to time. 

2. Information System Devlelopment and Exchanges 

Numerous court administrators and judges review data aggregated from some 

form of management information system, computerized or otherwise. Many MIS's 

have helped courts become more aware of their case loads and case processing time 

experiences. The issues in the pJ,esent copte~t relate to more prompt hearings 

and case disp~sitions, and the provision of information needed by correctional 

agencies. Certain joint information systems intersect between the courts and 

other justice system agencies. 
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The superior court"administrator in Tucson spearheaded the development of an 

interagency information system. Reportedly, this approach will help assure that 

correctional agencies have access to court information they deem useful and that 

courts will obtain appropriate correctional agency data. Pertinent data goes 

beyond the information used for scheduling hearings and obtaining the presence 

of necessary parties. :8y illustration{:court decrees and law enforcement re-

cords are needed by pretrial service pers~nnel and correctional officials. Pre

trial service information can be used by probatio~ departments in developing 

presentence investigation reports. Knowledge that an ind~!vidual is on probation 

st.atus affects a pretrial service agency's recommendations. 

Whether court hearing dates and court orders are transmitted by cathode ray 

tube or by paper, systems need to be designed for accurate preparation and 

speedy delivery to interested organizations~ When completed, terminals planned 

for the Tucson jail will be able t,6 show the next act:l.on date on all inoarcer ... 

ated defendants. 

Whether or not mandated by law and whether or not the local jail is over-
I,' 

crowded, there appears to be merit to a ~ourt a~inistrator's obtaining daily, 

or at least wee\~y, jail lo,gs showing the names of all detained pris,?ners and 

their status, for review by this official and the judiciary as to compliance 

'" with speedy trial rules and for other monitoring purposes. 

Another function of an information system is to apprise both correctional 

and court officials or the existence of outstanding warrants on newly arrested 

persons. A Rhode Ir;land district court administrator reported working out 

standardized proce:~ures for all eight divisions of the court to make sure that 

prisoners wanted bn holds elsewhere are not released. 

Kaministratot.'s in courts usir;;g weekend sentencing, such as 'with driving 

under the influence offenders, need to be sure that jailers report pr~mptly any 

of~ender who fails to appear for a weekend sentence. The munioipal court ad

ministrator in Phoenix rec~eives routine notification of week~nder "no shows ll • 
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The other side of this coin is that there needs to be space 1.n the jail when the 

offender reports for his weekend stay. One lower CO:ilrt administrator reported . .' 

{ that he regularly monitors jail population data so as to advise his j,udges whether 

( 

or not weekend jail space is a like~y possibility, in order to help guide their 

sentencing practices., 

A possible new frontier may be the acquisition of state prison population 
~";::-;:--

reports by a trial court administrator for review and consideration by judges at 

their own policy meetings as well as by individual judges at sentencing. ~~ile 

the Arizona Supreme Court has indicated to its trial judiciary that officially

found prison overcrowding should not affect sentencing decisions, a number of 

judges and court administrators indicated that lesser sentences thanincarc;eration 
_,t-:(t 
((I' were being used due to overcrowdi~g. Further, the chief judgeC-~i(Baltimore City 

indicated that he did obtain st,ate reports each three months and reviewed them as 
., 

to their implicatiorts for policy and practice. 

The provision of local court case data to state' court administrative offices 

enables state court administrators to aggregate statewide data for budgeting, 

plan'ning, and monitoring purpsoses. The submi~sion of these data are widespread. 
" ii, 

In the present context, trial courts transmit such information as criminal case 

workloads, prdcessing time requirements, and sentencing statistics. 

3. Judicial Awareness of Correctional Issue~ 

. When Tucson judges sentence an offender to the state department of correc-

tions, the offender may begin serving his time in a local correctional center 

while awaiting space in the overcrowded Arizona prison system. This practice is 

common in other states with ovel;"~rowded state facilities. The chief superior 

court judge in Tucson is aware of this procedure and the tension it creates be-

tween the locall¥-funded correctional department and the state correctional agen

cy..He functions actively as vice chairman of the P;i.ma county policy intake 

board, which largely determines who shall stay in .jail at the front end. He also 

helps to relieve local facility overcrowding by approving the release of low pri-

ority inmates when capacity is approached. 
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lI1so in that county, the ju'diCia1 branch adult probation department form';lY" If .. ~ 
administered the work release program that is centered at the local co=ecti~1 i 
facility. Subsequently, the ~ounty board of supervisors transferred t~dmin- 11 

istration of this program to the county correctional agency, se~th the I] 
consent of the judiciary. However, the agency now reports th~Obation offi- Ii 
cers less frequentlY.l=ecommend, with presentence investigat:~?:eports, that I! ~ r ! 

" ~, judges approve a work release pr~gram ~±-~en-Offe-n.-d:r: County corrections i 

~'=~-"'-fers b th t dm' i +! h' ~ Ii F"''-~~_ 0 0 a :Ln s_er t :LS p,;cgram and to designate which of its residents 1 
~~~ ~_/ /1 

should go l.nto~~_;,,~.;unr The judiciary, however, has held onto this author- 1·1 

~- '; 
ity. The open communications and ongoing collaboration between the county cor-

rections agency and the chief judge, along with the latter's interest in assert

ing leadership in this interrelationship, appear to have reduced thefrustra-

tions that can and do develop between courts and correctional agencies. 

The board of judges meets monthly or more often in many courts. Frequently 

the court administrator helps prepare the agenda for this meeting and presents 

relevant data and information for judicial consideration. Local probation offi

cials may be invited to attend when their consultation appears relevant. At 

these meetings, judges Gan and sometimes do consider the status of correctional 

problems and the intersecting influences of courts and correctional agencies. 

Expanded community correctional alternatives in the past decade, particular

ly, compel j~dicial awarene~s of the variety of sentencing alternatives • As one 

strategyf the administrator of the municipal court in Minneapolis has compiled a 

bench book for judges that includes descriptions of community agencies. 

The director of community correotions in((,St. Paul acknowledged that judges 

read different journals and literature sources than correctional agents. He at-

tempts to forward pertinent materials to the ~udges and court administrator. 

The chief judge of the district court in St. Paul states that the judges invite 

in local correctional officials once or twice a year "to suggest solutions for 

what we see as problemsff~ st. Paul judges tend to sentence rather heavily to 
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the wor~house, feeling that this facility is "pretty much under our control" and 

that the "staff there want to give the judges what they want". When advised 

that the workhouse population is nearing capacity, they tend eo take this into 

consideration when sentencing. 

Another example of intersystem dependence involved the municipal court judi-

ciary in Minneapolis. In that city, judges were aware that overall capacity at 

the workhouse was below the maximum and continued to sentence offenders there, 

designating work release program participation. The judiciary was not aware, 

however, of the facility's housing classification and staff deployment approach. 

Persons on work release were housed separately since staff needed to conduct 

searches upon the offenders' return from the cornrnmlity. The assignment of more 

work release offenders than could be housed in the special unit required their 

integration into other workhouse settings and presented staff deployment prob-

lems to the agency. 

A state correctional official in Arizona described the numerous phone calls 

he has received from judges asking how "good time" is calculated. ~ogether with 

other officials r he developed an information wheel for judges and other offi-

cials to use in calculating these measures at sentencing. Judicial questions 

concerning good time administration were also heard in Minneapolis. There, when 

a sentenced offender called a lower court judge to thank him for releasing him 

early, the judge's investigation discovered that, unknown to him, county work-

house officials permitted good time to be earned which resulted in early re~ 
J;" " 

leases. Another judge learned, after the fact, that c.,ertain offenders we:ee 

granted weekend furloughs. Subsequently, a board of jl1dges I memorandum mj;'ldified 

these practices by the workhouse administration. 

The orientation of judges to probation services and their visits to ~ails 

and correctional institutions is common at the trial dourt level. Howev~~, ex-

cept for the municip~l court in Minneapolis, the function of the court adminis-

trator in arranging orie11tations and visitations was not reported. Rather, 
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chief probation officers or directors of community corrections departments ex-

tend the invitations, although some courts have a routinized orientation program 

for new judges that include$ such dimensions 0 ~e community corrections direc
C)~ 

tor in St. Paul a1" .. nually invites judges to the workhouse for lunch and encour-

ages them to have one of their regular judges' meetings there each year. The 

municipal court in Minneapolis programs a two-week orientation for new judges 

which includes visits to the workhouse, the state women's correctional facility, 

and meetings with probation officials to review the nature, of presentence inves-

tigation reports and supervision practices. The probation agency in Tucson, in 

its orientation for new judges, shows a film that is also used with new proba-
:;) 

tioners to explain the probation program and its requirements. Phoenix proba-

tion officials sometimes take the new judge, during orientation, to visit the 

work furlough facility. 

Infrr2roal communications occur frequently between court and correctional of-

ficials. Sometimes they have met each other through working on a joint cornrnit-

tee or during an address by a state correctional executive to a judiGial confer-

ence. At a later date, a corrections official may call the court administrator 

to inquire into the rationale of a particular judicial policy, or a judge may 

call the state correctional official and request that a person, about to be sen-

tenced, be placed in a particular correctional facility. 

4. Liaison with and Oversight of Correctional and Related Services 

The designation of a local judges' committee on probation or""correctional 

services is appropriate to multi-judge courts. Many of these courts have con-

stituted such an entity, though reportedly some function actively and some less 
, .. , 

actively. The probation cornrni'ctie,Cl appears to be'more a creature of the courts 

that administer this function. When prob:tion is administered by an, executive 

agency, the court's liaison necessity may be even stronger although its over-, 

sight function is reduced. 
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In Minn9apolis, the "court services c::roma\ittee" is composed of seven district 

court judges. There, probation is a judi~ial branch function,~ithin the depart-

ment of court services. The department director indicated that the committee 

. t 11 tt d d The committee does review meets irregularly and meet~ngs are no we a en e • 

the department's budget, helps it determine priorities, and ratifies 
. \ : 

tor's selections of personnel for top management pa~itions. It also 

the direc-

agreed to 

the agency's use of shorter presentence investigation reports in certain type~ of 

cases. The director stated a preference for greater judicial input, superinten-

dency, and challenge. 

The committee structure in St. Paul is different. There, the court services 

committee is composed of both district and municipal court judges, the court ad-

ministrator serving as an ex-officio membe~. The director of community correc-

tions, appointed by the judiciary, meets regularly with that committee. He also 

meets informally, on a regular basis, with the chief disltrict court judge and an 

th 'tt Among other activities, this committee did interested judge on e comm~ ee. 

approve shorter form presentence investigations, determined an average workload 

figure for probation officers, and approved the use of "paper caseloads" for the 

assignment of probationers for whom reporting was not considered necessary. 

Only the district court administrator in St. Paul, of the four upper trial 

courts visited in Minnesota and Arizona, maintained close liaison with probation 

services. . th Dakota, where a state trial court J'udge Had ie-In Ral?idC~ty, Sou 

sued an order limiting the local jail population and requi~~rg improvements in 
II 

cell space, plumbing, and other provisions, the court administrator made visits 

li ith th rder This J'udge is the court's to the jail to help monitor comp ance w eo. 

primary liaison with jail and local governmental officials in working toward phy

sical improvements in the jail, alternativ~s t? incarceration, and new jail pro- I', 

grams. In Prince George's County, Maryland, the chief judge of the ci.rcui t court 

has designated a particular judge as liaison for jail issues and the planning of 

a new jail. 
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Arizona law places superintending responsibility for judicial branch proba-

tion services with the chief superior court judge. The" chief judge in Phoenix 

meets twice monthly with the chief probation officer on a regularly scheduled 

basis, supplemented by as-needed sessions. The focus is on overall policy and 

budget administration. In addition, the chief criminal court judge meets weekly 

with the chief probation officer to oversee probation department operations. 

This judge also meets monthly with all probation staff! supervisory level and 

above, including clerical supervisors. The chief probation officer and a middle 

manager also attend the twice monthly criminal division judges' meetings. 

The chief probation officer in Tucson meets frequently with the chief super-

ior court judge, though these are not regularly scheduled meetings. Memoranda go 

back and forth between these officials as do telephone discussions. The court 

has a corrections committe9 (it has no criminal division; judges hear both crim-

inal and civil cases). A judge chairs this committee which includes other 

judges, probation officials, the psychological clinic director, and certain other 

officials. One product of this committee was to regularize the number of sen-

tencing hearings conducted to four hearings per ,judge per day. Reportedly, the, 

probation agency can now better plan its time in preparing presentence investiga-

tion reports. 

The judiciary appoin~s top probation officials in St. Paul and Minneapolis. 

~he board of county co~{ssioners appoints other correctional o!ficials pursuant 

to that state's community corrections act. An effect of the act has been to 

shift certain previously judicial branch probation and correctional functions to 

executive administration. At present, the county boards serving st. Paul and 

Minnea~9fis are very interested in acquiring central control over all probation 
;:, 

and community correctional functions. Legislation would be required. The dis-

trict court administrator in st. Paul, with the approval of his chief judge, met 

with the chairman of the county board to explore potential compromis~ and options 

regarding the future of community corrections administration. He also scheduled 
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a meeting with his counterpart in Minneapolis to explore whether there was a com-

mon ground for jointly opposing or seeking modification of a legislative redirec-

tiona 

Where probation is an executive function in other jurisdictions that were 

examined, court administrators reported, at the most, a liaiso~ function with pro-

bat.ion officials on an ad hoc basis when a problem arose. 

The municipal court administrator in Phoenix serves as his court's liaison to 

the sheriff. The sheriff's concern regarding illegible court orders led to the 

administrator's decision to centralize order preparation in one court official. 

Any number of commu~ities that have sought to curb unnecessary pretrial jail-

ing have encouraged law enforcement officials to use citation or summons notices 

to court in lieu of bringing defendants to jail. The court administrtor, in this 

regard, can fulfill a liaison and data analysi~':::f';unction. 
'~:~ 

)\ 
Probation officers and other correctional offic~als employed by the judicial 

~,":"'-, 

branch have been undergoing unionization in a number of states and communities. 

Trial court administrators, as well as judges, have relevant roles to perform in 

this connection, depending upon the extent executive branch officials participate 

as negotiating agents for the court. 

Judges ,in South Dakota, Arizona, Maryland, and Minnesota reported receiving 

complaints from jailed inmates as to their treatment or non-treatment. They 

tended to make inquiry as to whether there was merit to a complaint and directed 

responses to the inmates. Jail inspections were sometimes part of the inquiry. 

5. Advocacy for Criminal Justice System Improvements 

Commonly, judges and to a lesser degree court administrators reported their 

participation on state planning agency boards, local crimi~al justice coordinating 

councils, and with other formal groups, part of whose agenda was to procure imple-

mentation of new, improved, or expanded correctional programs. Judicial support 

p" "is often seen as critical to such developments. Correctional officers bring their 
",-, 

needs 'and ideas to the judiciary; judges and interested court administrators take ,', 
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similar concerns to correctional officials. Court officials reported providing 

support letters or support testimony before city or county legislative officials 

to urge the funding of presumably needed correctional services. 'The chief su-

peri or court judge in Phoenix issued a support statement for a bond issue for a 

new jail which was approved by voters. Several judges and court administrators 

reported their support of draft prison and jail standards. 

6. Participation on Judicial and Interagency Commissions 

The criminal justice coordinating committee in Miami is an example of an 

interagency effort working to a~7~ess ongoing court and correctional problems as 

well as law enforcement matters. It is chaired by the chief judge of the cir-
Ii 

cuit court and includes top level representation from major agencies, including 

the chief prosecutor and public defender. Task forces spin off from the commit-
r-\ 

tee to work on specific ~~1jects. Middle managers from these agencies meet 

monthly as the working group to more systematically define problems and issues 

raised by the task forces or committee and to work out study and implementation 

plans. The coordinating committee has worked extensively on obtaining actions 

by the respective agencies that address 9~.lS'~miC problems, developed a new pri

booking system for the county, documented and improved court caseflow pro

cedures, further regularized pretrial release authority, implement~d a central 

Soner 

intake unit at the local jail to expedite pretrial release eligibility determi

nations, and dealt with a variety of other matters. Trial court administrative 

staff performed systems analyses and developed data to facilitate task force 

studies and coordinating committee accomplishments. 

The administrative judge of the supreme bench in Batimore City chairs a 

mayor's council on criminal justice, initiated to deal with the overcrowded city 

jail. One court response there has been ~o e~pedite scheduling of criminal pro

ceedings in order to speed up the trial dates of detained defendants. A range 

of alternate strategies to deal with overcrowding was developed by correctioftal 

agencies as well. In the words of this judge, "we now have coordination at the 

highest level it',s been in years" • 
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The policy intake board in Tucson is another example of an interagency ef-' 

fort set up to deal with jail overcrowding. This body also helped spawn an in-

creased range of pretrial and posttrial correctional services, designated cri-

teria for pretrial release upon recognizance, facilitated accelerated court pro-

ceedings, and substantially improved communications across systems. 

Another interagency structure model is the community corrections advisory 

board, mandated by Minnesota law in the various counties and regions. The sta-

tute requires judicial representation on the boards. Further, an influential 

Minnesota jurist served as a member of the sentencing guidelines commission 

whose report led to radical changes in that state's sentencing practices, se

verely narrowing judicial discretion in this regard. His participation helped 

assuage judicial concern with these restrictions. The commission includes three 

jurists, a prosecutor and public defender, two correctional representatives, and 

two citizen members. 

The above-described catalogue reveals extensive court administrative func-

tions in the crossing of the intersection with corrections. Among the si9Oifi-

cant findings were that through a series of internal procedures and collabora

tive initiatives, courts can materially reduce the prospect of jail overcrowd-

ing; that the efficient interchange of appropriate offender information across 

systems facilitates the administration of both courts and corrections; that 

greater judicial system familiarity with correctional administration increases 

the fit between judicial decisions and correctional programs; that the applica

tion of both formal and informal communication approaches is useful to problem 

solvingi and that there is support for judicial system advocacy for correctional 

,system enhancement. Certain additional activities that occur at the different 

court processing stages will now be described. 

B. The. Functions of Trial Court Administration at the Pretrial Stage 

Judge and court administrator functions at the pretrial stage refine and 

elaborate upon ~he way a court structures itself to function in relation to cor-
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rectional agencies. These activities also reflect u!pon the court's acceptance 

of responsibility for leadership, cooperation, and Qversight. f.lany of the roles 

that are described at this stage are within conventional definitions of contem-

porary judicial and court administrator job descriptions. Certain other 

functions are less often performed by these officiclls and are triggered more by 

a belated recognition that a problem needs to be dfealt with than by a more 

general acceptance of .a coordination and over.sight responsibility with these 

matters. 

THE FUNCTIONS OF TRIAL. COURT ADMINISTRATION AT THE PRETRIAL STAGE 

Category 

Review police administration of citation and summons 
Monitor administration of bail schedule and 10 per

cent bail deposit 
Monitor pretrial service agency administration of 

release guidelines and supervision function 
Review jail populations and inmate status 
Insure that designated prisoners appear for hearings 
Refine procedures for review bail hearings 
Monitor diversion program entry and termination cri

teria and program services 
Provide for reinstatement to formal calendar of per

sons failing diversion program 
Insure speedy procedures for obtaining' grand jury in

dictments and prosecutor informations 
Facilitate lower court judge authority to accept felony 

pleas 
Insure efficient transmission of lower court felony 

case records eo upper court 
Refine system for early appointment of defense counsel 

for indigents 
Facilitate improved arraignment hearings schedule 
Refine case processing procedures and interagency co

ordination to reduce 0 case delay 
Review courtroom security 
Review procedures to insure prompt medical and psychi

atric services to 9ailed inmates 

Trial Court 
Judicial Administrator 

Role ~~le 

x 

x 
X 

X 

X 

!J 

x 
X 

X 
X 

x 

x 

x 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

Police use of citations and summons reduces unnecessary jailing. It is de-

sirable that~judges and court administrators review the, criteria used by law 

enforcement in implementing this procedure, assess the regularity of citation 

and summons uSe, and consider recommendations for refinements. 
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Court systems need to continuously tevise the bail schedules the~r promulgate. 
~ o 

Court administrators can be useful in t~btaining opinions and experiences regard-

ing the appropriateness of particular l~il amounts. Ten percent bail deposit 

plans, where defendants deposit this atl\ount with the court in lieu of purchasing 

commercial bail, are in place in many t:ommunities and require court administrator 

refinements and oversight with the administration of these procedures. 

In Minneapolis, Tucson, and other communities, pretrial service agencies have 
",\ 

been granted authority to release defe:ndants '\4'ho meet certain prescribed criteria 

without the necessity of a judicial heiaring. Release criteria can be revised 

from time to time following review. Whether or not such authority has been 

granted, these agencies utilize particular criteria in making recommendation to 
't' • 

the judiciary for or against release o,r release with supervision. Where these 

agencies supervise releasees, it is important that court administrators report to 

the judiciary as to the nature of the supervision function. 

Jail population lists are reviewed daily in many jurisdictions, for a va-

riety of purposes. A South Dakota jud'ge reviews these lists to insure that the 

population limit he decreed is not exceeded and to insure that defendants do not 

spend unwarranted time in jai'l. A district court administrator in Rhode Island 

reviews cases of pretrial defendants :Iailed more than thirty days. If a minor 

charge is involved and no attorney represents the defendant·! he arranges for an 

attorney and promotes a speeded-up dilsposition. In the municipal court in Minne-

apolis, persons still in jail two daYls after bail has been set are scheduled for 

review bail hearings. A lower court ,administrator in Phoenix reviews jail log 

data to project time requirements for daily pretrial hearings. Florida court 

administrators monitor these lists to assure adherence to speedy trial rules and 

attendance at scheduled hearings. 

Diversion programs, instituted in, part to reduce the burden of judicial hear-

iogs, rely upon ~ntry criteria that are determined by statute, court rule, prose-

cutor standards, and agency intake provisions. Normally judges influence the 
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d~termination of the criteria that are used. Some diversion agencies delineate 

written procedures regarding involuntary termination from the program and for a~ 
<-

appeal procedure if such termination is contestedi the judiciary should re~iew 

" 
the fairness and adequacy q~ termination procedures. With involuntary termina-

tion, formal case consigeration should be reinstituted. The court administrator 

needs to insure that reinstitution does in fact occur. 

','J 
Felony proceedings in a number of states are formally initiated following 

\1\ 

grand j:pry indictment. While grand juries are more the province o:t: a prosecutor 

than of a court, it is of court concern if typical grand jury time frames are 

slow, whether or not the suspect is detained. This applies as well to prosecu

tor investigations and the filing of informat±ons. It is appropriate for judi

cial system officals ano. interagency coordinating councils to review data com-

piled as to the time required by these procedures. 

Commonly, lower court judges hold first appearance and preliminary hearings 

with felony cases. Where these ju(~ges are authorized to accept felony pleas, 

caseflow tends to be expedited. Where court administration has fine-·tuned the 

paperflow accompanying bindovers from lower to upper courtsi caseflow is expe-

dited. 

The refinement of court caseflow processes l from initial appearance through 

sentencing, is a constant agenda of judges and court administrators. E~perience 

indicates that no one approach fits all courts. However, early and continuous 

court control of cases, combined with stage-to-stage time lapse guidelin:es, mon

itoring, and reassessments are important ingredients of eff~ctive caseflow man-

agement. Not only judges and court administrators, but correctional agents and 

other officials can contribute ideas that are beneficial in expediting caseflo'\4'. 

Reasons for case delay need to be studied, whether it is the slow appointment 
;' 

I) 

of defense counsel, excessive continuance grants, overscheduling or undersched-

ullng, or a multitide of other reasons. One aspect of delay that appears not 

to have received much attention relates to detained persons in need of medical 

o 
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services or psychiatric evaluation or treatment. Court administrators 

can review current jail services and collaborative agency programs in this re-

gard and explore alternate service delivery approaches. 

It is known that the vast majority of criminal cases are resolved without 

trial. The ability of the court to insure the provision of a trial at an early 

date tends to promote earlier case resolution for all cases. 

C. The Functions of Trial Court Administration at the Trial Stage 

This activities list is less extensive than the lists of possible activities 
'J 

at other processing stages. In brief, it involves the essentials of good court 

administration and coope=ation with correctional agents and other officials. 

Court administrators are visualized as responsible for day-to-day court 

operations, overseeing coordination with others, and carrying operational 

responsibility for instituting court policies and monitoring court operations. 

The judicial oversight responsibility remains strong, however. Effective court 

administration functions at this and other stages rely upon the judicial 

decision to effectuate an ongoing plan to reduce delay, obtain reliable 

information, achieve effective communication with related agencies, and to make 

all of this a deliberate and ongoing agenda. 

THE FUNCTIONS OF TRIAL COURT ADMINISTRATION AT THE TRIAL STAGE 

Category 

Implement priority trials for jailed defendants 
Refine system for notifying jail of trial dates and 

insure presence of jailed defendants at trial 
Refine judicial calendaring and case scheduling prac

tices 
Monitor hearing and trial continuance experience 

and reasons 
Refine approaches to having back-up judges and court 

reporte~s to assure trials will occur 
Refine juror utilization system 
Review courthouse facilities used by witnesses, jurors, 

and attorneys, as well as courtroom security 

Trial Court 
Judicial Administrator 

Role Role 

x 

x 
X 

.X 

X 

X 

x 

x 

''''='X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

Priority trial scheduling for jailed defendants facilitates correctiol;~l 

P4~ulation control. It is a desirable objective regardless of whether the jail 

population ~as been exceeded or nears capacity. 
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Despite general jailer interest in delivering prisoners to the courts at 

designated times, slip-ups occur. Court administrator exami~tion as to these 

exceptions is important in ascertaining whether the court's notification approach 

or the jail's information system is s';1bject to error. 
" 

/r' , 

Refining judicial calendar!ng methods and case scheduling pract1ces c is a con-

tinuous need. There are many costs, associated with scheduled trials that fail to 

occur when some but not all partiQipants are present. Court administrators as 

well as the judiciary need to monitor the reasons why trials are continued and 

develop strategies to reduce their occurrences. Having back-up judges and court 

~~}orters available reduces the need for continuances. The district court in 

Minneapolis reported the assignment of civil judges t.o the criminal calendar 1 
expedite criminal trials. o 

Court administrators have developed skills in overseeing juror selection and-

V~:\\ . 
utilization. Broad~ dta~n Juror lists reduce challenges to the jury array that 

slow trial completion; the presence of a sufficient number of jurors can avoid 

jury trial delays. Administrators also need to be attentive to the existence and 

maintenance of suitable space arrangements for witnesses, juror deliberations, 

attorney con~~rences, and the adequacy of courtroom security. The interrelation-

ship betwe~n ~~urts and corrections intensifies following adjudication. 

D. The Functions of Trial Court Administration at the Sentencing and Post
Sentencing Stages 

The sentencing stage of court proceedings is a, particularly critical point 

for informed decisions that impact offenders, correctional officers, and the pub-

" lic. (!'be court's function here is a primary but int;:.erdependent one. 

THE FUNCTIONS-2F TRIAL COURT ADMINISTRATION AT THE SENTENCING 
AND POST-SENTENCING STAGES 

Category 

Serve as a communications clearinghouse ~yY 

Provide information for judicial meetings ~at con
sider local and state correctional matters 

- 3S -
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Trial Court 
Judicial Admlnistrator 

Role Rolf.~ 

x 

x X 
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The Functions of Trial Court Administration at the Sentencing and Post-Sentenc
ing Sta~ (Cont'd.) 

Category 

Review data regarding judicial sentencing practices 
and disparities 

Refine judicial calendaring and case scheduling 
practices 

Monitor jail logs 
Monitor available space in correctional agencies 
Review system for delivery of court orders and pre-

sentence investigations and related reports to 
correctional agencies 

Provide information to correctional agencies as to 
number of persons awaiting se..~;encing 

Review system for transporting sentenced prisoners 
to state institutions 

Refine system of notice to probation agency to con
duct presentence inves'tigation 

Review format and content of presentence investigation 
reports 

Review timeframes for completion of presentence 
investigation reports 

Monitor probation services delivery, work release 
program, and community correctional services 
administration 

Inform defendants of correctional facility regulations 
and program opportunities 

Determine particular programs for sentenced offenders 
Provide reasons for a particular sentence 
Arrange job slots in court for community service 

restitution offenders 
Review fine and victim restitution collection and dis

bursement administration 

Trial Court 
Judicial Administrator 

Role 

x 

x 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

Role 

x 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X 

X 

x 

X 

The superior court administrator in Phoenix arranged to receive a central 

listing from state correctional officials of sentenced offenders waiting parole 

or commutation consideration and to dis't:.ribute this to the particular sentenc-

ing judges. He is also advised of any escapes by prisoners and notifies his 

judges so they can determine whether special security precautions should be 

taken. 

The provision of oral ana written comm~~ications to the judiciary regarding 

correctional prograxns and available space is also part of this clearinghouse 

role. 
)1 

Data and reports supplied to judges' meetings can fOXIn some of the basis 

for judicial consideration of local or state correctional matters. Data aggre-
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gated as to judicial sentencing~racti,ces can be reviewed by the judiciary in 
~~. 

considering disparities and for determining sentencing practices which consider 

the most appropriate resources in relation to particular offenders. 

Enhanced case scheduling and caseflow management are pertinent to this stage 

as well. Sentencing hearings that occur as scheduled reduce the time loss of 

probation officers and community agency representatives who may attend these 

hearings. The time of the day these are conducted is also relevant. The muni-

cipal court in Minneapolis changed its calendar to provide early morning plea 

hearings so that short form presentence investigations could be conducted and 

sentencing could take place within hours, thereby averting the need for a defen-

dant to return for sentencing on a different day. Making space available to 

probation officers for offender interviews within the courthouse facilitates 

this approach. The. Minneapolis court's efforts in the design of a joint infor-

mation system will result in court orders being entered into a terminal that 

will show up imm~diately at the workhouse and eliminate the need for correc-

tional transportation officials to wait with the defendants for a half hour or 

more at. the end of court hearings in order to obtain a typed court list of the 

sentenced offenders. Court administrators in St. Paul and Rhode Island also re-

ported revising sentencing hearing calendars to better accommodate correctional 

transportation capabilities. 

Court officials indicated conflicting views on the need to monitor whether 

sentenced offenders were released from jail on the proper date., Several who 

support the monitoring concept suggested that monitoring might focus also on 
\\ 

whether offenders served any time or served less time than was ordered. Also, 
.' , 

several administrators expressed interest in informing the judiciary as to whe-

ther space was available for sentenced offenders at the jailor a work release 

program. 
,. 

One Rhode Island court administrator and a South Dakota judge noted their 

invohrement in refining and overseeing the transmission of court orders to cor-
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rectional agencies. There was general reco~~ition that presentence investiga-

tion reports need to arrive promptly for correctional classification and reha-

bilitation program enrollment purposes. Further, court administrators need to 

review the current approach taken with the transmission of these reports to de-

termine whether transmission should be the responsiiGility of pt'obation or of 

court personnel. 

Only Rhode Island reported sending the pending list of persons awaiting sen-

tencing to the state correctional agency. Reportedly, correctional officials 

there utilized this information in projecting their intake admissions popula-

tion. Where correctional officials express interest in this information, court 

administrators might more simply advise correctional agencies when pending sen-

tencing caseloads appear larger or smaller, than normal. 

A court's intersection with probation services is an especially critical one 

regardless whether probation is administered by the judiciary or executive 

branch. Since the timely completion of presentence investigation reports is im-

portant for numerous reasons, it is relevant for court administrators to review 

and refine the court's provision of notice to the probation department of the 

need to perform such investigations. Several probation agencies commented that 

it now requires several days to~eceive notice. 

At present, there is extensive national interest in the format and content 

of presentence investigation reports. Formats a:r:e being reorgan:Lzed in a number 
;, 

of communi ties, different 'length forms are beit' developed for different types 

of offenses and special problem offenders r an~(!bbreviated report:s are being 
f ,.I 

utilized with lesser felonies, misdemeanors, and ordinance violations. Judges 

are particularly concerned with these matters, but many court administrators 

appear to regard this as beyond the purvie~ of. their responsibility. Court 
'j 

admi,nistr&tors are more aecepting of a responsibility for assurin9 that the 

great. bulk of these reports are completed within ,s: prescribed time frame. 
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Sentencing hearing dates need to be coordinated with the probation agency's 

" capability for completing these reports. For example, the superior eourt in 

" Phoenix involved its probation agency in a delay reduction project. The proba-

tion department offered to complete its investigation reports in twenty-one .days 

rather than twenty-eight clays if it could reduce the length- of its reports to a 

two-page average for the two least severe felony offender classes. In concur-

ring with this, the court also agreed to encourage waivers of these reports with 

these offender classes. The probation department also asked that the project 
" 

facilitate earlier delivery of police reports and criminal histories from the 

prosecutor. 

While a number of court administrators seem to prefer that probation offi-

cials report to judges and not to them, elsewhere court administrators accept an 
d 

oversight if not auditing responsibility with judicial branch probation agencies 

and a clear liaison role with executive branch services. Further, judges often 

need informat;~on which a court administrator can acquire as to what can be ex-

pected upon sE\ntencing an offender to various correctional agencies. A Minne-

" apolis judge <~ited his experience in visiting a .local community correctional 
I 

II 

facility and observing certain confrontation methods used with clients which he , 
,I 

found object'ionable. He then asked the director of the court's probation arm to 

prepare a one-page description of all agencies used by the court. 'rhe particu

larconfrontation method, which included a head-shaving sanction, was discon-

tinued following the site visit by the pro~tion officer in preparing tbis re-

port. 

At . .sentencing hearings, one South Dak9ta judge informs 'defendants of prison 

regulations furnished to the court by the state correctional department. This 

judge includes recommendations in his decree that particular defendants be en-

rolled in particular vocational education or job training programs administered 

by correctional agencies. Minnesota and Arizona state correctional officials 

reported phone calls from judges asking that defendants they were sentencing be 
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placed p\ one correctional institution rather than another. While statutes fre, 
quently fail to give a judge the authority to determine a specific treatment 

program or a specific faculty when the law provides for central commitment to 

the state correctional department, correctional officials indicated willingness 

to cooperate with judicial requests if at all possible. It was reported that 

judges sometimes request that an offender be placed in an out-of-state prison, 

having knowledge that criminal colleagues of the defendant, already housed at 

the prison, might endanger his life if he is institutionalized at the same fa-

cility. Officials in Arizona and Minnesota reported working relationships with 

other state correctional authorities which allowed placement of such offenders 

in out-oi-state prisons. 

Judges typically have the authority to determine whether an offender shall 

be placed on work release at a local correctional facility, enter a specialized 

alcohol or drug abuse program, obtain mental health services, or enroll in other 

local program services. 

Community service restitution programs, often administered by probation 

agencies, mf-y~,~n:tail a responsibility for the court to review whether work 
;;..';;f'-j;,-_._.o-~'::;: ... ~ --',' 

placero~ts can be performed within the court itself. Such offenders tend to be 
</::;::> -

i: 
low risk and bring a range of capabilities to comm\~ity service settings. !n 

one example, a carpenter made bookshelves for one court office. other persons 

may perform data gathering tasks wlder supervision or perform certain typing 

tasks. 

Court adl;n:j..nistrators in the Minneapolis municipal court and the lower courts 

in Tucson and'Phoenix reported working sOI\lewhat arduously at refining their 9Y'S-

tern fox the collection, monitoring, and transmission of fi~es. 

This wide array of functions detailed by trial court judges and agmin:Lstra-

tors attests to the necessity and viability of judicial system interactions with 

theco.rrectional system. It comprises a far more extensive documentation than 

was obtained with state court administrative functions • 
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V. THE F.UNCTIONS OF STATE COURT ADMINISTRATION IN RELATION TO CORRECTIONS 

Only state court administrators or their key deputies were questioned in 

conducting telephone or on-site interviews. State supreme court justices were 

not interviewed due to study constraints, though it is known that man~ of them 

perform significant judicial administration functions which relate to correct-

ional programs. The following checklists, then, apply only to state court ad-

ministrative functions and do not encompass supreme court justice roles. Com-

mentary regarding these functions begins with broader state-level responsibili-

ties' and is followed by this office's rela'tionship to trial court criminal case 

processing. 

A. The Functions of State Court Administration in the Broader Correctional 
Context 

State court administrators indicated that their functions did include a num-

ber of the following checklisted items, particularly those relating to more in-

ternal court management. They repeatedly suggested there was a strong need for 

ongong courts-corrections dialogue, with regularized and improved communica-

tions. However, the study found that, generally, state court administrators did 

not hold to any significant responsibility to assist with correctional problems. 

Several state court administrators rejected such a responsibility even when 

their state was confronted with federal court findings of unconstitutional pri-

son overcrowding. Whil~ many perceived the relationship between trial court 

sentencing decisions and state correctional crowding or overcrowding, they tend-

ed to fall back on a separation of powers ideology, contending the courts had 

their own job to do as di~ correctional agencies. Greater involvement in this 

sector is restricted by state court. administrator attitudes, other priorities, 

staff limitations, perceptions of separation of powers, and the delicacy and 

bala).lce of their functions in relationshj.p to'trial court administrators. 
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THE FUNCTIONS OF STATE COURT ADMINISTRATION 
IN THE BROADER CORRECTIONS CONTEXT 

Statewide case processing time standards 
State probation standards for judicial branch departments 
S~ructure for provision of technical assistance to trial courts 
Structure for systematic review of proposed legislation relating to ¢rim
inal law and procedure 
Statewide judicial management information system 
Communications clearinghouse with state correctional officials 
Transmission of court reports and data to state correctional agencies 
Provide state correctional information to supreme court and trial courts 
Review state prison population data 
Provide training programs for judicial and non-judicial personnel 
Facilitate judicial conference correctional speakers and policy delibera
tion regarding correctional matters 
Arrange judicial and non-judicial staff visitations to correctional agen
cies 
Facilitate ongoing judicial review of statewide correctional concerns 
Enlist judicial system support of correctional needs and standards 
Arrange legislative testimony by judges concerning criminal law and cor
rectional matters 
Facilitate a structure for joint courts and correctional attentidn to in
tersecting problems 
Participate in interdepartmental management information system planning 
and implementation 

State court administrators appeared highly sensitive to the need for reduc-

ing delay at the trial court level and to the value of local or statewise pro-

cessing time guidelines and speedy trial rules in promoting more rapid caseflow. 

Their review of trial court case processing data provides them with awareness of 

'slower courts which may require their attention. 

There is evidence that increased state funding of local courts has encouraged 

state court administrators to assume more interest in the services provided by 

local probation agencies when they are administered by the judicial branch. The 

state director of court services in South Dakota, a judicial branch employee, 

exercises a wide range of responsibilities in coordinating local probation ser-

vices and administering statewide probation standards. The Arizona state court 

,administrator is responsible fo~ supervising a partial state subsidy to local 

probation offices. Factoring into this task is a stat.ute mandating pro'bation 

supervision workloads of no more than sixty offenders. 

Technical assistance services from the state court aliministrator to local 

court administration is one avenue for the state office to enhance trial court 
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effectiveness. This assi~ltance may take forms which facilitate criminal dase-

flow or, for example, enhance probation staff achievements. 

Very aware of proposed and pending legislation that affects the judicial 

system, numerous state court administrators assign personnel to review both 

bills and legislative commission reports. In Minnesota, this office provides 

judicial impact statements to the state finance office concerning the fiscal and 

personnel impact of proposed legislation. 

Statewide judicial management information systems aggregate trial court data 

and enable state court offices to monitor local caseflow and to study, for exam-

ple; whether additional judges or court personnel may be needed to expedite a 

c.ourt's workload. The Minnesota state court office provides such data to that 

state's sentencing guidelines commission to help its assessment of court proces-

sing p~pulation trends, sentencing patterns, and sentencing compliance with 

guidelines. 

The effectiveness of the state court office as an informalccommunications 

clearinghouse with state correctional officials in part depends upon staff mem

bers having worked with state correctional agents on formally organized task 

forces. It may also relate to the state's population, less populous states be-

ing associated with more frequent opportunities for informal exchange~. Throuh 

this office, state correctional representatives may communicate their concerns 

regarding certain trial court practices, such as slowness in t~ansrnitting court 

orders to the prison. 

Maryland's state court office indicated it carefully reviews the wor~ of 

state-level task forces such as one concerned with overcrowded prison facili-

ties. The Idaho state court administrator sends copies of court system news-

letters to key a,tate correctipnal officials. It is common for state court of-

fices to transmit copies of annual reports to the corrections department. 'There 

was no evidence that any court administrator sits down witll a state corrections 

director to consider the implications of these data on correctional programs. 
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Expanding on the communications clearinghouse role, a state court office can 

provide valuable information relating to correctional developments and probleml'? 

([ to state supreme court justices and trial court judges and administrators. A 

state correctional agency can also use the state court administrator as a funnel 

for transmitting correctional innovations and research findings from other 

states and, for example, pertinent journal articles by legal and correctional 

scholars and practitioners. 

Review of state prison population data could enable the state court adminis-

trator to heighten judicial awareness of a need to review sentencing legislation 

and sentencing practices. The Rhode Island state court administrator receives 

this information. A combined review of these data with judicial management in-

formation system data could enable the state court administrator to better ad-

vise the judiciary as to the types of offenders being sentenced to state facili-

ties by the different courts. The Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission is 

( 
in the process of analyzing such joint data. Such information exchanges and 

review may offer benefits to overall public policy in ways that do not undermine 

judicial autonomy. 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funding, now being replaced in 

part by state funding in a number of jurisdictions, has enabled the state court 

adm!:nistrative office 'I~o e>"1?and training opportunities for judicial and non-

judicial personnel, ~)t)It,h 011 an in-state basis and at regional and national in-

stitutes~ Generally, this is viewed positively as a contribution to court sys-

tern improvement. Judicd .. al sentencing institutes and, for example, the provision 

of training for probaticm 1:'>ersonnel impact the " ~ourts-corrections relationship. 

Annual or semi*-annual stJ!kte judicial conferences frequently invite state 

correctional officials to address these as~emh~ies where oth~r presentations on 

crizr.inal law developments and structured opportunities for judicial considera-

tion of, for example, correctional alternatives can be seen as useful. The 

state court administrator often has a major role in planning this agenda. This 
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office also may arrange ViSit~~ by judicial and non-judicial personnel to 
/--_J/'-' 

correctional agencies. 

Organizations of chief trial court judges as well as statewide judicial com

mittees may address correctional concerns. Judicial planning committees in.a 

number of states have the oJ)portunity to consii~er a range of issues that pertain 

to the court's intersection with corrections. 

Several state court offices reported their support of state correctional 

budget and program requests. Some state court officials provide information for 

chief justice state of the courts messages to legislative bodies. One presen

tation supported prison space expansion. State court administrators may arrange 

legislative testimony by judges concerning a variety of pertine~t matters. 
;, 

To respond to their repeated suggestions for improved courts and \~corrections 
/ 

cooperati9n, state court administrators could facilitate and help staff inter-

orga,nizational commissions and provide data to assist commission review of the 

impact of present and proposed legislation and of court practices'~nd correc

tional problems. 

One forum in which joint planning and implementation has ta.ken place has 

been with interdepartmental management information system design. The state 

court administrative office in North Carolina is actively engaged in such an ef-

fort which, besides developing appropriate data, has been concerned with the se-

curity and privacy of information and with working with law enforcement offi-

cials to CI;11'];) the unauthorized disse'mination of offender records. 

State court administrative offices also perform functions related to trial 

court case processing. 

B. The Functions of State Court Administration in Relation to Trial Court 
criminal Case Processin~ 

, 0 

Prescription of the most Guitable working relationship .at the s'tate court 

administrator-trial court &~~inist~ator nexus is no easy task. Differing state 

court system structures, traditions, ~local court cultures", political consider-

ations, and many other factors make this relationship h~ghly ideosyncratico 
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STATE COURT ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS IN RELATION 
" TO TRIAL COURT 'CiRIMINAL CASE 'PROCESSING 

Augment trial cou~t's efforts to obtain adequate pretrial, diversion, 
probation, and community correctional services, and indigent counsel ser- . 

vices 

Provide technical assistance to courts experiencing case delay 

Provide technical assistance to courts regarding fine collection, records 
administration, and other matters 

Arrange visiting judges to facilitate trial court case dispositions 

Provide information on statE! correctional facilities to trial courts 

Assist in the refinement of procedures relating to provision of psychia
tric evaluations by state mental health agencies 

Obtain and review state e~ecutive probation agency time frame experience 
with providing presentence investigation reports 

Assist with the design and promulgation of uniform forms 

Trial courts need to carry the primary responsibility to obtain a suitable 

array of program serv'ices providing alternatives to jail, to court, and to in

carceration, but supplementary assistance can be provided to these efforts by 

the state court administrator. This may take the form of supporting state leg-

islation which helps fund programs that serve local courts or encouraging pri

vate grants directed at these objectives. Other relevant state-level acti'l.dties 

were reported. The Minnesota s'tate court administrator chairs a statewide jail 

coalition which seeks to curb unnecessary jailing and improve jail conditions. 

The Idaho state court administrator endorsed proposed local jail standetrds. 

Arizona's state cout administrator initiated legislative changes with the state 

probation subsidy act he administers that resulted in funds targeted for reduc-

/I 

ing probation caseloads. ,j ! 
Based on assessments of trial court data and consulta~ion with trial dbiFt 

officials, state court offices may provide technical assistance to help t.J;i1~1 
'I 
II 

courts expedite case processing. This office also may arrarit]e for technic~~ a$-
-, ,.I 

f~' 
sistance provision from one "'tr"1-al court that has done well with casefl~(:~ matte-rs 

lll! 

to another trial court that is performing lesa well. There is a br;oaf~~1 range of 
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technical assistance services that can be provided or orchestrated at the state 

level, all ofwhich may add up to more efficient and effective trial court admin-

istration. State court educational strategies 2lnd\targeted budget allocations 

can assist trial court a,ccomplishments. Many stat~\s authorize a chief· justice 

to assign retired judge/I> as well ae sitting judges to courts requiring supple-

mentary judicial hearing officers. State court administrators help with these 

arrangements. They may stimulate a request for such services from a court whose 

trial dockets may benefit from supplementary ~ssistance. 

State court officials can obtain and direct to the trial courts useful in-

formation concerning Istate prisons and correctional programs. 

Trial court delay is sometimes occasioned by the imperfectly coordinated 

transfer of jailed i~unates to psychiatric hospitals to obtain psychiatric evalu-

ation or treatment. This may involve a local jail's need to negotiate space 

with a state mental hospital. State court administrative staff can help smooth 

coordination and mo~e rapid completion of an evaluation through their communica-

tion with state-level mental health personnel. 

The Idaho statE~ court administrator reported that his request to the state 
o 

executive probatlon agency for time lapse data regarding the provision of pre-

sentence investiga'tion reports resulted in a generally more rapid completion of 

these reports. His interest apparently influenced the executive agency's inter-

est in accommodating more rapid report completion. 

The Arizona s'l:ate court administrator reported his work with local probation 
, 

director.s to develop uniform, probation fopns for" use throughout the state. Tile 

forms inc+uded face sheets, standard conditions of ~robation (which could be 

supplemellted by the local judge) tand motion to revoke probation 1;ormats. An-

other product of this effort w~~ the desic;rn o~ probation ~tatistical data for C' 

regular submission to the s:t,ate court office. 
';. Ii '.' 

The state court office in Mary-

land assisted execu'l;:.lve-branch correctional oftlcials in revisin~T presE1lnte~,ce ;~ 

investigation f9rmats that wouldl benefit the courts and also provid~ necessary 
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information for the parole aam:Lnistration function... That office also developed 

forms and guidelines for use by sentencing judges in explicating reasons for 

Cf their particular sentences, as required by a new rule of the Court of Appeals. 

In S'lm, there is a growing array of functions that state court administrators 

do or might perform in helping solve correctional problems at both state and 10-

cal levels. It would seem to be in the interest Qf state court administration to 

accept greater responsibility in relation to the corrections sector along with a 

more active stance in initiating appropriate efforts and directions. 

VI. STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Actions to be Taken at Trial~cjurt and State Levels 

The study found numerous examples of court collaboration with correctional 

agencies, particularly at the trial court level. Few courts, however, had fully 

exploited the potential for cooperation, and various aspects of this relationship 

were often unexamined or not being addressed. Further, correctional officials 
(

t' 

) 
expressed positive interest in working more c~osely with the courts and sought 

'''-::'=; 

greater leadership from trial court judges, particularly. There is much that 

many courts can do now. 

Court administrators should look hard at their local jails and alternatives 

to pretrial jailing to determine what needs are not now being m~t, to help insti-

tute efforts to remedy shortcomings, and to insure that suitable mcnitoring mech-

anisms are in place and are utilized. The scope of this task extend~ to police 

citation use, pretrial release and diversion agency services, bail experience and 

bail alternatives, jail conditions and populations, and procedures for transmis-

sion of court hearing sChedule~" and transportation o.lr prisoners. 
II 

Crimin,al. caseflow· reexamiri~tion can be undertaken to discover current obsta= 

.. cles to more expeditious case processin,g. The scope of this assessment pan pro-
e . 

o 

fitably e~tendfrom arrest through sentencing. Time lapse guidelines can be 

established, monitored, and refined for the different processing stages. Judi-

" 
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cial calendaring methods, speeded up probation agency presentenp~ investigation 

reports, and priority scheduling for detained defendants are dimensions of this 

consideration. 

Court administration should also review carefully their sentencing practices 
1;1' 

and sentencing a2ternatives. This requires a more intense familiarity with the 
§ 

procedures, service delivery, and effectiveness of the probation agency, commu-
,- . () nity correctl.onal programs, and state correctional facilities. Judicial system 

advocacy to improve the quality of such services is in order. 
,. 

Judicial system leadership with interorganizational planning and coordinating 

commissions is needed in many communities to address, on an ad hoc or ongoing 

basis, problems and needs at pretrial, court processing, and posttrial stages. 

Continuous consultation across systems is necessary. Another task for court 

administration is to insure the integrity and efficiency of f.-i-... e and victim resd ~ 
~, 

Ii 

titution collection systems. 

Study findings indicated that an initial agenda at the state court adminis-

trator level is an attitudinal one of accepting a greater responsibility and role 

in relation to correctional problems •. These officials, in becoming more knQw~ 

ledged as to correctional issues and'developments, can provide important informa~ 

1:ion to chief justices, judicial councils, and the trial courts. The severity of 

state correctional concerns is so generalized as to suggest that these officials 

activate ongoing interbranch commissions to assess way~ to improve cooperation 

{} between courts and corrections. There is also a need for their s;fmulating judi-

cial interest in a range of intersecting;. issue:;:. 

B. Training Programs for Judges, Court Adm.inistrators, and Correctional 

Of1:cialS 

S:tU)y findings recinfol:ce the proposition that extel'!sive interdependence ex-

ists between court and correctional agencies~ Though communicaeion and coopera-

tion between these respective organizations occurs, partiCiularly at local levels, 
/-'\ 
\,J . there is a nee.d for more expansive collaboration as well as understanding of the 
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related system at both :toeal and state levels. The attitudinal issue, from the 

court's side as to whether it has responsibility for correctional problems, and 

for the correct tonal side as to whether the problems they face must be dealt with 

without assitance frC:l~r,the courts, was seen quite differently by various judges, 

court administrators, and correctional officials. For example, two judges in the 

same county, a jurisdiction that had experienced federal court holdings as to 

both an overcrowded jail and prison system, held markedly di.fferent opinions as 

to the judiciary's role in helping to solve correctional problems. The first 

view noted, "The courts should do nothing: this has to be left to the executive 

ar~d legislative branches of government". The other judge took a hands-on ap-

proach: "Judges need to understand their impact on correctional systems and the 

impact of their disparate sentences on prisoners. They must support adequate 

correctional programs and must insure that the state carries out its mandates for 

sentence~ of enders". Also visible in the study were correctional officials who 

had activated effective working relationships with the judiciary and those who 
\\ 

passively saw themselves as victims, not only of the judiciary but of other agen-

cies of government. Nonetheless, ways to achieve more commonly held attitudes 

that active cooperation benefits both systems are in order. 

Judg$S and c.ourt administrators were questioned as to the possible value of 

training prog:J;'fims ai.med at. their professions. Ninety percent of judges and court 
J . 'Ii 

administrato~~' expressed positive interest in seminars focused on "Basic Issues 

in the Courts-Corrections Interface il and "Alternatives to Institutionalization". 

Further, 75 percent of these officials saw n'lerit in attending an educational pro-

gram involving teams of state and local court and correctional personnel to deal 

with the joint problems of courts and corrections. Such indicators substantiate 

the value of inseJ;ting such cU,rricular content at the national training centers 

and univers~ties where these officials ulflertake educational programs, and the 

development of intensive workshops bringing together judicial and correctional 

system officials. This need is underscored by the statement of one profession-
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ally trained court administrator: "Everything that I have learned about commun-

ity corrections I have learned on the job." The statement of a state correc-

t.ional administrator is also pertinent: "We have ignored the court administra-

tors; I will, stop to visit judges whe:rever I go but I don't know who th,e court 

administrators are." This latter statement underpins the need for workshops with 

correctional officials to deal with their interdependence with the courts. 

As inquiry into the curriculum content of basic judicial education programs 

at the National Judicial College revealed little in the way of any significant 

concern for the judicial role in the courts-correctional interr.elationship_ At 

the college, judges become steeped in law and procedure and seriously consider 

sentencing alternatives, but there appears to be only limited attention directed 
() " 

to the proactive stance or the independent perspective. 

Inquiries into the curricula of court administration training centers'indi-

cated that court administrators are oriented to developing skills in the tradi-

tional bread and butter of this field: caseflow management and jury utilization, 

management information systems, personnel and records management. fiscal adminis-

tration, plus an understanding of the broader environmental perspective. How-

ever, there is no clear focus on clarifying the court administrator's role in 

relationship to the correctional enterprise or with dej'(eloping specific skills 

that would facilitate their accomplishments in this regard. 

It would seem that educational efforts with judges should consider not only 

the opportunities and the boundaries of their functions in regard to corrections; 

but ways their court administrators can be .. useful to them in this regard. Certan 

sections of these curricula need to deal with attitudes regarding responsibili-
/) 
(/ ties, others with the development of skills that facilitate more effective judi-

, -, 

cial system functioning in this interrelationship. The different training pro-

grams and workshops for judges and court administrators may usefully consider: 
;) 

• Standards for administration of correctional facilities 

• Factors contributing to problems in correctional administration 

• Alternatives to local and state incarceration 
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• 
Evaluation of rehabilitative effectiveness with different offenders and 

different programs 

• Correctional economics 

• practical issues in correctional facilities management 

e Content and use of the presentence investigation report 

• Judicial decisionmaking from bail through sentencing 

• Court and correct.ional agency considerations regarding criminal case sched

uling 

• The impact of the judicial system on correctional administration 

• The impayt of correctional administration on judicial administration 

• Eff~9~ive communications between the judiciary and corrections 

• The interrelationship between lower and upper courts and jails and prisons 

Correctional manager training may well consider as content the growing court 

research findings, developments in court administration, and the intersection be-

tween cou~ts and corrections. correctional managers might beneficially examine a 

variety of ways to strengthen their communication with judges and court adminis-

trators and the structuring of different approaches to planning and problem solv-

ing which involve the judicial system. While our research findings indicate 

strong interest on the part of correctional officials in enhanced cooperation with 

the judicial system, it is also clear that they need to review different ways of 

activating judicial interest in correctional administration and problems. 

Well designed work group problems could be used in these training efforts to 

stimulate participant consideration of alternate solutions to hypothetical but 

real problems presented in such exercises. 

The strong interest and seeming merit in interorganizational workshops de-

signed to deal with the joint problems of cqurts and corrections acan be imple-

mented at local, state, regional, and national levels. While cognitive content 

regarding both courts ahd corrections would form part of the workshops and the 

intersecting nature of their respective organizational efforts should recleive 
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~ nee a eal with attitudes, perceived judicial auto-focus, such sessions w'll d t d 

my, e nature and imp~ementation of change, struc-nomy or correctional autono th 

tured and informal approaches to problem solving across, systems, and the types 

l:' It would seem., useful if" of information needed to address J'ointly held~roblems. ' 

a p an to address, at these interorganizational teams would define and develop 1 

s a e pro ems they consider priorities. Re-the conference, those local and t t bl 

lated interagency efforts have been successfully utilized by the Institute for 

Court Management, in concert with both the N ti .ill onal Judicial College and the Na-

_ national workshops to ad-tional center for State Courts r in several ser~es of 

y, eams a court, correctional, and legisla-dress trial court delay. Similarl t f 

a mu ti-year address to correctional prob-tive offi9ials, organized to provide 1 

lems in several states, is a concept presently being developed by the National 
c\ 

Institute 6f Corrections. 

C. The Evaluation of Formally Structured Interorganizational Councils 

The use of local or statewide interagency counc.ils to consdier ,c" court and 

corrections problems has received considerable tt t" ' ~l~ a en ~on ~n recent years. These 

efforts take different forms: a policy intake board to determine release cri-

teria, develop jail alternatives, and regulate jai.l populations in Tucson; a 

. J.n Ml.ami, augmented by a middle management criminal justice coordinating councJ.'l' ' 

sta~fing structure, to work on a ran~e of problems confronting law enforcement, 

courts, and corrections in that community; a criminal justice group in Phoenix 

which brings together federal, state, and local department heads who assess con

cerns and enter pol1i.cy recommendations;" communl.' ty corrections advisory boards, 

throughout Minnesota; statewide task forces to address prison overcrowding in 

_ • any ot er communities and Maryland and the criminal justice system ~n F'lorida,· M h 

states have formed commissions or committ:ees,to consider these ,and other related 

problems. These efforts may be organized to seek to solve a particular problem 

ers are v~sualized as having indefinite or~et of problems an then disband. Oth ' 

'tenure and may be. either centered on a limited focus or a broader and relatively 

'I'lnlimi ted'a genda. 
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What we seem to lack is organized research evaluation which analyzes such 

formal structures and assesses those factors that contribute to auccesS or non-

success. In generalt these efforts should improve information sharing, communi-

cation, and collaboration across systems. It is no easy task to obtain and main-

tain an effective, formal structure for dealing with joint problems. But an 

assessment could be beneficial to a realistic perception as to 'I:.he merits of for-

mal approaches and the problems incident to their achievements. 

D. A More Extensive Inquiry into state and Trial Court Administration Functions 
which Intersect wi~h Corrections 

The literature is silent, and this study permitted only a limited'inq~iry 

into the functions carried out by state and local court administrators in regard 

to corrections. More extensive assessment may be beneficial at both levels of 

court administrator function. It seems that state court administrator functins, 

in part, are influenced by the interest of this official';,nnd of his chief jus-

tice, supreme court, or judicial council in exercising different roles in regard 

to state correctional matte:t:'s. This may relate to philosophiC asumptions and job 

priorities as well, to the extent of overcrowded prison facilities, legislative 

and judicial interest in altering sentencing procedures and practices, the "state 

legal culture", the extent of state funding of local courts, whether or not the 

state court administrator appoints local or regional court administrators, and 

whether probation is a judicial branch function. It relates as well to correc-

tional system activation of judicial interest. 

Clearly, trial court administrators are more intensively involved with cor-

rections than their state counterparts. Since trial court judges are more 

directly concerned, their court administrators are also more active, although 

this potential seems far from having been reached. Trial court administrators 

" may be preempted by tasks which they view as higher priority, or which are more 

natural or easier for them to perform. It would be useful to know more about 

their interests, perceptions, and functions, and why they accept or decline 
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responsibility in particular ':Ol"- ~neral aspects of this relationship. Their 

visibility may range from high to low in the eyes of correctional officials. 

However, in the eyes of a national presentence investigation demonstration pro

ject that indicated the need for involving judges, prosecutors( and defense 
if 

counsel in achieving earlier sentencing following speedier preparation and pre

sentation of presentence investigation reports, there was no mention of the need 

to involve trial court administrators in the problem solution. 17 

E. An Evaluation of Data Exchanges between Courts and Corrections 

The study has reported on a number of examples of data exchange between 

these two organizations, from simple to more complex. Some officials use these 

data in somewhat meaningful ways, others do not. More exchange occurs at the 

trial level than state level. Yet it would seem to be valuable to undertake a 

more thorough assessment of data interchange at both local and .state levels so 

that the information opportunity can be maximized. Rather than a simplistic 

plea for more information exchange, the argument is for the exchange of useful 

information that will be used. Considerations should range from what chief jus

tices, state court administrators, and upper tria~ court judges and administra-

tors might do if they received regular prison population data to the average 

duration of time required to obtain a psychiatric evaluation of a J'ailed defen
\1 

dante 

Finally, it is important to reaffirm the apparent value of informal comrnuni-

cation between representatives of these systems. The need for further training, 

formal interorganizational councils t . and exp'anded inquiries into court adminls-

tration functions and informational exchanges does not deny the great merit of 

the informal communication exchange. Such training efforts, councils and com-

mittees, research knowledge, and information exchanges are adjuncts to further-

ing the day-to-day problem solving that occurs through informal communication. 

And yet informal communication alone is not sufficient to address the giant 

tasks that confront this interdependence between the judicial system and correc-

tional , .. organizations. 
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